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“To wait, to watch.
Vocation Of the prisoner and the poet …
The prisoners, whose stretch is finite,
Look straight in Time’s face, and see,
The unrepeatable marvel of each second”
(Kohn 2009)
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I-Introduction
Once I entered the building, neon lights and silent hallways guided me. The only thing
that cut through the detachment of the place was the euphonious voice of Om-Kulthum singing
Ya Mesharni – to the one who is keeping me awake -. I took the elevator to the third floor and
found myself in an office with green walls and a huge window, overlooking a vast empty space,
full of garbage, scattered everywhere. Right behind me was an old wooden meeting table,a wall
clock stuck at 6:30, and some old brown furniture. Rupturing the monotony of this outdated
setting is a handmade book case with blue, yellow, and green shelves with some books in them.
As I was taking pictures and exploring the place, a steady calm voice in the background
interrupted my thoughts. It was Gamal Masoud’s, the general manager of Radio Canal, talking
on his cell phone about the programs that should be aired in Ramadan. While sitting behind a
huge desk, he finished his call and started talking to me:
“When I first became a general manager, I had to do some improvements, and you know
how difficult it is to implement change and let me tell you something, whenever there is
change, there is resistance, you have to be a dictator! But a dictator not for the sake of
just being a dictator, no! You become a dictator because you really want to do something
good! Just like El-Sisi made an effort in this country with regard to the slums and stuff,
so did I with some things here like introducing live programs for instance …What we
have here are public servants, ela mn rahm rabi –except those who died/retired- and a
few numbers of people working here currently… people say that it is Maspero1 that is the
main reason behind the tragedy we are in, but it is the people inside that institution that
are bringing it down. They do not have any ideas outside of the box! They are not
creative, you know. They just want to do a program or two, regardless of the content, and
soFsocthat is it!”
To be a public servant in 2021 is to endure many sociopolitical and financial hardships as
well as many stereotypes. Between living in dire straits and lacking any motive to work, the
public servants and their behavior are almost always rendered indolent. Yet, this ambiguous/all-

1

Maspero is the headquarters of the now abolished Egyptian Radio and Television Union (ERTU) in Cairo and the
current National Media Authority.
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inclusive category needs to be pinned down, shaped in a sociopolitical landscape in which
change is analyzed, documented, and conveyed. In the journey of uncovering what it is like to be
working in a service governmental institution, Radio Canal in Ismailia allowed me to delve into a
segment of the public servant category in a moment of realignment and dismantling of these
governmental/service platform. But in order to know how the people of Radio Canal navigate
through this place in these flexible/precarious times, I had to rewind the tape a little and ask the
following question: How did the neoliberal echoes manage to find their ways into the
microphones of radio canal, affecting its people and their understanding of themselves?
In answering these questions, I gave the field the authority to advise me while I wobbling
through different distant roads and intersections. Through the eyes, words, and memories of my
interlocutors, this thesis matured and its main argument was crystalized. I argue that the people
of Radio Canal, as they are witnessing rapid cruel changes and implicit yet recognizable
structural violence, are stranded between different eras of state craft. That said, some of them are
still adhering to the place’s original mandate as a service developmental radio and are actively
trying to further postpone its inevitable death. In this process, they are aware of the obsolete
tools/objects they are working with at this particular neoliberal moment. Regarding themselves
as media professionals who are also part and parcel of the incumbent regime, the people of Radio
Canal are relentlessly trying to hold on to this place as their safe haven that protects them from
the uncertainties of neoliberalism. And the longer I stayed in Radio Canal, the more this question
pushed itself onto me and in retrospect, became the main question that this thesis addresses: How
do the workers in Radio Canal maintain a sense of their own relevance and importance despite
being stranded between neoliberal logics?
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Radio Canal as an institution is situated in a unique hybrid of military paternalism and
state-led neoliberalism. I describe this combination as military neoliberalism, in which the state
is still obliged, to an extent, to keep up with the demands of public servants while ratifying
neoliberal policies. Acting as a pivotal source of legitimacy, the public servant category serves as
one of the Egyptian state’s reservoirs of legitimacy. It is true that the welfare state, in its classical
form2, is no longer a viable model to abide by and the state’s policies are gradually tilting
towards the neoliberal global economy. Still, there is a shroud of paternalism that is clouding the
state’s neoliberal undertakings. While letting unprofitable public institutions disintegrate on their
own, the Egyptian states is still reassuring its public servants that it will not abandon them. As a
result, the remnants of the 1950s and 1960s welfare state and its laws are still reinforced and
manifested occasionally. The scenarios and the characters written here allowus to have a look
from a peephole into the lifeworlds of public servants in 2020/2021. It gives us a chance to
understand what it is like to inhabit a state of suspension, to exist between rigid categories, and
to navigate between a developmental clear cut agenda and a neoliberal perplexing moment. To
understand this period and the rationale behind some of the actions and policies of El -Sisi’s
administration, I delved into some of the ways in which the neoliberal doctrines were
reformulated to fit the context of Egypt in general and to tell the story of Radio Canal in
particular.
Inescapable Echoes: Neoliberalism and the Subject
In capital’s search for new modalities of production, lifestyles, and ways to exploit,
neoliberalism comes to the rescue. It is a stage in late capitalism where everything is assigned

2

After the economic crisis that took place in the 1970s, Keynesian economics that advocated direct
government intervention in the economy to ensure growth and fairness lost its power. It was replaced with
neoliberalism that prompted states to withdraw from many fields in the public domain.
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with a market value if not a price tag.Guided by its obsession with quantifying and economizing
everything, neoliberalism speaks a language that is concerned with the economic and noneconomic domains of life alike(Brown 2016, 3). As a political rationality, neoliberalism aims to
transform the state itself into a firm, producing norms of identity and conduct while constituting
the subject as human capital. Education, training, consumption, etc. are configured as practices
of “self-investment” in which the human subject becomes both a member of a firm and itself is a
firm, working on itself all the time to cope with capital’s changes . For neoliberalism to become
the dominant discourse, it had to abide by certain articulations and embed them into people’s
heads, such as “individual liberty and freedom” (Harvey 2007, 24), entrepreneurship,
innovations, self -responsibility, etc. With these ideals constantly being enunciated and
reiterated, a façade of emancipation from the entangled webs of state regulation and intervention
is constituted, enabling neoliberalism to become the natural/normal way of interpreting and
understanding the world (22).
As a matter of fact, as Maurizio Lazzarato (2015) elaborately puts it, capitalism was
never completely devoid of state intervention nor was it completely liberal. He asserted that the
relationship between the two has always been "heterogeneous" (3). To him, capital always
establishes its power based on exploitation and the interests of entrepreneurs. The state, on the
other hand, is founded upon social entities such as “a community, a people, a nation" (4).
Because of its proclivity towards competition and private property, capital cannot produce nor
sustain these social entities. In fact, it might fracture them altogether. And so, capital becomes
mainly oriented towards deterritorialization with no clear cut parameters. Here, an inherent
contradiction exists between capital and the state. It only appears to be solved under the banner
of political sovereignty, exercised by the state in a given territory as capital casts its power over
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the population. This relationship continued to exist even at the heyday of neoliberalism. If truth
be told, it was the neoliberal movement that made the state more attentive and responsive to
capital demands. During its first wave in the 1980s (with Thatcherism and Reaganism), the focus
of the state was merely diverted towards remolding the public sector, increasing privatization,
and inducing efficiency domestically. The deterritorialized character of capital served a purpose
here in prompting overseas markets, through the Washington consensus3,to open up, restructure,
and become more economically competitive (Ong 2006, 10). So in its essence, the neoliberal
movement called for the state to create favorable conditions for investment and the free market
while abandoning the welfare doctrines; but, it never pushed the state towards a complete
withdrawal from the economy. As Foucault reads it: ‘Neoliberalism should not therefore be
identified with “laissez-faire” but rather with permanent vigilance, activity, and intervention’ on
the part of state institutions (Foucault2008, 132). With the mobility and flexibility of capital,
embarking on “the world as its effective scale” (Lazzarato 2015,4) and the adherence of the state
to terms like economic development and economic growth, political sovereignty and legitimacy,
both the state and capital live in an interdependent mode.
Nonetheless, it is important to note that neoliberalism is not a coherent system. It is a
concept that has many variations and articulations contingent upon the spatial and temporal
context it is situated in (Atia 2012, 809). In other words, neoliberalism is neither “monolithic in
form, nor universal in effect” (Ibid).Hence, there is always the need to focus on its techniques
and the different contexts in which its tenets unravel and modify themselves. Though it is
constantly being replicated with the aid of International Financial Organizations (IFIs), it is never
really based on a static scripted manual. Hereby, the Following section will clarify the Egyptian

3

Economic reform policies endorsed by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank to adjust the
economies of developing countries in accordance to the neoliberal agenda.
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permutation of neoliberalism while also shedding light on how the military rose and consolidated
its power in El-Sisi’s administration.

Military Neoliberalism: Egypt’s “Developmental Spearhead”4
In May 2019, a new project in Ismailia was executed. With a surface area of 7200 square
meter overlooking Temsah Lake, the new “Civilized” fish market became one of the latest
projects that the state has established in coordination with the Egyptian Armed Forces (EAF)
Engineering Authority. According to the Egyptian government official website, the market was
mainly built as a response to people’s complaints, since the 1980s, about the old fish market.
Located in the midst of Ismailia, the old market was the main reason behind the spread of
garbage, stray cats, and sewage system overflow. The new one, on the other hand, is made up of
two floors which include 20 fish shops, 160 fish stands for vendors, and 16 cafeterias. With its
establishment, the government’s main aim was to completely close down the old market and
provide new project new job opportunities for young people in this area. Yet to this day, the
vendors in the old market are still reluctant to leave their work place and work in a new one. It
turns out that in order to work there; they have to pay around 1,000EGP as rent to the
government. Though the amount was later reduced to 500 EGP, they will still be obliged to pay
extra money for water and electricity. But in the old market, they only pay 16 EGP as taxes and
depend on stolen electricity. Therefore, a few vendors have relocated to the new market while
the old incompetent one is still working vigorously.5
As seen in the above example, the state’s actions, in accordance with its neoliberal
agenda, are depicted as direct responses to “non-political and non- ideological problems” that
call for “technical solutions” (Ong 2006, 3). The new market, among many other projects, is
A term I grew fond of when I first saw it in Yezid Sayigh book Owners of the Republic: An Anatomy of Egypt’s
Military Economy.
5
I got these pieces of information from interviewing the fish vendors in the old market.
4
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portrayed as a solution to the problems that citizens face. But the mere intervention of the EAF
to regulate the fish market in Ismailia is one of many striking manifestations its increased
involvement in the economic domain.Officially, the costs of these projects are derived from the
state treasury or funded partially by international organizations or non-governmental sources
(Sayigh 2019, 116). In general, the percentage of the projects that the EAF is in the charge of has
increased by 367 percent from 2014 to 2016. This noticeable increase was facilitated after the
2014 amendments to Law 89 of 1998 on bids and tenders which gave more room for government
agencies to award contracts without open bidding. Hence, both legal and bureaucratic challenges
that existed before were no longer an issue (119). Indeed, this situation emphasizes the capacity
of the state to bend its policies and institutions to fit the neoliberal market rules (Burtler 2018,
312).
In general, the military agencies, now, are vital omnipresent economic actors in Egypt.
They became well-known for delivering huge infrastructural projects, manufacturing industrial
chemicals, and producing consumer goods and basic commodities for civilian markets (Sayigh
2019, 1). Their powers have reached other sectors as well, such as steel, pharmaceuticals, real
estate, logistics, transportation, and communications. Even retired senior officers occupy senior
positions throughout the state's civilian apparatus and public sector companies. Clearly, the
military as an organization is neither opposed to the rules of the market nor to their ideological
underpinnings. As a matter of fact, it is an active participant in the current neoliberal economic
moment, maintaining and augmenting “a symbiotic relationship with the private sector”(Joya
2018, 21). More importantly, its institutions were able to position themselvesforcefully in ElSisi’s reign to supervise and administer most of the state’s public projects. After all, the
government does depend on them more than any other state agency to achieve long needed
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economic goals (118)6. Consider the shift that had occurred from the Mubarak era to Sisi’s with
respect topublic works. The sheer volume of contracts given to the Ministry of Defense (MOD)
after July 2013 indicates how the military’s institutionshave the needed capabilities to design and
oversee service as well as mega projects (115). Mainly, the EAF became responsible for private
subcontractors and their work, re-stating its image as the bearer of efficiency and on time
delivery as opposed to other state agencies.
But the EAF did not emerge all of a sudden as an entity equipped to do that role. The
military’s development as a vital economic/political actor took place through four different
phases in the modern Egyptian nation-state: The statist/socialist era under Gamal Abdelnasser
that continued until 1967, the Infitah (open door policy) period under Anwar El-Sadat (19701981), and the Hosni Mubarak era in which the military was mainly sidelined in the 1990s and
early 2000s. During the 1950s and the 1960s, the military was involved in both industrialization
and the state’s development plan. Note, for example, that in 1961, about 51% of government
ministers had military backgrounds. But following the 1967 defeat, a major blow hit the
military’s political and economic status within the country. When Sadat came to power in 1970,
he sought to further diminish the military’s political influence by rotating its top officers and
pressuring it to align with other fractions of the ruling class (Joya 2018). Yet, he urged the
military to be part of the Infitah economy and forge alliances with the private sector.Hence, it
was able to have closer ties with western powers in general and U.S. arms suppliers in particular.
The military also acted as a mediator between the private and public sectors, enabling the former
to gain contracts and licenses from the latter.

6

During the time of Mubarak, these public projects took more time than expected because of bureaucratic delays
and rampant corruption claims.
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The military’s influence grew significantly both politically and economically during the
1980s under the Mubarak’s administration. For instance, the Five Year Development Plan of
1982-1986 was handed to the National Service Projects Organization (NSPO), a branch of the
military, to carry it out. And it was under the Defense Minister Field Marshal Abdel Halim Abu
Ghazala (1891-1989) that the economic role of the military grew significantly. Ranging from its
unrestrained access to public lands under the premise of national security to its attempts to be
self-sufficient, the military became a pivotal actor in agriculture, land development, and
industrial production(10). By the end of the 1980s, a time when Egypt was actively pushed to
pursue economic liberalization, the military was already forging connections with holders of
foreign and local capital. With the signing of the Economic Reform and Structural Adjustment
Program (ERSAP), the accumulation strategies have changed and the public sector was gradually
relegated to the background as “the engine of growth” (13). The newly established neoliberal
elites in the 1990s (the earliest stage of Egyptian neoliberalism) heavily intervened to ensure the
implementation of neoliberal reforms. They strengthened, for instance, the grip of the security
forces to maintain law and order, while the privatization of parts of the public sector enterprises
was taking place (14). As its powers were slowly eroding, the military tried to hamper the
implementation of these neoliberal adjustments. Nevertheless, some constraints were placed on
the military, restraining its ability to carry on with the same pattern as in the 1980s.In the 1990s
and 2000s, the military lost its hold on many fields as a result of the private sector
encroachments on telecom, tourism, telecom, cement, glass, ceramics, etc. Despite its
subordinate status to the neoliberal ruling fraction, the military was still able to maneuver its way
to secure some of its own interests across the 1990s and the 2000s. It was the economic crisis
that happened in the early 2000s that urged the neoliberal elites to collaborate with the military in
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order to revive their accumulation tactics. The crisis also gave the military a chance to adapt to
the global economy through negotiating with the International Financial Institutions (IFIs) and
engaging with foreign investors. Granted, it was this symbiotic relationship that the military had
with the private sector throughout all these eras that enabled the military to be the prime actor in
the post 2011 political and economic scenes.
In the post -revolutionary context, specifically under Mohamed Morsi’s rule (2012-2013),
the military did its best to make sure that the Muslim Brotherhood (MB) did not have the
necessary power to undermine its interests. No matter how many times the MB tried to reassure
the military, it failed to do so and consequently, it was removed from power. Since the ouster of
Morsi, the state has shifted its focus from endorsing an Islamic pious discourse to one that
reinforces and evokes nationalist sentiments (Sobhy 2015, 806). The idea of protecting the
Egyptian identity from ‘the Islamist danger’ was propagated and its power did intensify
overtime. El-Sisi was portrayed as Egypt’s savior, protecting it from traitors and fighting
religious fundamentalism and terrorism while preserving the secular/civil Egyptian identity. This
situation speaks to one of Lazzarato’s arguments that describeswars as“the foundation of internal
and external order, as organizing principle of society”(Lazzarato 2016, 16).And by wars, he is
relating to all sorts of class, sex, race, civil conflicts that are in perpetual movement, constituting
part of capital’s dynamism. It is through what he called “the enterprise of civil wars” (Ibid) that
we see how the MB has been labeled as a terrorist organization, whose actions are only meant to
instigate instability. We also see how that idea has been reiterated and cited so many times that it
became a performative act, serving a political goal.
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The Contemporary: Capital- State Relations
David Harvey once posed in his article Neoliberalism as Creative Destruction a very
important question:“In whose particular interests is it that the state takes a neoliberal stance, and
in what ways have those interests used neoliberalism to benefit themselves rather than, as is
claimed, everyone, everywhere?” As mentioned above,since 2013 the military took huge steps
to augment both its economic and political powers. And rather than just being "part of the deal”
the military had the opportunity to take the lion's share in controlling material assets and
delivering public goods and services to reach national development goals. As a result, it was
able to influence the class structure in Egypt and reposition itself as the closest ally to Sisi’s
regime while augmenting its capital accumulation strategies (Joya 2018, 20). Of course, the
intensification of the neoliberal reforms went hand in hand with the extended role that the
military acquired. Since the government signed the International Monetary Fund’s (IMF)
agreement back in 2016, most of its decisions were, expectedly, related to global neoliberalism
(indirect taxations, subsidy cuts, devaluating the national currency, and downsizing the public
sector, introducing the Value Added Tax (VAT),liquidating public companies, etc.)7All of these
actions and policy modifications have occurred at a time in which the military’s economic and
political powers have reached unprecedented levels.
On the other hand, there are some social and economic decisions related to the military
institutions that have often mirrored a paternal aspect. This is clear in its involvement in the
Tahya Misr -Long Live Egypt- Fund (a fund issued by the state in 2014 to alleviate poverty and
encourage "private sector participation along with the government agencies concerned in the
development process"), its placement of EP1 billion at the Ministry of Defense's National
7

Also, in 2020, the IMF gave Egypt access to about US$ 5.2 billion to cover the needs emerging from COVID-19 as
part of a 12-month Stand-by Arrangement (SBA).
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Service Projects Organization (NSPO)'s funds (it was even noted that it started with EP4.7
billion from the military),and its provision of 600,000 food packages for eighteen "development
communities that were still under construction by the Egyptian Air Force (EAF) engineering
authority in January 2019. Furthermore, following the high increase in the fuel prices in July
2014, the EAF provided reduced fares on its buses and flooded the market with about 8 million
food boxes at cheap prices after the 48 percent devaluation of the Egyptian pound in November
2016(Sayigh 2019, 252).
Lazzarato (2015) asserts that the transformations that neoliberalism forces on to the
welfare state negate the idea that "social rights proceed from political rights, for although we still
have citizenship, every day we lose another slice of social services" (11). But in the Egyptian
variant of neoliberalism, the social services are not lost gradually, they are reconfigured to fit a
neoliberal criterion that aims first and foremost to absorb and circulate money. And here, we see
again how the techniques of neoliberalism do not exist in direct opposition to the approaches of
the state.To make this point clearer, the state is still providing people with services, new roads,
highways, bridges, cities, mega projects etc., while aiming to maintain a balance between its
conception of developmentalism, its paternal guise, and its commitment to neoliberalism.As you
walk through this thesis, the existence and balance of these different elements becomemore
visible with respect to the public servants; a category that lost its significance and main features,
yet its presence and significance still resonate forcefully.
Public Servants: From Harbingers of Modernity to Anchors for Stability
Consider the first thought that comes to mind the moment you think about the public
servant figure. It might be the outdated image of a male white collar worker, who works of the
public sector, clinging to one of the buses of public transportation, usually holding a newspaper
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in his hands and a watermelon for the kids on his way home. In fact, in 1972, the famous director
Mohamed Khan, made a 10 minute film called El-Batikha – The Watermelon- that describes that
same exact image. Of course, this simplification is not only obsolete, but also unrepresentative of
the plethora of segments that exist in this all inclusive yet obscure category. In order to
understand the state of suspension the people of Radio Canal suffer from and the tension they
have with the public servant category, this section is written to highlight important milestones
that constituted that category in Egypt.
Max Weber (1921) considered the bureaucratic state apparatus to be the “purest type of
exercise of legal authority” (220) that manages and responds to capital’s demands (Allen 2004,
144). This was exactly the case in the era of Muhammad Ali the viceroy of Egypt (1805-1848).
In his time, the development of a resilient bureaucratic structure in Egypt was in its zygotic
phase. The establishment of this centralized structure grew quickly and it later became an aspect
of the modern Egyptian state (Hunter 1999, 4). In contrast to the minimal government approach
that Egypt had in the eighteenth century,8this period was characterized by forced modernization,
focusing mainly on industrial and military development. The government’s main purpose was to
build up a modern Egypt in the midst of an agrarian society. For this process to succeed, a state
bureaucracy was established to produce and sustain Egypt’s new modern relationship with the
economy. This step entailed introducing agrarian reforms that put farm lands under the control of
the state to generate necessary revenue and create a centralized bureaucracy (Hunter 2000,3). A
lot of historians critique that strategy and label it “forced development” because of the
government’s overarching control over all sorts of fields like industry, foreign trade, and
agriculture (Sherbiny and Hatem 2015).

8

The functions of the government at the time were mostly limited to defense and taxation.
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Relying mainly on his relatives and slaves, Muhammad Ali had a loyal cadre as his high
officials, but by the 1850s the situation has changed. Rather than mainly depending on their own
networks and kin, the rulers relied more on those who rose in the ranks of the bureaucratic
apparatus because of their training and skills(Hunter 1999). It was also during that time that the
civil administration was becoming less and less Turkish and more Egyptian, signifying a major
step towards the creation of a nation state. Following Muhammad Ali’s trails, the rulers who
succeeded him endeavored to further develop the country by reaching andcontrolling the
countryside even more. Therefore, the relationship between the new civil administration and the
society grew significantly between the accession of Abbas I 1848 and the overthrow of Khedive
Ismail in 1879 (Hunter 2000, 145). Egypt’s bureaucracy at the time became the most important
state body, growing both in structure and personnel. In this epoch, the government owned
factories, a printing press, steamships, railways, schools, etc., and the bureaucracy played a
crucial role in organizing and managing these areas. As a result, more and more Egyptians were
recruited to work in bureaucratic/public works to keep up with the government’s demands. It was
around this time that the bureaucracy, as a state apparatus, became a building block in which
subsequent regimes depended on. And later, it became the foundation upon which Egypt’s
bureaucracy in the twentieth century was created and maintained (Hunter 2000, 157).
Leaping all the way to the twentieth century to speak about another significant epoch in
which the category of the public servant and its bureaucratic structure were synonymous with
modernity and developmentalism. The 1950s and 1960s witnessed an amalgamation of Import
Substitution Industrialization (ISI) and pro-labor policies as well as a significant expansion in the
public sector(Kawamura 2021, 4).The main purpose was to make the public sector assume a preeminent role in the process of economic development while adhering to Keynesian economics.
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This was a time when the public servants and workers had a lot of social and economic rights as
per the state’s social welfare program. Indeed, the number of public servants increased from
350,000 in 1951/1952 to 1.2 million in 1969/1970. Moreover, university graduates were
guaranteed public sector employment right after the nationalization and Egyptianization waves in
1961/1962 (6).
Though the Sadat era had different economic and political orientations , with the
liberalization of the economy, the open door policy (Infitah), and its proclivity towards the west,
etc., his administration continued recruiting graduates to the public sector. Hence, more than
60% of university graduates pursued jobs in the public sector towards the end of the 1970s. As a
matter of fact, between 1971 and 1984 university enrolments have increased significantly and
new universities were constructed such as Helwan university (1975), Tanta University (1972),
the Suez Canal University (1976), etc. But, expectedly, this strategy came to a halt. The Ministry
of Manpower and Vocational Training, the one responsible for hiring graduates, faced a huge
conundrum. The number of applicants was way higher than the requests coming from public
institutions. And as a consequence, the number of unemployed graduates increased from 5,500 in
1960 to 57,000 in 1976 (Ibid). Indeed, the change that occurred in the status of the public servant
from a harbinger of modernity and development to an anchor upon which the twentieth century
regimes depended on, took place in that period. Though the government tried to manage the
situation and introduce the 1978 legal reforms which no longer guaranteed employment in public
institutions, the damage was already done. Despite all of these problems, the government
remained under pressure to hire even more graduates and was still reluctant to impose drastic
liberal changes onto the public sector (7).
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By the 1990s and the advent of neoliberalism in Egypt, managers were mostly recruited
based on their seniority and loyalty to the regime regardless of their professional skills.
Moreover, nepotism and personal networks played a huge role in granting positions to those who
lack the necessary qualifications. It was mainly the overstaffing of the public sector that stood in
of reforms and privatization schemes. In spiteall of this, young graduates were still hoping to
work in the public sector because of the job security it provides as opposed to the private sector.
As a result, the Mubarak administration was pushed to hire more bureaucrats despite the sector’s
lack of capacity and resources. Beginning in the 2000s, the conditions have deteriorated
significantly in the public sector and a lot of strikes took place between 2006 and 2007,
whilelabor unions played a huge role in preventing the government from restructuring entirely
the public sector(11,14).
Though the political and economic circumstances have changed drastically, the legacy of
the public sector employment and the job security it used to provides remains enacted to this
day.As will be discussed in chapter five, the laws of the 1950s and 1960s as well as the paternal
character of the state still act in the minds of public servants as a preemptive shield against the
currents of neoliberalism. But with the commitment that El- Sisi’s regime has towards
neoliberalism, the dilemma still persists, lying in this huge overstaffed sector that has the
capacity to stir social turmoil. This is one of the main reasons, if not the main reason, that
stopped El-Sisi’s predecessors from implementing the reforms that the IFIs have long been
calling for; and this is the main reason why the government now is slowly and cautiously pulling
back from the unprofitable institutions of the public sector.
In telling the story of the public servants of Radio Canal, this studyalso sheds light on
Radio Canal as an institution that has lost its glamour as a service state-owned media venue As
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discussed in chapter three, Radio Canalremains loyal to delivering its developmental message
and continues on voicing people's problems/concerns to the state officials in the three canal cities
(Port Said, Ismailia, and Suez).To fathom the state’s retreat from the public infrastructure, Radio
Canal is a case on point and its location in Ismailia is paramount for this research. Crafted
simultaneously with the establishment of the Suez Canal, Ismailia has a well-acclaimed
reputation of being bald el mawzfeen -a public servants city. Even with the seeping of neoliberal
projects across its borders, most people in it either work in the Suez Canal Authority (SCA) or
other governmental entities. The following section is about the Suez Canal, its significance and
geostrategic importance, and the distinct identity of the three canal cities. It is meant to draw the
spatial and historical parameters in which Radio Canal is situated in its fight against
obsolescence.
The Reincarnation of a Long Forgotten Past: The Suez Canal and its Cities
By virtue of being in the middle between Suez in the south and Port Said in the north, the
new town of Ismailia was the location in which the canal inauguration was set. Full of
extravagant furniture, the British-built steamer El-Mahroussa hosted Khedive Ismail as he was
celebrating this huge event on the 17th of November 1869. Hundred and forty six years later,
exactly on the 6th of August 2015, there was another inauguration ceremony for digging a new
corridor in the Suez Canal. This time, President El-Sisi in his military uniform was on board of
the same Khedivial but renovated, steamer, El-Mahroussa, making it the only vessel to have
witnessed both inaugurations (Searight 2016, 96) To commemorate this achievement, the “new
Suez Canal” or “hadiyat misr ila-l-‘alam”- Egypt’s gift to the world – , El-Sisi declared the 6th
of August as a national holiday. The main aim behind this project was to construct a 37 kilometer
bypass that is parallel to the already existing Canal to allow two-way shipping. Though the
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benefits that this project would have with regard to the national economy were dubious, given
that there has been “a downward trend in global trade” (Sayigh 2019, 241,242), there was hope
that this project would resuscitate Egypt’s revenues that were affected post 2011. But with the
ongoing economic woes that have been exacerbated with the COVID-19 pandemic and its new
variant, Omicron, global trade might not return to its normal rates anytime soon. Nevertheless,
there was another reason behind the establishment of this corridor. Its construction was an
attempt to revive the glories of the past, embedded in the 19th century with the creation of Canal
as a vital global artery. In the midst of this neoliberal reality, this temporal juncture was recalled
to life in order to consolidateEl-Sisi’s legitimacy both nationally and globally. With the need to
align the glories of the old with the political needs of the new, important questions arise: what is
the strategic importance of the Canal? And what legacies was El-Sisi’s administration trying to
revive?
The Suez Canal is the shortest maritime conjunction between the east and the west. It was
created at a time in which the concept of ‘time space compression’ was gaining resonance in the
second half of the 19th century (Huber 2013, 3). In an era that was characterized by mobility and
acceleration, the canal was able to connect the Mediterranean Sea at Port Said and with the Red
Sea at Suez. And because of its geostrategic position it replaced the Cape of Good Hope route
and was considered a byproduct of progress, modernity, and novelty. There are two main
perspectives in which the history of the Suez Canal is portrayed. The first of which identifies it
as a global communication/transport hub located in eastern part of Egypt, the second one is based
on the canal’s role in augmenting colonial aspirations and extending the arms of imperialism to
more parts of the world, including Egypt. Turekulova and Baitureyeva (2020) divided the history
of the canal into five stages. The first of which is from 1869 till 1882, i.e. the inauguration of the
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canal till the British occupation of Egypt. During that time with the introduction of this new
water lane, a different geo-strategic reality was formed and new colonial economic interests were
configured. Competing to establish and maintain economic and political supremacy in the region,
Britain and France were fighting to augment their spheres of influence while exploiting the
canal. In fact, the canal was one of the main reasons that facilitated the entry of the British troops
to Egypt. Following the financial debt that Khedive Ismail left behind, the British, became one of
the largest shareholders in the Suez Canal Company after buying 44% of the company’s shares
for £4 million from the Khedive. And when the voices of the opposition were deafening in
Egypt, calling for the eradication of foreign interference, the British occupation occurred and
took more than 70 years to surmount (Searight 2016, 96).
The second phase is from 1882 till 1922 in which the First World War took place. At the
time, the neutrality of the canal- based on the Constantinople Convention of 1888- was no longer
effective when a German ship was banned from crossing the canal in 1914 and, a month after,
Britain declared Egypt a protectorate. This incident, among many, has shattered the view of the
canal as a “universalist project” (155) that is meant to bring about peace and unity9, yet the mere
encounter or passage of soldiers still constituted another form of interconnectedness/globality
related to that area.
The third phase is related to the interwar period, covering the years 1922 till 1939.
Though the British still had their troops alongside the west bank of the Canal, close to Ismailia,
that was a time of resistance that led to the partial independence of Egypt after the 1936 Anglo-

9

The idea that the creation of the canal would bring about peace, started in the1830s at the time of Muhammad Ali
(1805-1848). When the followers of the thinker Herni de Saint-Simon, studied the project, with the urge of unifying
these two opposing worlds (the west and the east), they thought that this canal would preempt the possibility of
conflicts and wars. Their goal was to truly live in harmony with reverence to technology and they believed that the
canal had the capacity to do so. For more on that story, see Valeska Huber (2013).
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Egyptian treaty (Searight 2016). The Fourth phase, from 1939 till the July Revolution in Egypt in
1952, signifies the time of the Second World War that brought the British troops more forcefully
to Egyptian lands and once the war was over, they remained positioned in the CanalZone,
specifically in Ismailia. Last but not least, the fifth phase starts with the accession of Gamal
Abdel Nasser to power and the nationalization of the Suez Canal that led to the 1956 Tripartite
Aggression and ends with the 1967 Arab-Israeli war. The canal was closed twice: in 1956
following the invasion till April 1957 and in 1967 till 1975 after the Six Day War with Israel. It
was reopened by El-Sadat and its navigation was not interrupted ever since (Searight 2016, 98;
Turekulova and Baitureyeva 2020, 104).
This overview of the history of the canal gives us an insight of the significance of this
nodal point over the centuries and explains a bit the urgency to reverberate its importance onto
the world once again in 2015. Transitioning from being a colonial enterprise to one that has been
nationalized to serve the local economy, the “new Suez Canal” demonstrates the government’s
aim to integrate Egypt with the global economy while invoking , among its people, the national
sentiments of loyalty and patriotism. In chapter five, we’ll delve more into the impact of major
events that happen in the canal regionon the public servants of Radio Canal.

The Cities
Ranging from colonial aspirations to a corridor used to incite patriotic feelings, the region
in which the old and the ‘new’ canals are situated has a very distinct identity.10 Because of the
amount of events that this region has gone through (the tripartite aggression, the war of attrition,
being the primary military base for the British, etc.), this area and its history are surrounded with
the phantoms of the eastern front and the war of attrition. Stories about “flight, adaptation, and
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return” (Shakur et al 2005, 1) are not only incorporated into the programs of Radio Canal as part
of the heritage of the region but they also constitute how the people of the region see themselves
with regard to the whole of Egypt.
Ismailia

In the scarce literature that has been written about it, Ismailia has been deemed as the
“spectacle of the desert” “a veritable oasis” that stood up in a place where “only solitude and
silence reigned” (Carminati 2020, 631).Though it is the capital of the SCA, Ismailia is a calm
and relatively mellow town that is located in the northeastern part of Egypt. Since its opening,
the city was practically owned by the Suez Canal Company because of the privileges it gained in
the first and second concessions11(Huber 2013, 26). Given that its location is right in the midst
of the canal, between Port Said and Suez, Ismailia was mainly established to act as a facility that
serves and administers the canal. As a result, the company provided it with proper infrastructure
and institutions while having almost full control of the affairs of the city. As we can see, the
nature of the city since its opening has always been linked one way or another to working in the
Suez Canal related institutions. And by extension, its legacy as Bald El-Mawzfeen in the larger
national imaginary is mainly derived from its strong affiliation with Suez Canal Company in the
past and the SCA in the present.
Port Said

Port Said is located in the northeastern part of Egypt and it is the northern entrance of the
Suez Canal. Mainly built as a port and is itself a semi island, surrounded by the Manzalah Lake
(west), Mediterranean (north), and the Suez Canal (east), Port Said was created in 1859 and was
named after Khedive Muhammad Said (1854-1863). Since its early days, it has always had a

11

unequal exploitative concessions in 1854 and 1856 that were given by the Egyptian government to the French to
build the canal
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cosmopolitan character. By the late 19th century, it was considered a coal bunkering station
serving the Suez Canal traffic. It then became the main port after Alexandria, handling rice and
cotton exports. During the tripartite aggression (1956) Port Said suffered tremendously from
unprecedented damages caused by air attacks. The main battles of this invasion took place in
Port Said and the withdrawal of troops on the 23rd of December 1956 became known as Port
Said's national day. Following the war of attrition, specifically in 1976, the city was restored and
a tax free trade zone in the mid-1970s was opened in accordance with the Infitah policy. The free
trade zone (FTZ) shifted the nature of trading in Port Said, from sea trade to land trade as it
became more profitable (Lotfy 2018, 67). Working in the Suez Canal Company before
nationalization was not easily accessible and the Egyptians were often relegated to menial jobs
with respect to the foreigners. However, to work for the company was a source of social prestige
that was attained especially to those who did not come from merchant families. But the city’s
main focus has always been on trade and merchandise.
Suez

Unlike Ismailia and Port Said, the establishment of Suez did not occur with the
construction of the Suez Canal in the 1860s (Stewart 1981, 1). It was the former location of the
Greek town of Clysma that was later to be known as Qulzum in the 7th century . Located on the
north coast of the Gulf of Suez, Suez has three main ports: Port Tawfiq, Port El-Adabya, and
Port El-Sokhana. Adding to fishing and many port activities, the people of Suez mainly work in
petrochemical factories. But it suffered from major blows to its economy after the closure of the
canal during the war of attrition and the flight of its people. It was only in 1975 that it became a
full-fledged tax free industrial zone with petroleum refineries. The people of Suez have been
mainly working in factories or private companies, and so, their affiliation with the public sector
has been kept to a minimum.
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What to Expect?
The following chapters are dedicated to dust off the obscurity that got through the figure
of the public servant in a state that was once paraded for its welfare benefits but is now tilting
more and more towards the neoliberal doctrines. The second chapter recounts the important
milestones that constitute Ismailia as we know it today. Through the narratives of my
interlocutors and other people who witnessed significant events related to the city, we will see
how important Ismailia is as a site to examine the state of a segment of the public servants. In
other words, this chapter tells us more about the location and history of Ismailia, the place that
hosts our story of a decaying infrastructure in the crib of the public sector, its safe haven. It also
allows us to reflect on the larger questions related to the Egyptian national subject. Throughout
this chapter, I also emphasize themes, such as resilience, resistance, attachment to the land,
superiority, a collective memory of bloodshed, etc. that constitute the content of some programs
in Radio Canal to this day. The third chapter is about Radio Canal and how it acts as a medium, a
lens that allows us to understand feelings of obsolescence, the symptoms of state centrism, and
military neoliberalism. By offering glimpses of the history of the place and my interlocutors’
perceptions of it, this chapter paints the contemporary picture for us, organizes the setting upon
our journey takes place. It also highlights the developmental message of the service radio, how it
acts as an interface between the people and the officials. After recounting parts of its history and
its relationship to the state, the next chapter analyzes it as a landscape. It is a chapter that aims to
depict the image of Radio Canal as a site in which eras were constituted and events were shaped
while relating to its affective technological dimension. It also offers a glimpse of the hybridity of
programs that are currently being aired and how their content carries both the developmental and
the neoliberal. As this chapter focuses on Radio Canal and its technologies, chapter five is
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mainly about the people of Radio Canaland how do they identify themselves with regard to that
place and with regard to the state and its policies. Focusing on the liminal state they are
traversing in, this chapter is mainly about the survival mode the people of Radio Canal are
endorsing and the forms of resistance they are projecting in a moment plagued with confusion
and suspension.
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II- Setting the Stage: Ismailia and the Canal Region
I live in Ismailia, the city that came to life when the Suez Canal did.12 My place is a few
meters away from the Suez Canal Authority’s Hospital, in a gated residential area, called
Omarat El-Atabaa’ -the buildings of the doctors-. This area was built about 40 years ago by the
SCA and is surrounded by relatively new black fences, added in the early 2000s. Though the
security rarely asks people or cars entering the place anything, the façade of living in a gated
community is still enacted. From where I live, there are two roads that I can take to reach my
destination, manifesting two of the multiple faces of Ismailia. I immediately encounter the
SCA’s grip of the city and its lingering colonial aura, once I take a right outside of the fences to a
street called Nemra 6 –number 6-. It is a 2.5 km road, well known for its trees, natural sceneries,
and a plethora of the Suez Canal institutions. This homogeneity all of a sudden ruptured by the
recently renovated armed forces beach and lounge and a resort called Tolip El-Forsan13. The
second one, though less aesthetically appealing, is also distinctive for three reasons: Masakan
El-Dabsh which are houses made of huge rocks that Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan El-Nahyan
donated money for in 1970s14, the school of Othman Ahmed Othman that is built to
commemorate the engineer and business man who established the Arab contractors company15,
and the first compound in Ismailia called Zahrat Othman -Othman’s flower16-, which is still
under construction.

12

It is a city that has an undeniable strategic importance as it is the headquarters of the Suez Canal Authority and
also the headquarters of the Second Field Army to protect Egypt’s eastern front.
13
It also belongs to the armed forces and has many branches across the country
14
These buildings were for the people who migrated from Ismailia during the time of the war of attrition (19671970)
15
Othman Ahmed Othman is from Ismailia and his company built a huge part of Ismailia after the war of attrition,
including the Sheikh Zayed’s rubble buildings mentioned above and Mercure hotel in Nemra 6 street called Etab at
first, and the Suez Canal University.
16
The compound is also being built by the Arab Contractors company
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My destination is Radio Canal in Ismailia. The moment you enter the place, you will
encounter an old metal obelisk facing the entrance of the building. If you go in the morning, you
will see clearly the remnants of an old Egyptian flag waving at the top of the cafeteria attached to
the main building. And if you go at night, you will notice a fluorescent light coming out of a
lamp right next to the flag and keeps flashing on and off. The main hall is full of painted portraits
of influential people from the canal region, yet most of these paintings depict people mainly from
Port Said, the hometown of the artist. Once you walk through the hallways of the building, you
will notice the dark brown walls and the smell of timeworn wood, cigarettes, and cat piss. The
whole place is poorly ventilated, even though the windows in the break room are rarely closed.
To say that the building is worn out is an understatement. The only thing that cuts through the
aloofness of the place is the sound of what is being aired on the radio, echoing through a speaker
in the break room.
This chapter is about the historical and spatial context in which Radio Canal is situated
in. It serves as a foundational standpoint in our journey between eras. Largely known for as Bald
El-Mawzfeen – public servants’ city- , Ismailia is a quintessential site to examine an outdated
form of inhabitant public sector as it now manifests symptoms of neoliberalism. The history of
Ismailia is tied up with the practices that I saw best reflected in Radio Canal as a medium. Its
history of resistance, migration, and wars shaped both the content presented in Radio Canal and
their understanding of what is it like to be Ismailwya.This chapter is an elucidation on why I
chose Ismailia to tell us the story of public servants in a state of suspension, stranded between a
developmental agenda that brought Radio Canal to life and a neoliberal one that is slaughtering
its essence. Here, I also shed light on how the people of Radio Canal imagine their city, how they
see themselves in it, and are, in response, molded by it. So as not to recite events monotonously,
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I tried to make this chapterrepresent the visual and written flows of Ismailia by drawing
evocative sensory snippets to your attention. Of course, this does not encompass the full history
of the city, rather it pinpoints important milestones through the eyes of my interlocutors and the
people who lived through them.

Ismailia: A Stroll in Multilayered History
It was dawn on the 22nd of December 2020. We took the longer more aesthetic road as we
were on our way to the station. Ahmed Farouk (54), a senior broadcaster in the Arabic
department and the executive director of Radio Canal, was driving to open it himself. His shift
starts on Tuesdays at 5:00 am and I went along with him. I told him that I think that Ismailia is
beautiful at night, but he thought otherwise:
“Only part of it is beautiful! The part that the French built, so many years ago, I think that
Egypt as a country got many benefits from the French and British colonization. They
built schools and in the Napoleonic war, they deciphered The Rashid stone! They taught
us, and this is my opinion! Of course, Mohamed Ali did a lot of things, but we can’t deny
that they added a lot of things to that. Do you know that we have the second railway
station in the world after the one in England? The English are the ones who built it not
us! When we were colonized the Egyptian pound was worth three dollars! Of course,
they drained most of our resources but still! Even those who died while digging the old
canal, they were about 120,000 men, but they were going to die anyway! Yet they built
the canal, no dredgers. They did it manually. And for us to pave a street it takes us a
hundred years, and it turns out crooked at the end. The problem is in the conscience of
people and the culture of work itself. But when they [colonizers] did something, it lived
for at least 100 years and withstood the test of time.”
On a different note, Lamiaa Ebrahim (53), senior broadcaster in the English department
in Radio Canal, posted on Facebook on the 27th of Feburary, 2021 the following:
“Listening to Charles Aznavour and my head is busy thinking about that 100 EGP that the CIB
machine swallowed, and my kids’ exams, and then I prayed for my late mother and the people I
love who lived in the authority’s villas and filled it with worship, care, attention, and life. Then I
kept thinking about the maintenance of those villas and the historical responsibility they bestow
on us.Then,I saw two kids walking with a baby and a puppy. Till I reached my place while Je
vous aime beaucoup was playing in the background”
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To contextualize the above mentioned incidents and quotes and to fully grasp how the
people working in Radio Canal understand and imagine their city, we must first examine the
history of Ismailia and, by default, that of the Suez Canal. Granted, hadn’t it been for the
construction of the Suez Canal, Ismailia wouldn’t exist on the map. Located on the west bank of
the Canal, right in the middle between Port Said and Suez , with historical geostrategic
importance, and a widely acclaimed reputation for being Bald El Mawzfeen, Ismailia, the
headquarters of the Suez Canal Authority (SCA), came to life in 1862.
Though this was the century of colonial expansion, the projects and transfer of
information was not directly financed via the colonial state apparatuses, but rather through
private companies. Ferdinand De Lesseps started studying in the year 1854 in order to try and
execute the project of piercing the Isthmus of Suez. De Lesseps was able to obtain the canal’s
concession contracts in 1854 and 1856 which allowed the creation of the Compagnie Universelle
du Canal Maritime de Suez. It was an international shareholders’ company that operated under
the Egyptian law and was controlled by foreigners. The company also had the exclusive right to
manage the canal for 99 years and was given land and workers. Even the construction process
depended mainly on forced Egyptian laborers, a practice known as corvée. Eventually, the canal
created a new mode of mobility in the region, creating new waves of migrations to work in such
a harsh environment and forming the population of Ismailia later on(Huber 2013).
In no time, the desert strip of the isthmus, after the opening of the canal, had become a
focal point between Asia, Europe, and Africa. This is an epoch that historians call ‘new
imperialism’, many of the characteristics of that period were realized during the construction of
the Suez Canal such as the competition between great powers, specifically England and
France,the focus on progress and technology and global interconnection, and the obvious
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“imperial permeation of space” (Ibid).The influx of people into this region changed it drastically
and transferred it into an inhabited territory. By the mid of 1860s, the three towns in the Canal
region – Suez, Ismailia, and Port Said- were booming with a foreign population related to
building the canal (Headrick, 1981; Huber, 2013. And after ten years of construction, the
opening of the canal became one of the most important events in the nineteenth century (see fig
1).
The Suez Canal company celebrated by putting the basic rock for the Temsah city
Ismailia in a huge concert that was made in April 1862 during the era of Mohamed Saeed Pasha,
but since Ismail pasha accession the following year, the company took the chance and put his
name on this new city, a gesture that was supposed tocreate a friendly atmosphere between them
both. In all cases, both the government and the company gave it so much care since its
establishment, making it the capital of the isthmus and the center to administer the canal.
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Fig (1): The opening of the Suez Canal painting in Downtown Ismailia,
specifically in Muhammad Ali Street.
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Fig (2): Overlooking the Temsah Lake is Mabna al Ershad- the building
of Based Guidance and Direction of Ships of the Suez Canal Authority.
This building was built in 1963. Now, it is the main building for guidance
in the canal since in 1966.
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Fig (3): The practice of corvée or forced labor while digging the Canal.

Given the inflow of European employees, the cities of this region were characterized with
a cosmopolitan personality from the very beginning (Huber 2013). Since its creation, Ismailia
had a lot of the foreigners in it, working in minute technical jobs and supervising the digging
process. The existence of foreigners in Ismailia had a huge noticeable impact on its geographical
layout and features. Through the words of the head of the archival center in the Canal newspaper,
Gamal Haragy, we will have an overview of the districts and their nature in Ismailia in its very
early days:
“In 1862, the French divided Ismailia into squares, exactly four districts. The French called these
squarescarré. Most of our ancestors would say that they are going to this or that carré meaning
square in French. Now, the first square was called Hay el-Afrang- the Europeans’
neighborhood/district- where the major French personnel lived, the second neighborhood is Hay
el-Arab- the Arab’s neighborhood/district- where the Arabs and the Egyptians used to live. It was
also called Areshyat el-Abeed- The slaves’neighborhood- and is now known as El-Mahta elGdeeda –The new station- street. The Third neighborhood is called Mostafa Kamel and it is right
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in the middle of the city. Some Greek and English communities used to live there, and the fourth
neighborhood was called Hay el-Bostan –the Garden’s neighborhood- where different Egyptian
workers used to live, the ones who were working in the canal.”

Haragy walked me through the archival center, showing me pictures while telling me
their stories and recounting the history of city as he knows it.17 There were huge differences in
the aforementioned residential areas of the city. While Hay El-Afrang and Mostafa Kamel had
plenty of luxurious villas lined with trees and parks, Hay El-Arab was made of tinplate or hay
nests.
.

Fig (4): The old map of Ismailia and the squares designed by the French.

This center was established in 2017, following the president’s wish in the third National youth Conference back in
March 2016. He said that each governorate should do a center or an office, something that would document the
history of the place.
17
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Fig (5): Top view of one of the squares.

Fig (6): One of the public gardens in Ismailia.
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Fig (7): Part of Hay El-Afranag, El-Nakheel Street in 2021.
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Fig (8): One of the French villas in Hay El-Afranag, El-Nakheel Street.
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Fig (9): An old house in Hay El-Arab, in what is now known as El-Mahta ElGdeeda Street.
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Fig (10): Another old house in Hay El-Arab.
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Rippling Representations: Ismailia in Radio Canal

Fig (11): This the Abbassy Mosque in Ismailia built in 1898 by Khediev Abbas Helmy the second
after the digging of the Suez Canal. It is located in el Mahata al Gdeeda street, which is part of
what was previously known as Hay Al-Arab. It was later on used as a shelter for El-Fed’ayeen –
the commandos- in their armed resistance against the British.
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“The moment it showed up in the universe was just like an Athan,
Glowing purity in life, warming every part of the place,
Its walls withstood the night of oppression when it decided to throw its net upon the city,
To capture its safety, happiness, and quietness,
Clouding our days and slaughtering the branches of Sesbania,
The Abbassy mosque was an oasis of comfort to the heart,
It was a fortress for my country,
Protecting the men of resistance with its Athan,
Erasing the darkness of the world with its prayers,
And no crisis ever succeeded in knocking on its doors,
In the eyes of the youth, the roads around the mosque are full of resilience and happiness,
And they pride onto the souls of the old,
El-Sheikh is praying in it for our homeland,
So its glory would remain untouched in hardships,
As long as there is life in the universe,
And as long as the voice of the Athan reigns,
The Abbassy mosque will remain a paradise in this world,
Shining like the sun at all times in our homeland.”

This is an excerpt from a program that was aired on Radio Canal in Ramadan
called -Makan fe Zakerat al Zaman- A Place in the Memory of Time-. Samir Abu ElHamd, a well-known freelance poet in Radio Canal, volunteered and wrote the episodes
of this program.The above piece is about the Abbasy mosque and how it withstood the
test of time, with its walls witnessing events and changes that go back to hundred and
twenty five years ago. In a live Facebook video posted by Khaled Rashid (57), a senior
technician in Radio Canal, Samir said that this program is meant to convey a sense of
“romance and the smell of struggle, something that is meant to live in the sentiments of
the people and in the memory of Radio Canal.” To him, this “timeless program”
addresses young generations, telling them more about their history and their homeland.
The Canal was of utmost importance to the British, during the English occupation
of Egypt, compelling the English to stay in it for as long as it takes (Obieta 1960). In fact,
the English army made Ismailia its headquarters, filling it with military camps and
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training centers (Thornhill 2002). It was exactly in 1951, after the Wafd party ascended to
power and Mustsfa El-Nahhas became the prime minister in 1950, that the 1936 AngloEgyptian Treaty wasunilaterally abrogated and the government endorsed guerilla
activities in the Canal region. Anti-British sentiment grew substantially in Egypt in the
1930s and 1940s, especially after the Second World War as the number of British troops
increased significantly in the country. Ismailia was the central stage for el-fida’iyin-the
commandos-who were behind the protracted armed resistance against the British Forces.
Even most of the Egyptians working in the British bases, either left their bases or worked
in them by day and raided them by night. Almost 95,000 workers answered the calls to
stop working for the British and some of them got jobs in the Egyptian government. The
situation escalated from collecting information and attacking military camps at first, to
bloodier confrontations, specifically between the 16th of October the 3rd of December
1951,120 civilians were killed and 440 were injured. After all, the British existence on
Egyptian soil in general and in the Canal Zone in particular(which was their keystone in
both the Middle East and Africa), was destined to be resented. Below is the picture of
Lieutenant General Sir George Erskine, the Canal Zone commander, checking an Arabic poster
by el-feda’yeen-the commandos- that threatens death to those who work for the British.
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Fig (12): This was published on the 24th of November 1951 in the Illustrated London
Newspaper. The poster says “death haunts all those who work with the British, whether he is
a worker, a trader, or a filthy spy, trying to spy onto the secrets of his own homeland”

On Tuesday the 16th of October, 1951, demonstrations were all over Ismailia rejoicing
over the abrogation of the treaty (see fig 14). These demonstrations were headed towards the
Nafy British building which was the biggest consumer cooperative complex serving the British
community. The protestors burnt it by throwing cotton balls covered with Benzene; as a
result,Hay al-Arab was separated from Hay al-Afrang with barbed wire, and there a curfew was
enacted in the whole city of Ismailia. The image is made clearer and its importance elucidated
through the words of Gamal Haragy:
“On the 16th of October 1951, the British stores were destroyed or set on fire. It was a riot and the
workers of both the railways and the Coca Cola Company went to the city center to celebrate this
incident. The moment they spotted the British flag hanging in one of the stores, they tore it down
and hanged the Egyptian one instead. Every year when that day comes, we publish that picture in
the newspapers. One time, the editor in chief, Mr. Helal Saeed wanted to make a fuss out of it and
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they said that the guy on the far right, you see that person whose face is a bit clearer than others,
is Abdelfatah El-Baz the secretary general of the National Democratic Party (NDP) at the time,
but this was not true really. It was a rumor to make people talk, but no one did, and the guy did
not say anything, and it passed! He did look like him anyway.”

Fig (13): the workers and students hanging
the Egyptian flag instead of the British one
on the 16th of October 1951 in Ismailia on
the Nafy Building, picture taken from the
archival center in the Canal Newspaper.
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All Out War: Ending one and Starting Another:

Fig (14): These are headlines from the Times newspaper in 1952, first headline (at the top
left) was published on the 22nd of January 1952, the second one (top right) was published
on the 25th of January 1952, and the third one (bottom left) was published on the21st of
March 1952. Last one, (bottom right) was published on the 28th of March 1952.
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On the 25th of January 1952, the British troops began "Operation Eagle.” It was an attack
on the Egyptian police in their barracks in Ismailia. The aim of the attack was to disarm all the
police inside and end the Egyptian guerrilla activities in the Suez Canal Zone Base that took
place after the abrogation of the 1936 treaty.Around 60 Egyptian policemen were killed and 200
others injured during the British raid, which lasted for 12 hours. This incident was a turning point
in the struggle against the British occupation (Ibrahim 2002). The very next day, protestors
gathered demonstrating against this slaughter. The situation quickly escalated and it became a
riot, which was then known later in history as The Cairo Fire, or Black Saturday. Martial law
was enacted and a curfew was put in place from dusk till dawn. Also, king Farouk dismissed
Nahas Pasha and replaced him with a new prime minister Aly Maher. Less than six months later,
the free officers staged a coup d'etat and the Gamal Abdel-Nasser era started soon after. And in
1954, the negotiations between the new government and the British led to the Anglo-Egyptian
Agreement that entailed that the British troops will evacuate the Canal Zone gradually. Granted,
Great Britain kept its claws onto the canal as much as it could and came back in 1956 with Israel
and France in what became known as the Suez Crisis or the tripartite aggression. Ironically, this
date marked the end of the British direct influence on the region and signified its demise as an
empire. Yet, this was not the end of aggression and wars that this area has witnessed and was an
active participant in.
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Ghost Towns: El-Naksa in the Eastern Frontier
“The sun was suffering from the throes of death before it disappeared completely in the heart of the
western horizon, yearning in grief for the city of Ismailia, the city that is drowning at the moment in
black thick soot, and soft yellow dust, reaching up to the heads of the high trees inside the city, still the
armored vehicles and tanks that are coming from the battlefields in the Sinai desert moving relentlessly
and aimlessly in the main and side streets, creating a dusty, industrial, loud, and grim storm”
Fathy Rizq, Gisr ala Qanet El- Suez – A Bridge on the Suez Canal-.

The region was the main frontier when Israel occupied the Sinai Peninsula in 1967. Fathy
Rizq, one of the main founders of the canal newspaper and its first editor in chief, chronicled
each and every day from 1967 till 1974 in his memoirs called Gesr ala Qanet el-Suez(Bridge on
the Suez Canal). He is from Ismailia and witnessed all of the events that took place during this
period in the CanalZone. Even when his family had to migrate, he never left his hometown. After
the defeat, the Canal newspaper issued a daily bulletin, boasting the morale of people of Ismailia
and urging them to fight. Below are excerpts of the newspaper at the time, found in Rizq’s
memoirs.
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Fig (15): these are some of the headlines from the free daily bulletins of the Canal newspaper that used to be disrupted in Ismailia after the
1967 war, found in the memoirs of Fathy Rizq. The headlines of the first one (left) are the following: “Abdel Nasser responded to popular
will and stays in the leadership center as the president of the country.
Abdel Nasser says in his message to the parliament: I will give this homeland all that I have even my life, till my last breath
Wednesday 14th of June 1967: the aggression is still there and the battle is ongoing and we have the full responsibility to confront
Zionism moves America, Britain, and Canada
The second one (right):
“The battle against colonization is the battle against socialism
My brother, oh you who are holding the weapon, carry your weapon in one hand and work with the other wehave to work all ofus, with eyes
wide open
The latest news :
A huge shipment of medicine reached the city yesterday to fulfill our need for medications …
It is a long battle that depends on long breath”
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In his memoirs, Rizq recounted the feelings of despair and shock that the people of the
canal suffered from following the defeat. Starting with watching the armed forces cross the
canal, with all the weaponry and munitions that they have on the 15th of May, and ending with
the return of the remnants of all these forces, Rizq shed light on what the people of the canal
endured and witnessed during that period. All the events that he spoke of resonated deeply within
the canal people, affecting the way they imagine themselves to this day in relation to the larger
national context. Consider what he wrote on the 24th of June:

“People here in this sensitive zone in Egypt’s land have high level of awareness. They know their
roles and are preparing to perform them. The popular resistance in Ismailia in the Canal Zone is
one of the guarantees that would ensure our victory in our next battle. The preparations began and
will not stop.. The battle is ongoing. We must resist and build our new forces the ones that are
capable of striking the enemy and making him go out of our scared land.”

The “high level of awareness” that Rizq mentioned, is not just the product of the 1967
defeat. Rather it is the result of witnessing protracted violence throughout the years. This belief
is projected in the content that is presented in Radio Canal since its opening to this day. While
sitting in the cafeteria of both the Canal TV and Radio stations, Ahmed Farouk told me more
about the modern history of the Canal region and its distinctive identity as he sees it. The focal
point of his talk was the amount of wars that this area saw firsthand and its impact on the people
living in this region:
“This is the eastern frontier and most of the wars in Egypt were fought here. This area is linked to
war in the minds’ of the people. I will tell you something the people of the canal region are not
surprised if they saw military helicopters in the horizon. This is very normal for us, but if these
planes were flying over the delta region, people are going to be very surprised, ‘what is this?
Military planes? Why?’ They would say… this place has seen a lot for real! No one would pass
by the statue of Abdelmoniem Rayad18 and won’t remember him in Nemra 6 and no one would
see the Sadat Statue and wouldn’t say this is the guy who brought the October victory and was
able to attain peace. This is normal. There are places here that trigger these memories, embedding
them in our identity. Even the drama that was produced long time ago depicted and narrated all of
18

General and Chief of Staff of the Egyptian Armed Forces, killed in the 1967 war.
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that. People who watched these things recalled these events and imagined these places. They
would say this is in Sinai and so and so. This region witnessed it all!”

The War of Attrition: The Spectacles of Flight and Return

Fig (16): The Sadat statue at the very beginning of Nemra 6 street and Muhammed Ali Street.
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“The decision of forced migrations was in fact very difficult on the people of Ismailia. I know
how much they love their city. I salute all those who lived here and withstood the years of war
and those whom the battles’ circumstances have forced them to forcibly migrate, living faraway
from their streets and homes, away from their relatives and friends”
President Mohamed Anwar El-Sadat in the Ismailia Stadium on the 5th of June 1974

Most of the people of the region had to leave it to avoid the combat zones in 1967. A
governmental decree was issued to evacuate Ismailia and the villages before the war of attrition
(beginning March 1969 through summer 1970). The remaining population left the cities or was
evacuated. About one million were displaced from Port Said, Ismailia, and Suez. After the 1973
treaty, there has been a return movement which started in 1974 till 1976. Many migrants felt that
the time they spent away from their homes was a time full of bitterness, difficulties, and feelings
of alienation (Shakur et al 2005). Rizq witnessed the time in which the migrations became
compulsory. He depicted the scene fully in his memoirs as follows:

“On the 19th of last September, I stood, trying to hold on and hide my tears in front of this

despondent scene, accompanying every group of migrants a committee of three people from the
members of the socialist union, taking them to the neighborhood or the village or the city that
they will stay in, and they remained with them till they settled in their new places … it was a hard
process on the human level that no one was able to imagine.. People left all of their lives, all of
their memories and hopes in a city where they do not know when they will be back to. In the
Nafehsha 19 station it was a terrible scene. The battle was on going in the front lines, the ones that
are no further than six kilometers, and the planes of the enemy in the sky in the region, like
abhorrent iron eagles. The sound of their engines augments the feelings of terror and horror in the
souls of those who were standing by the station, those in the train, and those who were trying to
get into its cars. Some were quickly getting on it others were refusing towhile those in charge of
the migration from the local governance or the socialist union were convincing them to hop into
the train. After all, the enemy could hit the station at any moment. In thirteen days only the
government was able to finalize the first and second phases of forced migrations.”

But on the 5thof June 1974 the silence was no longer felt in Ismailia and other cities and
villages in the canal region. Many of the migrants returned to their homes as soon as the
government gave them the permission to do so following the October war. (Shakur et al 2005,
19

a small village that was chosen as the main station for the leaving and coming trains from Cairo and Delta to
Ismailia
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32). Some families even returned only after ten hours from Sadat’s decision to cancel the system
of permits in the canal region. Soon after, the cities came to life in the following years and the
reconstruction of canal cities was implemented, and, as Rizq puts it, “life flowed quickly and
with aggression through the arteries of the city, the one that has been abandoned, and haunted by
ghosts and inhabited by rabid animals for seven long years.” Yet, the composition of the
population was not entirely the same. Some people did not return at all, while others took
advantage of the new opportunities offered by the government and came back after the war.
The government facilitated access to new apartments for those who have lost their houses
or a family member in the war. There was a paid compensation to those who have lost their
properties after the Ministry of social affairs would examine people’s claims. President Sadat
assigned the mission of reconstruction of the Canal region to engineer Othman Ahmed Othman.
He was the minister of the housing and construction at the time, 1974, and the founder of the
Arab Contractors Company. Not only was his company responsible for reconstructing the Canal
region, but also it built warhead launch facilities in the Canal region following the 1967 defeat as
well as the high dam.

New Buildings, New Me: El-Ma’lemReshaping the City
The imprints that Othman Ahmed Othmanhas left in thiscity are both indelible and vivid.
There is a square with Othman’s statue in the middle, holding his name, there is a sign that has
his name and picture right behind the square at the entrance of Shiekh Zayed neighborhood;
there is the Othman Ahmed Othman Schoolright beside Ismailia’s first compound that is
currently being constructed by no one else but the Arab contractors company. Well known as ElMa’lem –the master-, Othman Ahmed Othman was the protagonist of a feature program,
presented by Radio Canal in 2000 in the Cairo broadcasting and Television festival. Both Gamal
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Masoud and Ahmed Farouk, take full pride of participating in this project. Masoud was the
leader of this project and the one who recorded with Othman many times, while Farouk and
Nadia Saeed, another broadcaster in the Arabic department,were the presenters. The program
won the competition and got the golden prize for presenting in the Arab world or as Khaled
Rashid describedthis achievement while he was searching for it on the computer: “we took the
Oscar with that program.”
“I never forgot Ismailia, Port Said, or Suez these are cities that have lived in my blood, or
my blood came out of them” this is the opening sentence of the feature program said by ElMa’lem or as Ahmed Farouk presented him “The engineer, the contractor, the minister, the
pioneer in building and construction, engineer Othman Ahmed Othman.”In the same program, a
voice testimony from an interview with the former minister of Housing and Construction Salah
Hassaballah recounted the incident in which El-Male’m was called for by the late president
Mohamed Anwar El-Sadat on the 28th of October 1973:
“A call came to el Ma’lem from the presidential office, calling him to meet the late president
Anwar el Sadat. He told him that since he is the minister of construction, he is meant to construct
the canal region. It was a burdensome mission, but it was accomplished in Port Said, Suez, and
Ismailia. Also, our connection with the Arab countries and Othman’s good connection with the
Arab presidents, managed to get financial support. For instance, we got money from El-Shiekh
Zayed. Why have we called it El-Sheikh Zayed neighborhood then? Because he was the one who
paid, and this was because Othaman went to him and met him personally, and so these
connections help you to accomplish even more than you were asked for.”
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Fig (17): Posters found in Fathy Rizq’s memoirs about the accomplishments of the Arab
Contractors Company in the Suez Canal region, mainly its contributions in the reconstructing
the region. “In Ismailia: the establishment of the city of Sheikh Zayed, the Suez Canal
University, the electricity station in Abu Sultan, a lab for agricultural research, the new
governorate building, the cultural complex, the international swimming pool, Etab hotel, the
Fayrouz club, the mosque of Abu Bakr EL Sadiq, the Village of Abu Kahlifa, the village of
Abu sultan..”
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Fig (18): Othman Ahmed Othman beside President
Sadat in the opening of the Shiekh Zayed
neighborhood or Masaken El-Dabsh in Ismailia.
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Fig (19): the first compound in
Ismailia being built by the Arab
Contractors Company in 2021, right
beside the Othman Ahmed Othman
School.
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This Land is your Land:the War of Attrition:
“The air planes used to hit the water station frequently, so we would spend days without fresh
water, approximately three or four days, Othman Ahmed Othman would send us trucks with tanks
full of water in them. He would say that this water is meant only for drinking whoever has a
bucket or something would fill it from these tanks, only for drinking, not showering, cooking,
cleaning up or anything, for drinking only. He would send two cars here in Ismailia that are
meant to quench the thirst of the people of Ismailia.”

This picture is painted and illustrated by the words ofGalal Abdou Hashem, one of the
members of the resistance forces during the war of attrition. He is one of the few people who
refused to leave Ismailia throughout the seven years of the war. Sitting at the comfort of his
furniture store with his dark jeans shirt and baby blue vest, the eighty year old Galal Abdo
Hashem welcomed me to his store. “Let’s go upstairs to my office” he firmly said and I agreed.
With difficulty and determination, he went up the stairs into a floor that was full of new furniture
and at the end of it, there was a model of a pyramid, one that is intended to be made out of the
remnants of wars, not only from Egypt, but from other countries of the world as well.
“The size of this pyramid would have the same size as the great pyramid.” Hashem told
me while pointing at his pyramid, “full of the remnants of wars, tanks and all kinds of weaponry
from Egypt and other countries that would want to collaborate with us. They will be wielded
with one another, with transparent walls from the inside, something like the Cairo Tower, with
floors that have cafes and restaurants, making people experience and see all war tools and their
price tags. Countries would have their own sections in the pyramid, and their names will be
written on them. It would be like a document that has been signed up by this country at the era of
president so and so calling for peace. Knowing how much these things are worth all in all in that
pyramid, people would understand that this money should have better gone to development and
prosperity, paid for their own good, instead of wars! It is not a new idea, but I revived it, you
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should clean it up, Mohamed! It is full of dust! Clean it up” ordering one of his workers who was
standing right next to me to take pictures of us while we were looking at the model.
His penchant for weaponry is clear. All over his office, there are shrapnel and war
remnants, as well as appreciation certificates. In the basement of his store in one of the busiest
streets of Ismailia ( El Sultan Hussien street), Galal is keeping rockets that were used in the wars,
“these rockets are internationally prohibited and the Jews used to fire them on us.”he said. He
has pictures with those rockets and weaponry keeping them in one of his albums.
Back in 1971, Hashem had the idea of building a statue from the remnantsof the war the
1967 war. So, he collected the shrapnel of the weaponry, belonging to the Israeli army and built
his first statue. He finished it on the 15th of January 1972 calling it the Resilience statue. The
second statue he built was from the remnants of the October war, but this time from the Egyptian
shrapnel. It is called the Victory statue. On the 25th of January 1974, Galal finalized the statue
and it was ready for display. With pride,Galaltold me that a UN peacekeeping personnel wanted
the UN to buy it for 1000 pounds buthe refused, “these are patriotic works and these things,
should only be portrayed in Egypt so he [the UN personnel] got his wife and kids to see the
status and take a picture of it.”
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Fig (20): These are headlines about the Resilience statue from the local
newspapers El-Qana-The Canal- as well as central/national ones. The
headlines are the following:
A Statue from 4500 Shrapnel (top right).
The Ismaili Resilience Statue in front of a Furniture Store in Embaba.
Neighborhood (top left).
My Wish is to Create a Statue out of an Israeli Plane Debris (bottom right).
A Documentary Film on the Resilience Statue (left).
A statue from the Shrapnel of the Enemy’s Missiles. (Bottom left).
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Fig (21): the Resilience statue now in
2021 in Mohamed Ali street
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Fig (22): The Victory statue in
Cleopatra Street.

Awlad El-Qana: The Canal Subjectivities and Social Imaginaries
There is a firm belief among the people of Ismailia that most of the people who are living
in it now are notlocals. They are people who came from mainly El-Sharqya and other parts of the
country; hence, they do not care about the city of Ismailia as much as they do. Indeed, in trying
to amalgamate the history of Ismailia from different conversations, books, and places, this idea
proved to be omnipresent. It even became the content of so many memes on social media
platforms. “The Canal people feel that they are far more superior than others” says Gamal
Masoud, who is from Port Said, he continued “ have you ever noticed the sarcastic tone they
have when they ask someone if they are a peasant? Even in Port Said, this question is asked a lot,
they would say Enta Fallah?”Masoud linked the main characteristics of the Canal people to what
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he called the “culture of ships.”To him, people who live by the sea have characteristics and
special properties that are different from those who live in Cairo or the countryside.
“The nature of the citizen of the canal zone is that he loves to live, he loves life, you will find that
more in the canal zone, he loves to live, get pampered, wear something nice , is very proud. Also,
some of them are affected by the customs and traditions of the foreigners, because there were a
lot of foreign communities, the Greek, the Italian, all of them were engaging with one another.”

And while the demography of Ismailia changed drastically Port Said, according to my
interlocutors, remained more or less the same. Galal Abdou Hashem had an explanation for that:
“Port Said when they migrated they migrated to about 50 kilometers from Port Said. They went to
Ras El-Bar because of its proximity and so when they came back, they all came back together,
and no stranger came in between, when you go to Port Said you will find 90% or 95% of its
people are the same, 5% are strangers, Suez you will find 75%from Suez and 25% strangers, but
us 40% are from Ismailia and 60% are strangers, if not more. You walk around and you do not
know any one and this is widespread here. Also, when you wander around and see all the
skyscrapers and the big buildings, who are the people who own them? Not us! When we [people
of Ismailia] migrated and came back, we came back with a lineage that was different from ours,
since we got married from other people from other parts of the country. This lineage had different
characteristics and qualities that are different from ours, and so this had an impact on us,
especially the governorates that are rural. They left a mark on us when it comes to negligence and
lack of discipline. They do not care about the country [Ismailia], the one that we really care about.
Also those who come here to work, in any occupation from another city, do not leave Ismailia
because they fall in love with it, and so they stay here, get married, have kids who do not know
the people of the place. Now, we are like strangers. I used to walk in the streets, every 10 meters,
a car would stop for me offering to take me to my destination, ‘hop in Galal, I will drive you!’
they would say,even if they were women! I used to stop for women or girls, I used to know their
fathers and their brothers, and so I would take them on my way and there was no shame in that.
Now, it is not like that if I stopped and talked to a woman, they would say, whatever, and so the
identity and demography changed and this is what we suffer from here.”

Ali Abdallah (53), a broadcaster in the Arabic department of Radio Canal, has a different
perspective about the identity of theCanal region. So I asked him, but his answer was censored.
His words were carefully picked, so he wouldn’t say anything about the place that he,
presumably, represents. You could sense that the man was very conscious of his words but a
stream of nostalgia betrayed him, hitting him at the wrong time. He remembered the fact that
most of his colleagues, who left this place, did not help him out to get out of here, he
remembered that he had to go to someone in Sharqiya, when he was conscripted into the
military, to relegate his status from an officer to a soldier, but no one from Ismailia would do the
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same for him. He had a firm belief that in Ismailia, one could hardly build a reliable network, but
the complete opposite happens in Sharqiya and Bedouin tribes. Abdallah, among many others,
think that the culture of work does not really exist in Ismailia and that its people only think about
appearances, even though they are broke! “here, it is a mix of everyone. The natives are but a
small percentage that have been here before 1967, because people came from all over the country
to work here, and so they found here an air of liberty, freedom and they started rejecting the
customs that they have been raised to follow in the countryside. For example, if there is a
wedding ceremony, you would have to go, if you did not, you will find societal blame coming
right back at you, because you are going to see someone who attended the wedding the very next
day. But here, in the canal region, I am sitting with Mayar today, I do not know when I will see
her again. This pressure is not here, this eltaham- coherence- is not here.”
Some people in Radio Canal were offered jobs in Maspero when they first started their
careers, but they refused. Mohammad Saad (55), a senior broadcaster in the Arabic department
in Radio Canal, thought that living in Cairo was equivalent to traveling abroad , “I never liked
ghorba- Living abroad-” said saad “ working in Ismailia I come for one day and then I go back
home but to go to Cairo no. I hate crowded places.I hate ghorba.”Khaled Rashid was also
offered a job in Maspero that he also did not take. His reasons were very similar to Saad’s.
“If I actually went there, then my life would have been so different! It would have changed 360
degree! But whenever I go to Cairo to do just one thing, I would spend the whole day
there, but here in Ismailia you could move all day long and do more than one thing.
Cairenes got used to that , you know, crowded places and stuff, but here in Ismailia, we
got accustomed to the more peaceful way of life.”
Drawing clear cut distinctions between those who have been living in the canal region
before the war of attrition and those who came back after hinges upon the border of
discrimination and intolerance. The usage of theories likes “the culture of ships” and made up
statistics to justify the supremacy of those who have purecanal lineages over others, is telling of
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the heightened sense of pride that these people have. In Ismailia, the people coming from other
parts of the country are viewed as inferior intruders, especially those coming from Sharqiya. Just
like in Port Said they are regarded as Fellaheen or people who “lack discipline” and have
“characteristics and qualities” that are different from the pure canal people. “Of course the canal
people are racist” says Farouk:
“Besides Ismailia has long been Bald el-Mawzfeen, an attractive destination where people would
migrate to live and work in the Suez Canal Authority, in the Suez Canal University, you name it!
You have to understand that there was a small number of people living in Ismailia and they did
not suffice for all its needs and so it was normal for people from other places to come. People
from Sharqya, because of its proximity or Daqahlya and of course they do have different cultures,
and this is when the merge happened, but there aren’t huge differences between all Egyptian
cultures after all. There are fixed things that we all share and some minute differences”

All these events, wars, and sociopolitical changes have shaped the way the people of the
canal view themselves. The historical junctures, discussed above, elucidate their attachment to
their land andtheir sense of pride and superiority from those living in other cities in the country
(see fig 24).Yet, each city of the region has its own allure, its own taste, and its own history.
Some historical milestones were shared among the three as mentioned above, but each of which
has a different personality. As previously mentioned, Ismailia for long has been an attractive
destination for people who wanted to work in the public sector, Suez on the other hand is an
industrial city, with its people working in petrochemical factories, quarries, and ships, and Port
Said is a trade based city, especially since the establishment of the free zone in the mid-1970s.
Ismailia, a city that was crafted simultaneously with the establishment of the Suez Canal, is a city
that has a multilayered contemporary history, one that holds within its folds and streets, stories
about war, resistance, colonialism, and subtle recent neoliberal echoes.
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Fig (23): a painting in Mohamed Ali street, illustrating the identity of
the Canal region, with boats, three men playing the folk music of the
region, Simsamya , soldiers holding their rifles, and Egyptian soldiers
defeating the Israeli ones.

Ismailia as an Oxymoron: Neoliberal Scent in Bald El-Mawzfeen
“I came to Ismailia in 1992, I was 29 years old, one of the things that caught my attention that if
we did not get bread before it hits 8, we wouldn’t get any. All the bakeries were closed and the
ones that are still open do not have any. At 2:00 pm this city was hooous [Silent] everyone left
their job and went to sleep, till 7:00 pm the stores would open at 12:00 pm and then close at 3:00
pm and then he would open again at 7:00 pm and close at 9:00 pm people ! What is this?! Dead
people! Now with the amount of cafes and the mounting consumerist behavior in the city, things
are definitely changing."
Ahmed Farouk
Known as the main administrative headquarters of the Suez Canal Authority (SCA), Ismailia has
long been an attraction force for people from all over the country to work in the SCA or other
governmental posts. Starting from 2014, however, the neoliberal waves have slightly and slowly seeped
into the city. And with the passage of time, neoliberal manifestations became more and more apparent,
changing bit by bit the social imaginary of Ismailia from Bald El-Mawzfeen -a public servants' city-,
whose people mostly work in directorates, into a one that strives to be business oriented. Though most of
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and the military, they demonstrate the state's neoliberal political agenda and its determination to create an
atmosphere conducive to entrepreneurship. Now, there is a blend in the population between the majority
who work in the public sector and those who work in the private one. This blending between the public
servants and" the new investors' society” as Ahmed Farouk puts it, is slowly changing the deeply
embedded perception of Ismailia as a peaceful silent city to one that has been bombarded with cafes and
the government related enterprises.
Ismailia has never been an attractive destination to investors. "Ismailia is well known to be a poor
country when it comes to investments" says Galal Abdou Hashem, "the country, materially speaking does
not have heavy industries or well established wealthy business men, may be like two or three, but not
more.” But now, there are 483 factories in Ismailia and two free private zones in which about 283
factories are working at the moment and 119 are still under construction (Hassan 2020). Think about what
Ahmed Farouk said these zones and the impact of national projects:
"In the industrial zones, there are private businesses. This is encouraging for industrial
investment as the government gives them cheap lands, and them exemption from taxes for five
years so the investor would build a factory and make people work. The state provides facilities
and roads and everything in these zones, making the atmosphere conducive for new private
investments, in turn offering new job opportunities. You should also know that some of the
people who worked in the new Canal and the new Ismailia, coming from Kafr El-Shiekh, Sohag,
Luxor, did not leave at all."
By the end of 2020, the total number of national projects done in Ismailia was one hundred and
eighty in different domains costing about 1.1 billion EGP (Abady 2020), 25 of which are in the roads,
bridges, and tunnels domain, 12 are in the educational domain, 60 in the electricity and environment
domain, etc. Ismailia has witnessed a lot of developmental projects in the reign of Sisi, some of them are
the tunnels of the Suez Canal, the New Ismailia city, the new Cornish of fishermen’s lake and its tourist
walkway, the new fish market, the new nafisha bridge, the 4 U-Turn Bridges, Hypermarket in El-Geesh
City, - easing travel between Sinai and the west of the Suez Canal and of course, the ‘ new Suez Canal’
(see figs 25,26,27). These national projects and private factories started attracting people from other
governorates, augmenting the feelings of alienation and superiority amongst the canal people. Some
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locals even went as far as accusing the new comers of taking their jobs, opportunities that were supposed
to be theirs (especially in the SCA). Living in one of the busiest streets in Ismailia, the Togarecommercial- Street, Gamal Masoud tells me the following:
“The whole public servants’ city thing is still here, but now there is more infitah- liberalization-,
Ismailia now is not like before, how? The projects did that to it, now it stays up till the morning,
Ismailia used to sleep at noon! The neighborhood I am living in now, you can’tbelieve the
amount of people in it now, is a lot compared to before and the cars, you can’t park anywhere
because of the population growth and the projects and the workers and marriage, and so some
people come to Ismailia to invest in it, and buy lands and things like that.."

Fig (24): Hypermarket in El-Geesh
City
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.

Fig (25): the New Fish Market
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Fig (26): Tahya Masr –Long Live Egypt- tunnels

Conclusion

The historical overview presented in this chapter provides a bridge between the past and
the contemporary. I highlighted some historical milestones in Ismailia in order to offer a glimpse
of the social imaginaries held by the public servants of Radio Canal. Moreover, these snippets
emphasize themes, such as resilience, resistance, attachment to the land, superiority, a collective
memory of bloodshed,etc. that constitutes the content of some programs in Radio Canal to this
day. In other words, this tracing of the changes that took place in Ismailia, leading to the
contemporary, offers an explanation for the state’s neoliberal agenda, its withdrawal from places
like Radio Canal, and its endorsement to other forms of developmental policies. As previously
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discussed, the city that was once regarded as a safe haven for public servants, is now witnessing
a shift in its social fabric. Therefore, my access to Radio Canal gives us the opportunity to
understand how the state’s withdrawal from some public institutions, deeming them unnecessary,
had an impact on the laboring mechanisms and the everyday practices of its workers. It also
offers an explanation on how my interlocutors sense of self is/was constituted and how their
relationship to Radio Canal as a public institution is constantly being assembled and
reassembled. Expectedly, the state of the public sector is examined closely in that institution, yet
this studyis not meant to draw grandiose generalizations about the public sector. Rather it is an
attempt to shed light on a place that was once significant and is now rendered obsolete and
public servants whose message is almostlost in translation.
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III- Development in a Sound Plane: Radio Canal as a Medium
In the late eighteenth century, a young zestful woman called Catherine got married to the
emperor of Russia, Peter III. On their first morning together, as husband and wife, the emperor
decided to introduce Catherine to her mother in law. Usually, this is a warm and cheerful
encounter but there was one little inconvenience that stood in the way. The mother was dead,
wearing a maroon puffy dress and jewelry and preserved in a glass cupboard. Peter explained to
Catherine that he could not bear the thought of burying his own mother, “She was a goddess,
extraordinary, powerful, no one like her. Strangely, I felt paralyzed when she was around…”
This is a scene from the first episode of a satirical drama called “The Great” about the rise of the
empress Catherine the Great to rule Russia back in the eighteenth century. As bizarre as this act
might be, it depicted the concept of attachment to a past that is seemingly detached from the
present, a past in which his mother was “a goddess.” Yet, Peter keeps her around, well dressed
with a black wig on her head to beautify her disfigured facial features. It is as if her mere
presence even as a corpse still gives him meaning, still acts as a reference. Throughout the series,
Peter’s bittersweet relationship with his mother is often highlighted, to make us understand why
this mercurial man, turned out the way he is.
Just as Peter is holding onto the corporeal presence of his mother in this peculiar way, so
too the people of Radio Canal are holding onto an institution whose main characteristics are
slowly and gradually fading away. The use of such a hyperbolic analogy in the opening frame of
this chapter is important to make a blurred picture, clear. Radio Canal is a place where some
people have spent half their lives working, learning and socializing. A place that was once
significant to Masperofor its new architectural model20, to the mayors of Ismailia for its

20

It was the first of its kind in Ismailia and was later emulated in Menya and Matrouh radio stations.
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developmental nature, and to, its founder,the former Minister of Information Mohamed Safwat
El-Sherif (1982-2004), for its success. In an attempt to cope with the current working conditions,
people working in Radio Canal almost live in a nostalgic bubble while trying to cope with the
lackluster reality of the contemporary. They often enjoy recalling old anecdotes and the legacies
of those who left the station as reminders of the golden era of Radio Canal.Diving into the
history of this place will give us an insight about how its public servants are tolerating its state of
ruination as they wander between a developmental past and a military led neoliberal present.
Between these two epochs, existed a major event “a temporal instant which disjoins the previous
state of an object (the site) from its subsequent state” (Badiou 2009, 384) which is the 2011
revolution. This year became a reference point in which my interlocutors have frequently used to
differentiate between a glorious past and a morbid present. Consequently, this chapter will also
explore the state’s lack of will to preserve these institutions, leaving them to disintegrate on their
own.
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Fig (27): The Sign of the radio station in
the morning.
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Fig (28): The entrance of the station
and the obelisk.
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Fig (29): the façade of the building
and below it and the cafeteria.
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Fig (30): some portraits hanging on the left wall of
the main hall.

Establishing Radio Canal: The Economic Crisis and the Developmental Agenda
Radio Canal in Ismailia is the only radio in the canal region, even the one in Port Said is a
branch to it. It was established in 1988, among a series of other radio and TV stations all over the
country, with the aim of improving, developing, and serving local communities. The late 1980s
in Egypt was a time of economic crisis, urging the government to open up its economy and
accelerate the restructuring of its public sector. The situation was so dire that Egypt was about to
declare bankruptcy because of its inability to repay its debts (Adly 2012). In the discussions
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between the Egyptian government and the World Bank in 1989, the government agreed to speed
up the reforms, calling for “the autonomy of public enterprises” while closing or privatizing the
unprofitable ones (Aoude 1994). Though president Mubarak at first declared his full support for
the public sector, his government, expectedly, adopted a Structural Adjustment program in 1991
(Adly 2012; Paczynaska 2012). In turn, the IMF privatization schemes became part and parcel of
the overall government agenda and were later met with fierce opposition. As a consequence, the
government was reluctant to restructure the public sector or completely sell it off (Paczynaska
2012).
Yet, it was not counterintuitive to build a Radio and TV stations in Ismailia during that
period or other regional radio and TV stations across the country. In the midst of all these
economic and political dilemmas, the media policy at the time was calling for the establishment
of regional broadcasting venues, believing that the right road to owning a universal influential
media outlet is through establishing local ones (Darwish 2016). Having been a pioneer in the
media field, Egypt, under President Mohamed Hosny Mubarak (1981-2011), aimed to guarantee
its position in the Arab region and remain technologically advanced in both audio and visual
broadcasting (Badr 2020). At that stage, one of the main goals of the regime was pursuing fullfledged national development programs in all fields, including the media.
The very beginnings of these ambitions became tangible when a system of radio
networks was created. Indeed, these networks were equipped with the latest tools and
technologies in the media industry. As a result, this era became known as the era of networks, an
epoch that started in 1981 (Darwish 2016). These radio networks include radio services; with
each service having a number of programs reflecting its network theme. Here is a list of some of
them:
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•

The Main network: represented by-El-Bernameg al -A’am –The Public Program- Radio

•

The Arab network: represented by Soot El-Arab- the Voice of the Arabs- Radio

•

The Holy Quran network: represented by Quran El-Kareem – the Holy Quran- Radio,

•

The Commercial network: represented by El Sharq el-Awsat – the Middle East- Radio,

•

The Youth and Sports network: represented by El-Shabab wel Rayada – the Youth and
Sports- Radio

•

The Regional radio network: represented by the Alexandaria radio and Qahera El-kobraGreat Cairo, which was later followed by many other radio stations (our area of concern).

•

The Cultural network: represented by El-Bernemag el-Orobi – The European program-,
El Bernameg al Thaqafi -the cultural program-, and El Bernamg el- Moseeqi- The
Musical program-

•

The Directed broadcasting network Shabkat el-Iza’at el-Mawgaha: represented by about
46 broadcasting services that are aired in 35 different languages, distributed in the six
continents.

•

The Nile network: represented by Nagham FM, Mega FM, Hits, Sha’abi FM, and Radio
Masr, airing pop music and different styles of programs speaking to the younger
generations (Darwish , 2016; Abdulla 2018)
When Mohamed Safwat El-Sherif became the Minister of Information in February 1982,

he started laying the foundations for media improvement in an ambitious strategic plan. The
plan’s main objective was to establish a media organization that is technologically advanced with
the capacity to disseminate information and capability to connect people with each other.Part of
the strategy was to strengthen both audio and visual transmission clearly and vigorously all over
Egypt. To further situate the media policies at the time, here are the words of Safwat El-Sherif to
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the former President Mohamed Hosni Mubarak in the opening ceremony of Radio and TV Canal,
on the 6th of October, 1988:
“In 1981, there were 18 TV centers, now there are 41 TV centers.The number of TV transmission
centers was 50 and now they are 169.Every center of those has a number of channels, instead of
50, they are now 169! … Countries measure the strength of their media, with the capability of its
radio stations, and the strength of their transmission. The FM was introduced in 1981, we only
had Alex as a local radio station in 1981, we now have 7 and 2 more are going to be finished
within months, the number of hours in which programs are being aired, are 260 hours on the 7
networks, 260 hours! From them is the Directed broadcasting network that covers African
countries. It airs for 58 hours in 33 languages daily, and this is the one of the major capabilities of
the Egyptian radio, which has the strongest capacity now in Asia and Africa, and it is even better
than some European countries.”21

Fig (31): Safwat El-Sherif during one of his visits to the station.

As illustrated, the media development path at that stage was based on covering all the
parts of the Country through a strong network of regional radio and TV stations.22 Born with the
birth of Qahera El-kobra- Great Cairo- radio station, the concept of regional development was
adopted by Maspero in 1981. Given the fact that these regional stations were attached/glued to
21

This is derived from the archives of Radio Canal.
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their people, the overall aim behind their establishment was to provide a fast and immediate local
service that is capable of linking local citizens with state officials (Khodier 2019). In other
words, they were meant to act as an interface between the officials and the people in order to
voice their demands and solve their problems. Also, in the opening of Radio and TV Canal,
Safwat El – Sherif in his speech heavily stressed this point:
“Maspero is an honor for the whole Arab and African nations, your honor [addressing Hosni
Mubarak], when we said that the duty of the media is to deliver its message to every citizen, was
because it is impossible for the Egyptian citizen to live as a stranger in his own land, whether in
northern Sinai, or southern Sinai, the New Valley, Matrouh, or the Red Sea region. The first and
second channels are on the DHF systems, which mean that the whole Country is watching them!
Every citizen on Egyptian land now, watches Egypt’s TV and its radio. And now, we also have
the first local channel that is the third channel in Cairo. It is aired in three governorates only,
Cairo, Giza, and Qalyobya and it solves the problems of those three, governorates. And we
started this idea of local channels after the success of a former experiment, in 1981; we made El
Qahera El-Kobra in Cairo. There weren’t any local radio stations in Cairo at the time. There was
only one in Alexandria. Then we made another one in the middle of the Delta region and then one
in Tanta, then one in Upper Egypt and with headquarters is in Menya, then in northern Sinai, and
southern Sinai, and now in the New Valley and Matrouh. These are radio stations that are
considered the daughters of their environments, as they aim to solve the problems of their
environments, and the whole world calls this the revolution of the mind, because the more
worldly the media becomes, depending on satellites, the more the countries make use of the local
media that helps them in development and solves the problems of the society, through the
participation between the audiences on the regional level. It also talks to people with their
language, dialect, their tongue …”

It was between 1981 and 1993 that about nine regional radio stations were founded all
over the country, namely: Qahera al Kobara (1981), Mid Delta in Tanta (1982), Northern part of
Upper Egypt in Menya (1983), Northern Sinai in Arish (1984), Southern Egypt in Toor, 1985,
The Canal in Ismailia (1988), The New Valley (1990), Marsa Matrouh (1991), Southern part of
Upper Egypt, Aswan (1993)
Not only was the regional network part and parcel of the developmental process and the
state’s overall political agenda, but also it was meant to influence/shape public opinion in their
respective communities. Additionally, these entities were established to provide the government
and policy makers with information related to people’s perceptions and sentiments towards
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government policies (Khodier 2019). On the other hand, their informative role compels them to
deliver news from ‘around the corner’ that are important to the locals (Chantler and Harris 1997).
This is one of the main reasons why the Arabic news bulletin in Radio Canal starts with national
and international news, followed by the regional ones. Many listeners in the Canal Region whom
I interviewed have pointed out the importance of Radio Canal, especially its news bulletins, as it
tells them what they need to know about the whole region and if there is any change in the state’s
policies. Consider what Mohamed El-Sayed Abdelaty, a 53 years old driver in the Suez Canal
Authority who listens to Radio Canal on a daily basis, has told me:
“ My siblings and I, we inherited a house that belonged to my father and I have been trying to
legalize the house and the contracts, and I was trying to finish the topic of mokhlafat el-bona building violations- and stuff like that and then I started listening to the news that is aired right
after the program [Hadith El-Qana- The Talk of the Canal-] at 8:00 am to be able to know the
latest news related to the mayor and the housing policies.”

Often regarded as an obsolete technology, the radio in Ismailia still has an impact on the
people of the region. Surprisingly, regular listeners and a significant number of officials are
responsive to it. In contrast, Channel four or the Canal TV which was established for the same
purpose as Radio Canal, shifted its focus after only fifteen years of its launch. It became more
concerned with the entertainment aspect instead of the developmental one. Radio Canal, on the
other hand, remained focused on representing the culture of the canal inhabitants while also
trying to solve their problems. Through various programs, Radio Canal still sheds light on the
historical events and cultural aspects that are constitutive of what the canal people perceive as
their distinctive identity. Sentences like "we have no connection to the Canal TV" or " I have to
be pinned to the TV so I do not really like it" were often said among the people I interviewed.
Yet the most powerful sentence of them all belonged to Foaad Hoba, a 72 years old man who
works in the export import industry and is a devoted Radio Canal listener living in Ismailia. He
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said “those who work in radio broadcasting work for the people, but those who work in
Television work for fame." Indeed, the radio remained loyal to its purpose as a service platform,
connecting people with each other and with state officials. It stuck with is original mandate, to
primarily serve and inform the people of the region, even though the capacity to help people now
does not depend on the radio as an institution (a theme that is further developed in chapter five).
Put differently, there exists no legal obligation or an official record that compels the officials to
answer to the radio or even be attentive to it. Now, the process is all based on the capacity of the
broadcaster to build a network within the governorate’s apparatuses to be able to actually help
the people. Or as one listener puts it “they are making sherbet (sweetened juice) out of rotten
fish.”

Maspero and Radio Canal: Control and the Ruins
“The technicians working here are better than the ones who are working in Maspero, I
will tell you something, here in Radio Canal I work on live programs, montage programs,
Drama, Music, external broadcasting, everything! If you go to Maspero, you will find
that there is a person for each of these. For instance, the technician who works on air, can
only work on this particular type of programs, and can’t work on recordings, those who
work on recordings, can’t work on Music, etc, so this is something huge in our Radio
because we can work on all of these types. Of course, the opportunities in Cairo were
way better, offering way more, but thank God for what I have already. There, it is way
easier to be famous and well known, but this is not the case for those who work in Radio
and TV Canal. In Maspero, most of their work there was directly connected to the presidency,
at the days of Safwat El-Sherif and Hosni Mubarak, these were the golden days, but now at the
time of Sisi, they hate the work there! We hate it!”
Khaled Rashid

As previously mentioned, Radio Canal is still striving to do its job properly, but its
deteriorated state is simply hampering this process most of the time. One of the main reasons that
was often reiterated behind Radio Canal’s current state, was the budget deficit that the National
Media Authority or Maspero is currently suffering from. The relationship between Maspero and
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Radio Canal is so intricate to say the least. In order to understand how the public servants of
Radio Canal in this moment are trying to cope with the state’s and Maspero’s intentions to
dismantle or ignore their platform all together, there has to be a brief overview of what that
entity, Maspero, really is and how its relationship with Radio Canal was formed and developed.
We will also be able to understand how that relationship dictated parts of the histories of the
Radio Canal people and how they still long for the good old dayswhile simultaneously blaming
that same institution for their current state. Highlighting milestones that constitutes the
relationship between both entities will allow us, in the upcoming chapters, to analyze integral
parts of Radio Canal’s people every day.
Radio and Television broadcasting structures in Egypt were following a centralized
model under direct government supervision since 1960 (Abdulla 2016; Badr 2020). This control
was meant to build up strong national sentiments, portray a modern view of the newly
established Country, and foreground Egypt as a regional media power (Badr,2020). Under
President Anwar El-Sadat the Egyptian Radio and Television Union (ERTU) was founded to
control all radio and television channels. Its headquarters was the Maspero building, located on
the Nile’s bank.The now abolished Ministry of Information used to act as an "advisory body"
that monitors how the various government owned media channels work. Since Egypt's 2011
revolution, there have been hopes that the ERTU would be able to work independently, without
the interference of the Ministry of Information and the overall government. Indeed, there were
often complaints about the strict governmental control of the media sector, the existence of
extensive bureaucratic procedures, and nepotism. Though the ERTU charter23 had the façade of
public service broadcasting (PSB)24, some of its articles emphasized the state’s authority

23
24

It was established in 1979 and adjusted in 1989 allowing more government control.
Broadcasting that is intended for the public interest rather than commercial or governmental interests.
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overpublic opinion, giving the union the right to censor and monitor production. Moreover, the
fact that it was in debt to the National Investment Bank for about $3.2 billion and that the state
was its primary source of income, having its grip on the finances and procedures of the ERTU,
made it even harder to seek independence and financial autonomy from the state's
institutions(Abdulla 2016).

Unabashed Nepotism: Maspero, the Dream
“Mr. Nabeel Hashem, may he rest in peace, was the general manager of the Canal T. At his time,
the numbers of people who were appointed to work here from El-Sharqiya was unbelievable; he
was from El-Shraqiya too. This happened four years before the revolution, specifically in 2006
and 2007, there were a lot of people applying and working, electricians, cleaning servants,
decoration technicians, etc”
Amr Meligy (54), Senior Radio correspondent in Radio Canal, Radio 9090, and the Egyptian
Radio

Born in Port Said to a housewife and a worker in the Suez Canal Authority, Mohammad
Saad never thought he would be able to actually be a broadcaster, but the odds were in his favor.
Saad has been working in Radio Canal since September 1992. He thinks of himself as a lucky
person who entered a place that relies on favoritism and nepotism while he had absolutely no
connections in Maspero. In fact, he only went to the admission exam in Cairo, so he could see
some actors and famous people. The mere idea of working in that place did not even cross his
mind. But it was his father who encouraged him to go there and simply see how it goes. Not
only is Saad proud because he entered that place in 1992 without a wasta, but also he thinks that
his story carries ambition and hope within its folds. He tells it to people my age so he would
encourage them to “move, go, and try and may be they will be the anomaly that would work
without any one’s help!”
“My parents were actually happy that I got my bachelor’s degree and think of it as a high degree
and so why would I go to Maspero, and stay away from my home, spend money, and buy a suit,
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and eventually fail? Dol beto3 wasyat – these people depend on Nepotism-I do not have any
connections. My father told me that Wasetna Rabna – our connection is God-. After the exam in
Maspero and while my friend Tarek was talking to a lot of celebrities he knew. I talked to myself
and said know your worth! And I was surprised that they told me that I have to come and start
working! I did not believe it! Same week, my name was in the radio and TV magazine as one of
the people who succeeded. I swear to God I thought it was a mistake, you left all of those and
took me, the one person who has no wasta and knew no one! Tarek wanted to be a broadcaster
yet he did not pass.”

Nepotism is well known in Maspero to the extent that when Saad asked the people who
chose him about the reason behind his admission, they confessed to him that they do take people
who have a wasta –connection-, but a wasta, in Saad’s analysis, differentiates between two good
people “two people got 100% I will take the one who has wasta, but I won’t take someone who
got 50% and has wasta and leave the one who got 100%.”He also told me that both Mohamed
Ibrahim and Ahmed Farouk, the two other broadcasters who were also admitted as Arabic
broadcasters at the same time, had wasta, the former whose father was the general manager of
the taxes department and was also the deputy of the local council and the latter whose uncle was
Safwat El-Sherif’s friend. Expectedly, both Ibrahim and Farouk deny this. Though Farouk at first
shared Saad’s opinion, his view has changed once he took the admission exam in Maspero. I was
talking to him at the comfort of the on air studio when he told me that before he started working
in Radio Canal; he thought that “working in the media profession was subservient to some
competence standards and all forms of nepotism.” But then the process of his entry proved him
wrong:
“It was devoid of any sort of nepotism as it was based on a competition, followed by a
long and meticulous oral and written exam The people in Maspero wanted to make sure
that we have background information as a media professional should know something
about everything , and so when he talks about a particular topic, he would know exactly
what he is talking about.”
As shown, many employees have been appointed to Maspero and its institutions through
nepotism or personal connections, including some of those working in Radio Canal. This was
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one strategy meant to keep those appointed by the government loyal to the regime, expecting
them to serve its interests while willingly censoring themselves. Some researchers believe that
this sort of favoritism was one of the main reasons that made this platform lack professionalism,
as it was focusing on benefitting the regime instead of the public (Abdulla 2016). It also led to
the meteoric rise in the numbers of those working in Maspero and its institutions, a problem that
the incumbent regime still suffers from till now.

From the Allure of the Opening Ceremony to the Revolution
Towards the end of November 2020, I was sitting with Khaled Rashid. He took it upon
himself to sit with me and help me with the reel to reel audio tape recorder. I asked him if it was
possible tolisten to the inauguration ceremony of Radio Canal as I wanted to get a sense of the
importance of the place and understand part of its history. Rashidgladly agreed. As the recording
was playing, Rashid would pause it frequently to tell me about his own experience on that day.
He rememberedvery specific details quite clearly and made sure to give me the full picture as he
saw it back in 1988:
“If you saw the cafeteria back in the day! ya Allah -Oh my God-! It was a 5 stars hall! The tables
that you see now, had tablecloth all over them, and there were carpets everywhere, and the utensils
used in the kitchen were like those you can find in 5 stars kitchens, to cook with them and stuff, as
if you were entering a cafeteria in a five star hotel with an air conditioner! It was amazing
mashallah and the drapes were all over the windows of the place, you know things like that! Now,
it is nothing! We also had a room for the Minister, Safwat El-Sherif, I swear to God, it was fully
furnished, with sofas, drapes and all, it was only opened twice or three times when he used to visit
the place, and it was closed afterwards and neglected, till the revolution! The army people when
they were in charge of the place here, they used to sleep in it. It is now disgusting, the furniture is
smashed and the air conditioner is not working, etc,etc. Thick carpets used to cover the floors here,
if you put your feet in them, they would sink! The wood here, underneath it, you will find a slightly
lighter color, the president of the engineering sector, before the inauguration ceremony said that he
did not like that particular light color and that it needs to be repainted with a darker one! And so it
was! At the time, we could dream and ask for whatever, and they [Maspero] would get it for us!”
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Fig (32): The cafeteria now.
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Fig (33): The cafeteria once you enter it.

Before 2011, it was possible for people to use their talents in programs. For
instance,Mohamed Abdel Gayed (56) is the head of technicians who has been working in the
radio since it first opened. He had a talent in reciting and writing poetry and he wrote so many
things for the Radio. Other people were talented in writing Dramas- miniseries- who were also
not particularly writers; however, they were allowed to do so. More importantly, the radio was
able to get certified professional actors and pay them. Conveying his despondence to me,
Mohammad Marei, one of the most important general managers of Radio Canal, told me that
radio Drama has not been produced for years. He is also one of the members of the Drama
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committee in Maspero. “Before 2011, it was the era of drama!” said Marei, “Drama was
flourishing and we used to meet and see the scripts presented every week.” Although this is not
the case and there is absolutely no budget for creating drama, some people still volunteer to
write and produce drama series or poetry to be aired in the radio Canal.
When asked about the state and rhythm of Radio Canal before and after the 2011
revolution, Rabab Fekry, or Ruby as everybody calls her, a technician in Radio Canal for the past
20 years, replied with the following statement “after the revolution though things changed, the
motivation was killed! We had stars in the business like Mohammad Marei and we had no
problem working hard; now, well, the situation is different.” Since 2011, new recruitments were
prohibited and the flow of money into the place decreased significantly. On the other hand, there
had been a noticeable increase in the income of Radio broadcasters and technicians to equate
them with those working in the TV sector. The man who was responsible for their wage raise
was Tarek El Mahdi, the former SCAF member and former general supervisor of State TV at
Maspero. "Before 2011 we were Mo'dameen- literally poor-.”explained Ruby “and you know,
we would look at those working at the TV, they would take 3000 and stuff we would take like
1000, 1500 EGP and things like that, but that was before the revolution." The changes that
happened after the revolution are nowhere clearer than in Khaled Rashid’s words:
“He [Tarek El-Mahdy] did something called la’ha- a roster- and so the broadcaster in a
radio station is like the broadcaster in the TV station, the engineer in the radio is like the
one in the TV station, and so we had more money! That is why we all demanded that he
should be the Minister of Information…Now, I think he is the mayor of Alexandria. The
guy was like we did a revolution and he was trying! Just trying to implement the tenets of
it, especially social justice. The broadcaster in the radio can now get up to 8000 EGP.
Back in the day we were good, now everyone wants to leave. If you entered the groups of
the radio and TV stations on Facebook, everyone is complaining. The raises and bonuses!
We didn’t take them since 2014, though they are supposed to reach us, but they are
blocked. They didn’t give them to us. The Taxes Department in 2020, thinks that we get
them but we just don’t, you are charging me based on what? The raises that I did not
take?!”
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During the revolution, all the vital sites were held by Major Generals, including Maspero
and Radio Canal. To my interlocutors, the days of the revolution were full of events. There were
tanks closing the street from each side and Special Forces sleeping in the conference room (they
stayed in the place from 2011 till 2013) to prevent anyone from usurping power and taking over
the place. People were not allowed to enter Radio Canal, except those who work in it. Even the
police forces that used to guard both the TV and Radio stations all the time left their weaponry
and the premises altogether. There was also a sniper on the roof of the administrative building,
and soldiers who used to scan the place for bombs on a daily basis, etc. My interlocutors also
told me about this one time when some people wanted to break into the building andstarted to
shooting at it. As a consequence, the fences of the place were replaced with more resilient fully
covered ones.
With an assertive tone and an unwavering belief in the revolution, Lamiaa Ebrahim told
me about that one time she met a soldier in the street who was wearing an unusual military uniform
in 2011. She asked him about his attire and he told her that he belonged to some special forces who were
ordered to secure the canal in these turbulent times. Unsatisfied with how the Supreme Council of the
Armed Forces (SCAF) was handling this transitional period, Lamiaa asked the man if he agreed with their
tactics and ways of governance. The man smiled and told her that they have been examining the situation
closely because "at the end, no one wants a civil war.” Eventually, she gave the man her number, her
name, her job title, and told him if he ever wanted to declare a military coup from Radio Canal’s
microphones, even if it would cost her her life, she would gladly do it.

“In 2011, the atmosphere was conducive to freedom! And it was such a liquidated time! Now,
things are practically dead, dead to the core! I believe in freedom of speech, freedom of
expression, and transparency and I would break all barriers for the sake of the truth and the
circulation of information. Of course, these are my own personal beliefs, but here you are
working in a governmental radio and these beliefs are shackled! But in 2011, it was a golden
opportunity. I had some guests in my programs in the English department on my own
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responsibility, doctors and people talking about how on 27th of January goma’t al Ghadb- The
Friday of Rage-, how there were ambulances that belonged to the government, and in them are
pieces of granite to hit the protesters with and I aired this live and I was actually prepared for
anything as long as the truth comes out. But afterwards, naturally, things were calmer! Sometimes
I ask myself, how on earth did I continue working in this the radio anyway!”
Since the existence of the English department in Radio Canal is only known to a few number of
people, Lamiaa had this margin of freedom, to say what she wanted to say and bring in whoever she
wanted to bring to the On-Air Studio. She even refused to label the Muslim Brotherhood (MB) as a
terrorist group in the news bulletin till it became official. It turns out that the people in Maspero do not
know that an English department still exists in Radio Canal in the first place. Ironically, the perpetual
state of indifference that the English department suffered/s from opened possibilities for Lamiaa that were
unthinkable for those working in the Arabic department. In other words, Lamiaa seized the opportunity in
this “liquidated time” to convey her message. “We are forgotten about” she told me, “plus, we won a lot
of wars that were meant to close this department, major conflicts, but then I used to tell Amal Omar, the
head of the department, not to make a huge buzz out of anything, so they [decision makers in Maspero]
won’t realize that there is an English department here and it will be permanently closed.” It was the
revolution as an event that opened new horizons for Lamiaa and, as a consequence, made her jeopardize
not only the existence of the English department, but also her own life.

Nowadays, complaints about the lack of proper planning and restructuring of Maspero
have been omnipresent in Radio Canal.Referring to the inside circles of Maspero as a’esh el
dababeer- wasps nest-, the people of Radio Canal have often talked about how some people in
Maspero are still getting way higher income than others and how some who have already retired
couple of years ago, did not receive any pension money at all. “Corruption is everywhere” said
Amr Meligy, “even today after the revolution some people take about 150,000 EGP in the union
and others take 70,000 EGP, and if we are assuming that the maximum wage one can attain is
42,000 EGP someone like Hussien Zein [head of the National Media Authority] takes like 40000
EGP and bonuses from here and there and ends up taking 70,000 EGP or something..”Similarly,
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Ruby lamented the fact that both the state and Maspero have neglected Radio Canal and how the
former Minister of Information in 2020, Osama Heikel, was not really convinced with the
existence of regional stations. To her, the he simply did not understand their importance nor their
mission, so “how can a place that is not convinced with your presence get you your rights? Even
the radio tax that was implemented, only 30% of it goes to Maspero and the remaining 70% are
taken by the government!” The idea of implementing a tax on car radios is not new. In fact, it
was a policy that was implemented in 1968, people used to pay annually 1.4 EGP. Now, it
increased to 100 EGP after being re-enforced again in 2020 by the Egyptian parliament. This tax
is collected when people pay any tax related to their car, as an attempt to aid Maspero in this
difficult time with all its deficits.

The Private Media and the 2014 Regulatory Bodies
“Back in 1992, there was other competitor channel or radio station. People used to value channel
four and Radio Canal so much. But today listeners and viewers watch DMC and Extra News,
even officials they would record with you but tell you a little bit of the information they have, so
they could talk to Dream or any private news agency, back in the day when people used to record
in channel four or Radio Canal they would wait at night to see themselves, now no one cares.
Would you want to air your commercial in Radio Canal or would you rather Radio 9090 or Radio
Masr? ”
Amr Meligy

Farouk explained to me how with the introduction of private channels (like Dream and El
Mehwar TV in the early 2000s) things have begun to change and their significance as state
owned media have consequently diminished. To him, at the very beginning, the private media
remained committed to the professional media rules and charters till “other channels came into
being, the commercial ones that come out of one apartment or room! All of that made a fuss.”
He is aware that people are now consuming more from private media channels that are “heavily
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funded and are held by businessmen.” He adds that professionalism and quality are irrelevant in
these channels. The whole industry for him is all about networking, having connections, and
“being able to ask for that which might not belong to you, I am bad at this! And I am happy that I
am!” Then, in a different shift on a different day, specifically in the break room, he told me about
his idea of having his own YouTube channel to generate revenue, since the land that he inherited
from his father is the only asset that is keeping him and his family financially stable. A month
has passed since this conversation and then I asked him about this idea and if he still considers it.
He took the last breath of his cigarette before it died out, and told me that he is simply lazy. He
added that he has many names in mind of people who could help him out, but he is busy, and he
just needs a push! While desperately forcing his cigarette into the ashtray attached to the pin in
the cafeteria, Farouk looked at the floor and told me “ana Hafdal kda- I will stay like that-!”
The average pay of broadcasters in Radio Canal is 5,000 EGP and if you are in a senior
position, it is 7,000 EGP. From Farouk’s idea to open a YouTube Channel to Nermine El
Mahdy’s job offer to work in low budget TV channels, ideas and experiences have differed
among the broadcasters of Radio Canal to increase their income or leave the place
altogether.Nermine is 33 years old and works as a broadcaster in the English department in
Radio Canal. “The 3rd degree channels” as she described them, or the low budget channels refer
to the commercial channels that are only designed for financial gains and do not care as much
about the content presented. She was supposed to work in one of them called El- Hads- The
Event-. However, there was no chemistry between her and her co-host, who according to
Nermine, had “absolutely no media expertise yet she is an eye candy.” Right after telling me that
experience, Nermine showed me a clip on YouTube in order to give me an idea of what she
meant by “3rd degree channels.” Two niqabi women, one of them is wearing a tiger print cape in
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a channel called El-Saha wel Gamal -Health and Beauty-. “See the niqab!” she noted, “with all
due respect to all those who wear it, but the media has long been known to be the forefront of the
state. I mean regardless of her choice of clothes but wearing a niqab!! And talking in a vulgar
manner that has nothing to do with the standards of professionalism in the media! It is just sad.”
For long, there has been this undeclared rule in the media, especially during Mubarak’s time, that
veiled women do not present a proper image of Maspero, let alone the modern state of Egypt.
Nermine once cried over watching this video, because she could not believe how mediocre
things have gotten, she could not accept that Niqabi ‘vulgar’ women can now run a TV channel.
The 2011 revolution was a moment of leakage, of elusiveness that designated a
possibility for an otherwise, but that breach on time, was later modified and fixated, specifically
in 2014. After the political turmoil that followed 2011, some substantial changes took place in
the media landscape. Following the dismantling of the Ministry of Information in 2014 and the
delay in replacing it with any other entity, a lot of private commercial satellite channels came to
being with zero regulations over their content (Abudlla 2016). As a consequence, this
atmosphere was conducive to creating a fierce competition between these channels over
advertisement. Thus, they were displaying mostly empty, sometimes scandalous content to
increase viewership (Abdulla 2016). The 2014 constitution was the building block to create the
new regulatory bodies and replace the Ministry of Information. By default, these bodies were
supposed to convert the central media system, embodied in the ERTU, into becoming a real
public service broadcasting service (PSB) independent from economic or governmental
pressures. This change was supposed to give a chance to private media channels to be
established, creating a fair competitive environment (Badr, 2020; Abdulla 2016). Three councils
were established to take the place of the Ministry of Information based on a new media law
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ratified in 2016: The Supreme Media Regulatory Council (regulating all media forums, ensuring
their autonomy and freedom, and the criteria and codes for the overall performance) theNational
Press Authority (overseeing and managing the state-owned print mediaorganizations) and the
National Media Authority (overseeing and managing thestate-owned audio-visual broadcasting
services and replacing the ERTU) (Badr, 2020; Abdulla 2016). The members of these councils
were appointed by the president. Yet, this transformation of the ERTU to the National Media
Authority with the same deficit did not change the reality of the situation nor make it an entity
that can be financially independent. Since it is a non-profitable institution meant to provide
services for the people, the National Media Authority still sucks money from the state and is
viewed as a burdensome entity by the government. Also, the new private media companies that
were created, like the Egyptian Media Group (EMG) are also owned by the state security and the
Egyptian intelligence (Badr 2020). Displaying the despair that most people media professionals
in Maspero feel, Marei summarized the current state of deterioration:
“We fell out because of this financial deficit and the state’s will, the state, I do not know why,
has issues with Maspero! The state’s will left Maspero! It hates it and I do not why! Back in the
day, people left Maspero and spread into the Arab region and improved the audible and seen
media in it! In Qatar, Bahrain, Oman, UAE, they were a huge number of Maspero people.”

El-Irtkha’ El-Zamni: Temporal Trepidation and Affective Residues
“One time I called the police! It was 5:00 am, and I had to go open the station! There was
no taxi in sight and my car needed to be fixed! And so I called them, told them the situation, and
I arrived at the station at the back of a police vehicle! If I didn’t make it on time it would have
been a disaster and Marei would kill me.” These are Mohamed Ibrahim’s words when I asked
him about his experience in the station back in the 1990s. He is a former broadcaster in Radio
Canal who is now a correspondent at the BBC Arabic in Cairo. In general, the stories about time
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and strictness are everywhere in Radio Canal. And usually, they arerelated one way or another to
Marei.
Officially,broadcasters should be in the studio half an hour before they go on air. This is
not the case now any more due to what Lamiaa Ebrahim called al-irakha’ al zamani- temporal
relaxation-. She is referring to the fact that with the passage of time in Radio Canal, it became
unnecessary to arrive half an hour before the shift starts, “the most important thing when the
microphone opens, you are more than fine, you have checked all your programs and your stuff.” The day
I had this conversation with Lamiaa, she was half an hour late for her shift. “What I did is terrible!” she
said, “there is absolutely no excuse for my tardiness. I always know! I always know I have a shift on
Monday. There is something that clicks in my head that tells me I have a shift today, I do not know what
it is, maybe an internal alarm?!” Consumed by guilt and betrayal towards the place she has been working
in for the past thirty years, Lamiaa told me that back in the day she used to write notes in the daily report
in the studio, saying that she was late for her shift. Later, she would be investigated for her tardiness.
Lamiaa thinks of this institution as the only place that supports her and believes in her, the only place
where she can find people who would bear with her, and the only place where she can truly do her part no
matter how deteriorated things became:

“On my shift, I was always able to do my part and read the news bulletin. I was ready to
categorize the news and translate on spot. I used to do that all the time. And if there was no
internet on my phone, I would translate the Arabic news on spot. I would dig in the ground and
the shift would come up and no one would feel a thing. Whoever is listening would know that this
is good. Even this now, I have trouble doing properly. I have always had this feeling that working
in this place is like trusting the water for instance, you will float even if you can’t swim properly,
but you reach a point in which you are not floating you are drowning and this is not ok. And I
always have duties and responsibilities that compel me to run everywhere. You know, there
should have been violent scraping of my brain cells but, luckily, there are few cells that are
struggling and working on their own... I do not know who said that ‘we did not dream of a life
more than life itself’ something along those lines, I am not asking for too much, just some
facilities and better circumstances.”
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Diverting from the struggles of Lamiaa and her walk down the memory lane to March
2021, when Mohamed El-Banhway (56) entered the break room, only to be met with Farouk’s
hostile attitude and a question he already knows the answer to. An altercation took place about
an incident in which Lamiaa Ebrahim left the studio before Banhway comes to his shift. It turns
out, that a broadcaster is compelled to stay in the studio not only till her/his shift ends, but also
till the next broadcaster comes in and takes the shift. The situation escalated and they started
arguing about who loves and cares about the place more.
“Ahmed Farouk: “what did you tell Lamiaa Ebrahim?”
Banhway: I told her that it was inappropriate to leave the studio before, the next
broadcaster, the one who has the shift, comes. I came to take the shift from her and I saw
her leaving and so I told her that the young people are going to learn this kind of careless
behavior from her
Ahmed Farouk: I am the one who told those working in the English department to leave
at 10:00 pm no matter what! I am the one who should be held responsible for this not
her!
Banhway: what is this? This is not aeshat ferakh – a chicken’s nest-! You should take
care of this place! You should be jealous about it!
Ahmed Farouk: well, if I was going to truly care about the place, then some people
should never work again in it..
Banhway: and I am the first one of those!
Ahmed Farouk: I never said that, but if you see it that way it is not my problem…”
This sense of the importance of time and its urgency deeply entrenched in the
dispositions of the broadcasters mainly goes back to Marei’s trainings and rules. When I asked
him about his management techniques and his relationship to time, Marei’s response was the
following:

“If the broadcaster is not related to time, the radio station will not come out, and so for
that reason, if the broadcaster is late, it would jeopardize the opening of the station and
the technician might start without him and so I had to be strict! While I was training in
Soot El-Arab in the 1950s, there was a sentence said to me that I will never forget, ‘the
only thing that prevents the presenter from coming on time, and on time means before his
time by half an hour, is death!’ And so when that philosophy is instilled in you while you
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are still young, you will abide by it for the rest of your life! And so we are really linked to
time.”
Ranging from Marei’s understanding of time and Lamiaa’s internal alarm to Farouk’s and
Banhway’s altercation, time is a key factor in all of these ethnographic scenes. Marei considers
time, as a result of his training, as a thing in itself, a framework that media professionals should
always abide by, an object that is external to them as if “it passes abstractly, outside”
(Lapoujade 2018, 5). But his conception of time later became internalized in the broadcasters,
flowing in them. For instance, there was this one time I was sitting with Ahmed Farouk in the
break room and all of a sudden, he stood up and ran as fast as he could to the on air studio to
announce the strikes of the clock or ,as they call it in the station, El-daqat. I draw on the work of
Bergson and his understanding of the complexities of time to grasp how the externality of time
became part and parcel of the broadcasters’ dispositions. In his view, to consider time is to draw
on two major aspects. The first of which is a horizontal plane called “the intelligence” that is full
of objects and subjects (humans) that constitute one another, “where everything unfolds
horizontally in space,according to the logic of representation” (Ibid), and the second is vertical
and is made of intuition or “profound emotion” in which everything is “organized in depth.”
Both aspects work parallel to one another, but in the latter, there is duration or the “spiritual
element of time.” It is an independent flow in the body that consists of temporal affects which
influence how we experience time and the world. The experiences recounted above show howthe
affective flows within the broadcasters are mainly related to Marei and the golden era of Radio
Canal. Hence, they are made up of “temporal and spatial constellations of certain times” and are
“haunted by past intensities” (Rodriguez, 2010, 5). Here, I also follow Brain Massumi’s
contention that “a body doesn’t coincide with itself”, rather it brings “its past up to date in the
present through memory, habit, reflect, and so on”, constituting “a perpetual bodily remainder”
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(Massumi 2015,8). What Marei has entrenched in the broadcasters as an external quality became
engrained in their bodily reactions to this day, flowing within them, compelling them to act in a
certain way and urging them to reprimand themselves if they did not.

Not only is the concept of El-irtkha’ al zamni and the fear of failing this place had a
direct impact on the broadcasters, but also it resonated within the listeners. Because of the
broadcasters’ capacity to familiarize themselves with those in charge in order to help people, a caller in
Hadith el-Qana called Hesham had an unexpected yet real concern.

“Hesham: We know, or I know that you and your colleagues will retire soon, may god give you
health!
Ahmed Farouk: Who told you that?
Hesham: People my acquaintances at work
Ahmed Farouk: No we are staying do not worry
Hesham: regardless we want someone who can deal with the officials just like you and be just as
welcoming
Ahmed Farouk: someone like who?
Hesham: no no no, presenters just like yourself!
Ahmed Farouk: we have that! And they work and they are good, did someone fall short in
anyway with you?
Hesham: No! No one did that
Ahmed Farouk: so you are concerned about us you mean?
Hesham: I am just afraid that the people who might follow..
Ahmed Farouk: no no do not worry and do not be afraid.”

This was an attempt to pin down/stabilize the connections that have already been
established. As mentioned before, the process of conjunction between the presenter, the
audience, and the officials is entirely based on the broadcasters’ networking skills and has
nothing to do with the institution itself. So, these connections are not sustainable and if all these
broadcasters retire or are pensioned off, the Radio’s ability to help people would simply collapse,
not to mention, that both Zeinab El-Sherif (35) a broadcaster in the English department and
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Nermine, the youngest two women in the station, do not present Hadith el-Qana as Farouk
thinks “they did not get the proper training to do that. It will be so hard on them.”

Conclusion
The main issue is that the broadcasters of Radio Canal are struggling to withhold the
changes that are taking place within the institution. At times, they blame El-irtikha’ el-zamni for
the state of ruination they are dwelling in and their failure to do their job properly. Other times,
they blame those in charge in Maspero and the budget deficit it suffers from, standing in the way
of their improvement. But one thing is certain and consistent in all of their explanations: the
incumbent regime is letting regional media outlets collapse on their own. As discussed, the
situation in Radio Canal is dire to say the least. The changes that took place during and after
2011 demonstrate to us some of the symptoms of neoliberalism in action. By offering glimpses
of the history of the place and my interlocutors’ perceptions of it, this chapter paints the
contemporary picture for us, sets the stage upon which many interruptions took place and many
ways to cope with the present are manifested (more on that in chapter five). Since the state of
Radio Canal keeps on deteriorating and the hope to poke the state’s attention is shattered, why is
that place still alive? In other words, why did the state leave a place like that operating,
struggling to remain on the map? After all, neoliberalism does entail the complete
abandonment/restructuring of the unprofitable institutions of the public sector. But the sociopolitical ramifications of doing so are simply beyond the state’s capacity to handle, a theme that
will be fully developed in the next chapter.
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IV- The Apathetic “Big Brother”: On Objects, Affect, and a Neoliberal
Reality
Pieces of paper and a used tissue were scattered all over the on air studio floor. “No one
cleans the studio these days, Shame on them! Shame!” said Ahmed Farouk while cleaning up the
place a bit. It was Farouk’s morning shift and the mixing console and the old talkback button
were not working properly. Even the microphone had a pin attached to it sustaining its posture.
In each break Farouk had, he wrote part of the daily program report. It had a carbon sheet at its
back to copy the words onto another piece of paper. In fact, Maspero still sends these sheets
every few months to Radio Canal, but they are still not enough, so the workers often pay to buy
more. To Farouk, writing a report in the past used to be tedious task, as it was meant to
document, “all the movements of the studio.” However, this is not the case anymore. The
broadcasters just writes the names of the programs, their timings, and that is it. Still, it acts as a
tangible reference for the management to relate to if anything went wrong. The main mechanical
clock is not working and is full of dust. Luckily, there is another electronic one, that is a little bit
broken, but it is doing its job telling the broadcasters time anyway. Hanging on the wall is a
picture of El-Fatah El-Aleem mosque in the new administrative capital with the name of
Mohamed El-Banhawy on it. And just as I was examining the walls and taking pictures, the
handwritten news bulletin has just arrived. They used to be printed out, but the printer is not
working again and they are collecting money to fix it. Surprisingly, this time the handwriting
was readable. Farouk started the morning shift by saying the following: “Ladies and gentlemen,
Salem Alikom w Ra7met Allah w Barakato –peace be upon you all- and good morning. We salute
you on the beginning of our morning shift on Tuesday the 17th of Sha’aban of 1442 of the
Islamic calendar, and on 30th of March of the year 2021 A.C…” Then he took a long gaze at the
paper calendar on the wall and realized that today was not the 30th of March. Trying to curb his
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temper and keep his peace, Farouk pressed on the talk back button and asked Samy, the
technician: “who the hell took some papers from the calendar?” Samy: “I don’t know maybe
someone who wanted a piece of paper or something. Also, the mixer, the desk, I am working on,
is not really working properly. It takes time to operate.” In total frustration, Farouk pointed out to
me that the general manager does not really care about the equipment of the place and that he is
the one who has been trying, day in and day out, to keep it from falling apart. There is a new
chair in the on-air studio, one that whirls in the air, Farouk got it, there is a wooden board, one
which they use to hang on their weekly schedule, Farouk bought it, there is a worn out corroded
flag, hanging on the cafeteria’s roof, Farouk changed it multiple times, till he got bored!Steered
by a sense of responsibility and an urge to keep this place together, Farouk told Samy that he will
call Eslam, the sound engineer, once he finishes his shift, to fix this problem.
This chapter acts as a conduit to set the stage for a closer examination of Radio Canal as a
landscape. The main aim is to situate Radio Canal not just between two eras but as an institution
with a variety of objects, a space where events took place, where eras were formulated and
imaginations built. It is an attempt to understand this place beyond its current state of ruination,
focusing on its objects and capturing the affect associated with them. Also, it focuses on Radio
Canal’s programs and how the broadcasters mix between the past developmental agenda and the
incumbent regime’s neoliberal disposition. Both the programs and the technologies of the place
enable us to understand the struggles of the people of Radio Canal to maintain their own
relevance in our contemporary moment. Because of the radio’s anomalous resilient character,
that allows it to work to this day, the radio is a strategic place to observe the current Egyptian
state and its convoluted relationship with public infrastructure. That is to say that the Radio here
is a prism that allows us to look at the different phases of the state and how they interact with one
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another. It is a place that exists between obsolescence, state centrism, and neoliberalism, led by a
government that strives to maintain its relation with the public. Thus, what follows is the
skeleton of this vital place, its technologies, which would give us the chance to examine the
intricacies of the current Egyptian variant of neoliberalism.

The Life of Objects
In a serene cinematic scene, captured in January 2021, Ahmed Farouk was standing right
in front of the window in the break room smoking a cigarette. From my angle, I could only see
his profile while he was talking to me about the legacy of the “god father of local TV and Radio
stations” as once put eloquently by Lamiaa Ebrahim. Farouk’s tone and choice of words were
full of awe and appreciation even when he tried to balance them out, mentioning the atrocities
that Safwat El-Sherif had committed and the oppression he is held accountable for. Still, all the
elements within this moment, everything in its particular aura, radiated reverence towards the
late Minister of Information:
“You know, 10 years ago, Safwat El-Sherif was one of the most powerful men in the
country. He had a strong personality for real! Of course, he did some terrible things but
that does not negate the fact that he was the one responsible for making the Egyptian
media the leading platform in the Middle East. He developed a strong personality for the
Egyptian media in the whole of the Arab region as well… His history is full of shit! But
when it comes to the media, he was truly strong! He was really powerful in the
government as the Minister of Information for thirty years. He was also the secretary
general of the National Democratic Party (NDP), and it was the ruling party as you know
and so everything was under his control and mercy! And people did fear him a lot and
when he wanted to get rid of someone, he did it! With no questions asked! He oppressed
a lot of people, of course he did! But his influence on the Egyptian media was
spectacular!”
With the start of 2021, Safwat El-Sherif passed away. Among most of my interlocutors,
he is well remembered and respected. He is often regarded as one of the main reasons why the
work environment and the technologies used were good in Radio Canalin the first place. The
people of Radio Canal have often referred to how technologically developed the place was, as it
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owned some of the most advanced modern means of broadcasting. “When they first entered the
institution, Safwat El- Sherif told Honsi Mubarak that this equipment, these machines are the
latest in the whole Middle East region” said Khaled Rashid as he was explaining to me how
advanced the technologies in Radio Canal were compared to those in Cairo, “ they wished to
send us the old equipment and we give them our new ones, but the fact that the president was
coming to the inauguration of the TV and Radio stations stopped them from shipping the
machines to Cairo because, you know, everything had to be new in front of him.”
But now, expectedly, the situation is quite different. “This is Maspero [the headquarters]
and this is Maspero [Radio Canal] but they are way more developed than us. They are far more
advanced” these are the words of Zeinab, the last person to be admitted to Radio Canal since
2011. In the above mentioned quote, Zeinab was trying to explain to me some of the main
differences between Radio Canal, and the headquarters and how advanced the latter is in terms of
technologies used. In 2017, Zeinab worked in El-Bernmag El-Orobi the European Program, and
was shocked that there was “ a computer inside the studio, and you can control it and air things,
directly, the technician only gives you a microphone and you air whatever you want, you come
with your flash memory and you put it in the computer.” In general, the use of flash memories is
prohibited since 2011, but, as Zeinab told me, they were able to maneuver their way in the
headquarters. And while the morning shift in the European Program was “lively, full of new
songs and nice hits” in Radio Canal, if she wanted to air new hits or songs, she had to take the
following steps:
“I had to write a list of them, their lyrics, along with their names and the names of their artists, get
them on a CD, come at a specific time so the engineer is here, fight with the engineer about the
content that he himself does not understand, and then get a permission from the general manager
to air these songs, and come back to the engineer! Then he would ask me ‘from where would we
know what is inside that CD?’ it is a vicious cycle!”
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Though the situation is slightly better now, it is still a painstaking process. Now, Zeinab
uses some of her montage time in order to record a song or two. She connects the computer with
her mobile phone, and the computer records the whole song while she is listening to it,
“compared to what I had to do before, this is a huge improvement! It is good! Khier w barka [an
Egyptain saying to show satisfaction].”In spite of the fact that Zeinab thinks that recording songs
is an achievement in and of itself, this procedure do not make up for the fact that the USB cable
that attaches the computer to the smartphone, sometimes distorts the whole song altogether, and
one can discover this problem only when the recording is done, not to mention that this cable,
this wire, is not compatible with every phone type, especially the newest editions of smart
phones.
In these ethnographic snippets, obsolescence is made legible to the workers of Radio
Canal whenever they interact with these instruments. This act of reminiscing about the past,
allows us to see how the significance of this place was once made tangible to my interlocutors,
and then gives us the chance to encapsulate their convoluted relationship with the present. By
providing a detailed description of the affective technological landscape of Radio Canal, I aim to
situate its suspension between a developmental epoch that brought it to existence in the first
place, and this contemporary neoliberal moment that is slowly eroding its use and jeopardizing
its survival. This is not to suggest that the current neoliberal reality is not tainted with a
developmental agenda. But the government’s conception of development in the late 1980s, a
time when the neoliberal tendencies were still at an embryo stage, had different terms from those
that exist in the present. The memories and encounters recounted here will allow us to analyze
the state’s implementation of a unique neoliberal logic. It is in these instances where we can
examine how the state’s total abandonment of these places is not formally enacted but socially
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felt. Through the various forms of negligence practiced upon this place, the state’s political
agenda reveals itself. In other words, the absence of a clear-cut decision to close regional radio
and TV stations altogether, does not negate the state’s disposition to disinvest from public
service infrastructure. As shown below, the state is trying to maintain a disguised paternal
socialist legacy to avoid any kind of disruption while providing the workers of these places with
the bare minimum. It consciously waits for their eventual collapse, for their gradual descend to
oblivion.

Between Indifference and Waves of Care
It was almost 4:00 pm on the 6th of December 2020, Ruby was still working vigorously to
finish montaging some programs. Sitting beside her on the right is Amr Meligy. Both of them
were working in the last studio in the main hallway of Radio Canal, which is the place where the
programs are usually recorded and edited. In front of Ruby is a Dell computer as well as an
eleven year old mixing console. Though she is using Windows XP, a very outdated operating
system to say the least, Ruby was grateful that this place has reached this level of technology.
She was also proud that she was able to know one option that the engineers did not know about
which is the “editing on spot” option. Ruby also explained to me how the broadcasters do not
have to be physically in the studio to get their job done. Now, they can simply send their work
via WhatsApp and she can get right onto montaging, “I remember this studio was always staffed
with broadcasters waiting and I had to finish as quickly as possible, working with tapes and all, I
was constrained with time and I could not be slow. Everything had to be ready on time, because
nothing could be saved, unlike now, and so I could not just leave the material and go, everything
had to be done and finished instantaneously.” Even the station’s general manager, Gamal
Masoud, sends his work electronically to Ruby. She then downloads it and montages it without
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his physical presence. Therefore, to Ruby, the Dell computer, the XP Windows, and the presence
of WhatsApp on her phone are more than convenient at this moment.
Before the introduction of more advanced technologies to Radio Canal, the technicians
used to work on reel to reel tape recorders. These intricate machines belong to the Swiss
company Studer and they are scattered everywhere in Radio Canal. You can find tens of them in
the Drama studio, lying there, untouched. The task of using these recorders requires expertise
and unprecedented familiarity with this type of technology. Thus, when I wanted to listen to the
inauguration ceremony of Radio Canal, I had to have a technician with me who was able to deal
with the Studer tape recorder. As mentioned before, Khaled Rashid gladly sat with me,
forwarded parts that were not so important, and told me about his experience during that day. But
as the tape was playing, the voice would frequently dim a bit, and as it moved on, its quality
would deteriorate even more, till it was almost completely distorted. To solve this problem,
Khaled would stop the tape, put some alcohol onto its carbon fibers, and play it once again. As
he was meticulously wiping the fibers, he asked me the following question:
“Khaled: were you born at the time of the cassette?
Mayar: yes I was
Khaled: did you see the head in which the cassette is rolled into?
Mayar: yes I did
Khaled: this machine is like the cassette! You have the carbon fibers which are on that
tape which has not been used in such a long time, so the quality of the voice recorded, as
you can see, is bad and so I have to put alcohol on it, because its main substance, is
ruined!... The Swiss company Studer, the one that made these machines, made them and
closed! And since then there are no spare parts available, we have about 15, 20 reel to
reel tape recorders, in the Drama studio that just do not work…”
Yet, the company did not close. In fact, in 2007, the company was maintaining a steady
growth with a noticeable increase in orders and total turnover from 180 million CHF in 2005 to
200 million CHF in 2006.To say the least, Studer did play an important role in the development
of the recording technology throughout the years, especially during the analog tape era. In 2010,
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Studer sold its 1,000th OnAir 3000 Digital Console Potters Bar (Mixer Boards). The OnAir 3000
was sold to the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) ,Rede Globo of Brazil, the Danish
Broadcasting Corporation, and Egyptian Radio and Television Union (ERTU). The ERTU
ordered about 47 OnAir 3000 and 2500 desks , headphones, audio monitors, headphones, and
other peripheral equipment as well as providing full engineering services, like training and
commissioning. This was all part of the former ERTU policy to renew its equipment and develop
its studios. And, unexpectedly, some of this equipment found their way to Radio Canal. In
retrospect, Khaled Rashid’s assumption that Studer has closed was a declaration of the
abandonment and nonchalance that this place and its people are suffering from. With the budget
deficit that the now National Media Authority has, the authority is neither committed to
renovating its old equipment nor is it willing to buy new ones. Rather than thinking that the
policies have changed and the reality is, in fact, different, Khaled chose to take the easiest way
out and assumed that Studer made these machines with no spare parts and vanished into thin air.
In May 2021, the Studer mixing console in the on air studio collapsed. The console was
not working anymore because the monitor attached to it needed repair. Each mixing console has
its own monitor which cannot be substituted with another one that works. Hence, the on air
studio was momentarily closed and they were using another studio. “They give us the deal back
in 2011 and the equipment had no spare parts, two men from Maspero came this morning, took
the mixer to try to fix it” Safaa El-Mahdy, one of the senior technicians told me. Later on, the
studio did open up again after the old mixer board was fixed in the headquarters. “They knew
how to fix it and so they did it anyway” said Farouk, “it is not like they needed any spare parts
for it or anything, and know for a fact, that as long as this place has people in it, they are not
going to close it abruptly.”
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This attempt to fix the console, this injection of some measure of care is among many
efforts to keep this place afloat. To further understand the contradictions presented in these last
two paragraphs-between Maspero’s negligence of Radio Canal and its occasional rather than
systematic doses of assistance, we have to understand that the state still presents itself to the
public as a patriarch who would not abandon the public servants all of a sudden. Had the
Egyptian state abided by the classical conception of neoliberalism, Radio Canal as a working
space would have ceased to exist years ago as a service governmental institution. But the state is
choosing to preserve it for the lack of a more efficient reasonable route. “This is one of the forms
of the management of the state” says Lamiaa Ebrahim while expressing her certainty that this
place would never close down unexpectedly, “It takes steady steps but it does not implement
them on whole groups all of a sudden so as not to incite any kind of rebellion. So the strategy is
to divide things and take them down individually, that is one of the main reasons why they keep
Maspero alive. But to shut a whole sector down then they would have a lot of troubles and it
won’t go peacefully.”
Government employees, as opposed to private sector employees who work in
multinational corporations, private banks, freelancers, etc., either work in the official ministries
of the state, or in the Ministry of the Public business sector which consists of a series of public
companies (such as the Qabada companies for Tourism, chemical industries, insurance, etc.), or
in economic authorities like the Suez Canal Authority, the National Media Authority, the
National Press Authority, the Industrial and Mining Projects Authority (IMPA), the General
Authority for Fish Resources Development and the list goes on and on. The state’s
administrative apparatus (the first category) had no new recruitments since 2011. Of course,
there are some exceptions to this rule like in the Ministry of Justice. But in general, the state
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wants to reduce the number of people working in its administrative branch to alleviate its
financial burdens. “Like what we have here” said Ahmed Farouk, “we do have a problem with
the number of people working, and so we try to restructure from the inside, the people of the
English department say the Arabic news bulletin, etc.” In the second category, the state began to
sell its public companies to the investors as they were incurring losses. Because of its huge losses
in 2017 that account for 900 billion EGP, the shadows of liquidation managed to reach the
National Cement Co. (NCC) in 2018. Another more recent case thathappened in January 2021is
the liquidation of the Egyptian Company for Iron and Steel. Established during the Nasserite era,
this company has played a huge role in the production of steel and Iron since 1954. Based on the
losses and the debts of the company (about 17 billion EGP), a decision has been taken in January
2021 to close it down and sell its assets in the next couple of years. About 7,000 workers have
been informed not to go to work until a compensation agreement has been finalized and a sit-in
was held as a result demanding proper compensations. “After this mess is finalized, investors
intervene” said Ahmed Farouk as he was describing these events for me “they buy these factories
ba rokhs al torab – with very cheap prices-” These actions go hand in hand with the neoliberal
urge to constitute a “society grounded in the enterprise” (Lazzarato 2015,7) altering its own
services into sites that have the capacity to accumulate profit even if it will implode the structure
of some segments of the society altogether. Last but not least, the economic authorities, the last
category in which public servants work in, are supposed to bring in revenuethat is sufficient to
pay their workers and the rest goes to the state. In that category, the National Media Authority
was created under Law No. 92 of 2016 to replace the Ministry of Information without any sort of
debt relief.
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Upon reflection, Radio Canal as a working space belongs to an economic authority that is
heavily indebted and is not capable of generating any kind of profit. Though economic
authorities are permitted to recruit people whenever they need to, since they are relatively selfsufficient25, the National Media Authority is not allowed to do so since 2011. And regardless of
the fact that the portrayal of the public savior, that both the military and the Sisi's administration
have adopted, (as seen in keeping Maspero operating without generating any profits) the amount
of public servants working in the Maspero building only as of 2017, was about 36,700 people,
(Sharaway 2017) so any abrupt closure, would definitely stir instability. Granted, this is one of
the main reasons behind the firm belief of the people of Maspero that their total dismissal is
unthinkable. It is also one of the main reasons reassuring them that their rights as public servants
are somewhat still preserved.
Radio Canal is situated in a unique hybrid of a neoliberal state that has the political will
to retreat from public infrastructure and implement the IMF reforms while seeking to maintain its
paternal allure. The classical developmental agenda that entails the sustenance and construction
of places like Radio Canal does not exist anymore. Indeed, it has been replaced by a veneer of
developmental neoliberalism embraced by Sisi's government and its dominant business class: the
military. The ethnographic scenes above, along with the meticulous manifestations of how the
state policies demand some sort of paternal legitimacy, offer an explanation behind the state’s
logic to hold onto these indebted places of public service (regional TV and Radio stations). That
is to say that the state’s grip is only meant to passively let these places decay on their own. The
people of Radio Canal know that the place is crumbling, that it might be privatized, that their
transmission times might be rented in the future, that their voices won’t probably be heard four,
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This was the case in the SCA till Admiral Osama Rabie became its chief in 2019 and halted any new
recruitments.
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five years from now. Yet, there is a sense of security, of reassurance invoked by public
statements and fragmented shots of acknowledgement that gives them the semblance of security.
It is this feeling that gives them the capacity to work as if nothing has changed, even as the talks
of privatization 26and state led changes are omnipresent.
Objects residing in history: Affective Relationships and Corporeal Memories
Through the words of my interlocutors, the scribbles that time drew on the walls of Radio
Canal come to life. In the below quotes, the affective dimension related to the place’s existence
in two different temporal moments is made clearer to us. And the state’s neoliberal yet
incoherent agenda becomes more evident:
“Back in the day, we were working with reel to reel tape recorders. I used to stand all the time
and we did not have enough time to just sit down because the broadcaster would say a word and
he wants to get the music right after… and so I hadto prepare the music beforehand and you
would find a huge amount of reel tapes in front of me, and before he even finishes his words, I
would play whatever he needs. It was a huge mental and physical effort, because your mind has
to be there, as you prepare the things as well as your ears. You had to listen carefully to the
broadcaster, because he might surprise you with something else that is irrelevant to the thing that
you have already prepared, and so you have to have a quick wit so you can get things that are
relevant to what he is saying. For instance he can’t be talking about agriculture and then I would
air something that is related to education… but when the job is done, you were proud, you were
happy that you were part of something that succeeded and your name is on it. This is not the
success of the broadcaster alone, and so you feel that your effort and exhaustion did not go to
waste.”
Rabab Fekry, Technician in Radio Canal
“In the studio, we used to have about four or five machines. I would take a part from a song and
then I fast forward the tape and then put another tape in its place and then I would merge this
machine with another machine. The whole process used to give one energy. It was like as if you
are exercising in a gym, and you are moving from right to left and stuff like that, but the
machines that we have now, the computers, of course they did ease things for us. You are now
merging things by one click and you are moving this and that from the comfort of your chair. It is
definitely easier than before. Now, you can do the work of theprofessionals because the
capabilities are higher than those of the reels and tapes, and of course, as you know, everything
that is new and modern is better.”
Khaled Rashid, senior technician at Radio Canal.
26
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calculus of profitability" (Harvey 2007,35)
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“The technology now is better. It saves effort, and now we are older. We used to stand for six
hours on our feet, we did not sit for a bit, the chair was an accessory, and if there is anything that
went wrong, you would go to hell! But with the computers, I have the capacity to change! I can
change things. Back in the day, I would use about 5 tapes in an episode, to make about seven
episodes I used to take about two hours, and so this used to take hours from us. So we were
wasting time and effort and if I ever made a mistake, I never had time to correct it. But the
computer saves time and effort, and now, if there is any mistake, I can discern it with my eyes,
get it from the computer on spot, montage and air an episode at once. The technology now is
great actually.”
Safaa El-Mahdy, senior technician at Radio Canal.
“You felt that you did an accomplishment, that you did something, when you work with 5,6 reel
tapes, you feel that you have worked for real and you did do your job. It is like you did something
by adjusting the reel tapes, playing with them, and airing a particular song… It was a hard
process, and so you felt like an expert, but now, the whole thing is just very easy.”
Shimaa Hakeem, Technician in Radio Canal.

The experiences recounted here constitute some sort of a corporeal memory, a memory of
energy and diligence, as opposed to the new technologies that require minimum efforts. To
Rabab Fekry, Khaled Rashid, Safaa El-Mahdyand Shimaa Hakeem the emotional resonance, or
the energy that these machines held speak to Brian Massumi’s definition of affect as synaesthetic
which suggests the “participation of the senses in each other.” Khaled’s gym analogy allows us
to encompass the relationship that the technicians had with these old machineries. Conveying to
us the vigor and energy that he felt at the time, just like an exercise. On the other hand, his
reference to “the work of professionals” is related to his expectations of the existing
technologies. These prospects, in turn, have an impact on his own understanding of his relation
to that place, not as public servant but as a media professional, (a point that will be elaborated in
chapter five). It is clear that the existing objects have the power to affect him, even at a moment
in which they fail to live up to his expectations (Ahmed 2010, 29). They also seem to enable
Khaled to pursue the practices and styles of the professionals, an aspiration that has only seemed
possible with the introduction of the ‘new’ technologies. Both Safaa and Khaled’s statements are
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in direct contact with the intense affective impact that the old technologies have in general. It is
as if their movements, the physical toil they exerted, and the bodily sensations they recalled,
stayed with them through all the transitions that radio Canalwent through “accumulating in
memory, in habit, in reflex, in desire, in tendency” (Massumi, 2015, 4). Indeed, in recounting
their experiences ofworking with complex outdated technologies, the corporeal aspect of the
memory is both manifested and emphasized, as if their past encounters with the old technologies
are deeply ingrained within their bodies. The techno-Philic world depicted above, gives us a
sense of their memoires of the good old days. Although at the moment their work is fairly easy
with the presence of relatively new technologies, the state’s care for them, for their objects, and
for their place comes in irregular rhythms. Hence, neglect becomes the constant background
noise, pulling the state’s paternal cloak bit by bit. Even if its neoliberal endorsement was never
officially announced, it is felt. And it is one of many aspects that makes the people of Radio
Canal relate to the old machinery with such a nostalgic overflow.
Though grateful for the existing technologies, the receding ones in the background stand
for the culture of hard work and effort, two traits that are not connected to the new technologies.
These objects exist between that which is bodily and non-signifying, and that which is symbolic,
and culturally embedded. For instance, the reel to reel tape recorder is a machine that was used to
record the programs so they would be aired later. Now, it is kept in one of the radio’s cabinets to
be used whenever needed. To the technicians of Radio Canal, the symbolic value that this
machine holds lies in its connection to expertise. It also acts as a reminder of their dexterity in
dealing with such complex obsolete machinery and their capacity to “work for real.” Even with
the existence of computers and servers, the rhythms of the reel to reel tape recorders, seem to
overrule. Moreover, the qualities that are associated with the obsolete technologies and manual
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labor, like effort, energy, and alertness are very different from the qualities that are linked to the
more modern technologies, like speed, change, and professionalism. There is no doubt that the
computers and mixing consoles made a technological leap within the place and have, in turn,
eased the jobs for the technicians, but still the excitement and vigor in the technicians’ voices
whenever they remember working with reels, was, indeed, noticeable. These machinery and
objects act as a common terrain that the technicians stand on, to remind them of a different work
ethic that is lacking in the present. As a matter of fact, the transition from the machines which
seem to reside within the folds of history to the machines that have the relative capacity to speak
to the contemporary did not predetermine a linear route to better circumstances. To express it in
another way, the implicit promise of improvement that these new technological objects once
hadis now left unfulfilled. It is commonsensical to think that with the introduction of new
technologies -the mixers and the computers, etc.-, there will be some sort of progressor an eased
trajectory to deliver the radio’s developmental message, but what followed, as demonstrated, was
different. In general, the above episodes reveal how the people of radio canal understand the past
of this place and its objects and how do they narrate their experiences in relation to Radio
Canal’s golden era. Though it was filled with obsolete technologies, it was free from the
scratches of the present, projecting itself as a period of hard work and dedication as opposed to
this lackluster confusing temporal moment. To emphasize this point, think about what Ruby,
had to say about the current work environment:
“Now you are tied. You don't really have anything to do, and so you come and do your
job at specific times nothing more and nothing less. There is a lot of free time now and
the powers of the general manager are now way less. He cannot give me incentives or
anything and so the tools that he had in order to help us out with, or give us more rights,
are now almost non-existent. It is true that we would get a bonus every now and then,
between very long intervals, but back in the day the whole situation was different.”
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But despite these feelings of despair shared by most of my interlocutors, there is a blatant
refusal to succumb to a place that is slowly losing its potentiality and weight, especially in the
face of a corresponding private media. This belief that it is in a constant state of resistance is
nowhere clearer than in the mere presence and functionality of the English department of Radio
Canal. The survival mode has been haunting the English department since its very early days.
The English department has always been struggling to work and establish its presence with very
limited resources. Unlike the Arabic one that has its own news editors, the broadcasters are the
ones who get the news for themselves, either from other official radio networks, or the Egyptian
Gazette- a newspaper that Lamiaa Ebrahim buys for the whole department-, or El-AhramOnline
website. Even the objects and technologies used in that department, belong to the broadcasters.
At the heyday of Radio Canal, the broadcasters used to record the news on a very outdated
device called a Walkman that they have bought themselves. Afterwards, they would transcribe
and translate the news bulletin and then air it. Now, the mechanism is still the same, but rather
than using their Walkman or CD players, they use their phones to record the news from any
official source. The English department has always been maneuvering its way just to exist and
below is Lamiaa Ebrahim’s experience as she was constantly trying to get the job done:
“The deterioration escalated to the extent that those in charge would tell you, you want
to go and record in that particular place, you will fuel the car, because the car has no fuel!
I also got a cassette player and got a tumor because of how heavy it was. I actually did a
surgery to remove it. It was like an orange in my shoulder. I think the only thing that they
gave us a flash memory like device that they gave to Amal [the head of the department]
six years ago, you know, to record voices with clarity and that is the only thing that Amal
has with the name of the English section on it.”

The Programs: Developmental Content with Neoliberal Jingles
The hybridity of the economic policies of the existing regime is not only manifested in
the objects of the place but also in the content of the programs of Radio Canal. The programs
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project the existing fusion between a developmental mandate and an urge to keep up with a
peculiar reality, alien to its main purpose. Note again that the existing neoliberal state lies in a
shroud of developmentalism and paternalism, and so, to remain relevant even if partially, the
programs in Radio Canal aim to balance its content to communicate with the government’s
hybrid language.
The usual categories of the programs are educational, cultural (like El-la’eb da MenanaThis Player is From Us, Talteen Feda’yee ala Angham El-Semsameya-Thirty Commondoes on
the tunes of El-Semsameya which is the folkore music of the region), religious (like a program
called Fe Rehab El-Quran – In the Vastness of the Quran- aimed to teach people how to
pronounce and read the Quran properly; it was aired in Ramadan), and entertainment programs
(usually about Semsameya music). The most important type of programs in Radio Canal that
goes hand in hand with the Radio’s developmental message, are the service programs. These
programs are not only meant to educate and inform people, but also they aim to connect them
with the officials, as is the case with the daily morning duration of Hadith El-Qana – The Talk of
the Canal-. Every day at 7:30 am in Radio Canal, the landline phone never stops ringing. Hadith
El-Qana is one of the most significant shows that connect the people of the canal region with the
officials. The requests are more or less the same. People call and ask for more or fewer speed
bumps in particular areas, the removal of garbage containers from the middle of the streets, the
construction of a sewage system or other infrastructural facilities in villages, finding a solution
for the stray dogs in Suez, etc. It is a developmental program par excellence that connects the
people of the region with each other, the people with the officials, and the presenters with
both.27The open durations more or less serve the same purpose. In them, the broadcasters host

27

To further understand the social nature of this program, consider the following examples. There was a caller, a
divorcee who wanted a washing machine and she recently had a surgery in her back. Someone contacted Ahmed
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the undersecretaries of the different ministries and other government officials to be able to reply
to people’s concerns and inform them with any updates they need to know. Yet, these talks are
always infiltrated with neoliberal echoes. For instance, when Ahmed Farouk hosted the
undersecretary of the Ministry of Education, he talked about a Seminar that he made in Ismailia
high school students about the needs of the job market in Egypt and how it changed not only in
Egypt but also in the whole world. His talk was about how to tailor oneself to fit within the
current market and how innovations are both wanted and celebrated:
“The computer, with all its departments and names, is the new job market, simply said!
When we asked a question, who took a course to learn Chinese? Everyone was shocked
and the parents were shocked! What is the percentage of the Chinese products here?
Humongous!Sowhen it comes to translation, when a paper comes from China that needs
to be translated, how much would that cost? And the English is translated with how
much? Isn’t that part of the job market that we are part of? How many languages are you
fluent in? How are you with programming? When you travel outside of this country, they
will tell you to put your educational certificate in the trash! They will tell you ‘come
here! First how many languages do you have? Do you speak Chinese?’ If you do they
will tell you‘come here Habibi prepare a contract for him’ because they are two billion
and they make a lot of products in the market…”
Another type of programs that occasionally brings out neoliberal concepts are the call-in
programs. For example, each Friday, Mohammad Saad, Senior Arabic broadcaster in Radio
Canal, presents a show called Gaded Hayatak- Renew your Life-. One time I was with him in the
On Air studio and the topic of that day was should we wait for the government’s job
appointments in the public sector, or we shall search for a job in the private sector? The first
caller his name was Wael El-Sayed who works in the quarries in Suez. He complimented the
choice of the topic but said that one of the benefits of working in the public sector is that it has “a
fixed salary all the time and so if anything happens to you, you willstill have your salary.” Saad
replied and told him that now “there are insurances in most of the private companies and

Farouk, a philanthropist, and gave her one. Another caller needed an eye surgery, Farouk called the undersecretary
of the social solidarity Ministry and they will pay 2000 EGP for the surgery.
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factories” but Wael kept on reflecting on his experience and said “in my case, I work in quarries,
the day I come to work, I get my salary, other than that, I do not get paid if I am sick or anything,
my manager tells me go home and I do not get my salary for the day.” Saad asked him if he
works with a contractor, but there was a problem in the connection and we could not hear the rest
of Wael’s experience.
After the first call, Saad elaborated on the topic of the episode whilst waiting for the next
caller:
“The topic of self-employment, independent work, needs our focus because it is in every
home today, every home has a young man or woman who recently graduated and is
waiting for work…today, there is nothing called governmental appointment, work and
put your legs in a place! If you are successful, they won’t kick you out! And most
probably, everyone has insurance now khales- that is it!-and so there is no problem in that
respect. And so, why are we still insisting on having a governmental job? Why do we still
have the concept of ‘ieen fatak al meri, etmramagh fe torabo - try to work in the
government no matter what-?The time has changed and so did the world. We need to
change as well. Every one of us in his home needs to change the way he thinks and acts
with his children and his girls who are waiting to work in the government. No! They
should go out there and work! And help them out as a father and tell them to go out there
and work! And you as a mother help them and tell them to go out! Your son who to this
day takes his pocket money from you, till he works, tell him to seek any kind of job even
if it is temporary and then afterwards, we shall wait for what’s better! Put your legs in a
place and then search for what is better, I want to hear the experiences. If you worked in
the private sector and succeeded, tell us your story, and if you worked in the private
sector and did not succeed, tell us why you failed, and if you are still waiting for the
government’s appointment, call us and tell us why you are still waiting for that, our
phone number is 0643123239”
Also, in this process of speaking to the neoliberal developmental reality, there was
another program that aired in Ramadan called Genayan Masr – Egypt’s Gardens- . This program
was about reciting Sisi’s national projects and accomplishments in the form of poetry while Oud
is playing. As the name of the program suggests, the new projects were likened to flowers that
have opened in the gardens of Egypt. Here is an excerpt of it:
“The factories when they produce and the machines when they are run and the buildings
when they are erected and when the roots heave projects, each one of them becomes a
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beautiful flower in the gardens of Egypt, a beautiful song that produces the smell of a
perfume like no other. And Bahiyais 28on the other side of the shore, calling the names of
the sailors who are fighting death and their boats are defeating dangers. The boats of
development know their way and know where to anchor on the shore of hope, hugging
the lights.”
The English department has a similar type of programs. For instance, Zeinab is currently
presenting a mini-feature program called “Egypt Vision 2030” that talks about sustainable
development goals in general and Egypt’s take on them in particular like in the case of the
government’s Mobdrat Hayah Kareema -Decent Life Initiative- which aims to eradicate poverty
in the country side and in the slums and provide a good sustainable life across the whole country.
This overview of the programs emphasizes the spread of the symptoms of military
neoliberalism, like being attentive and flexible to the demands of capital, abandoning public
sector employment altogether, and celebrating national developmental projects and initiatives,
into the studios of Radio Canal.As shown, the designs of these programs as well as the topics
they discuss are a reflection of how an outdated governmental institution is struggling to remain
relevant while striving to speak the baffling language of the government.

Conclusion
The affective relationship that the technicians have with the old machinery magnify how
the people of Radio Canal long for a Keynesian moment where they were the executers of the
state developmental project while the state provided them with care and security. It is a yearning
for the welfare benefits and the existence of a well-defined social contract with the state at a
moment in which the individual is called for to care and be responsible for one self.29 But at the
same time, the state did not fully adopt the neoliberal doctrines. For it leaves a margin to be able

28

Means gorgeous which is term that is used to refer to Egypt long time ago.
A characteristic that is associated with the second wave of neoliberalism in the 1990s in which self-responsibility
and economic efficiency become two of its main doctrines. For more on neoliberalism and its waves, check Aihwa
Ong (2006).
29
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to project itself as a considerate patriarch while remaining loyal to a schizophrenic neoliberal
logic
At a moment of intentionally aiming to dismantle the unprofitable parts of the public
sector, the mere existence of Radio Canal is almost confounding. The Journey of Radio Canal
from a service Radio that was established to help the government pursue its developmental
policies during the late 1980s and 1990s, to a liminal space, a no man’s land, that is still actively
trying to maintain its relevance and importance, tells us a lot about an administration that aims to
maintain its paternal façade while slowly letting sections of a whole sector disintegrate. Dealing
with obsolete technologies and suffering from the state’s negligence, the people of Radio Canal
are still using the existing technologies to produce content that has a developmental spirit and a
neoliberal edge.Indeed, it is an institution that is determined to keep up and mold itself with the
existing structurewhile standing in the middle between different eras. As a consequence, it
becomes a remnant living an afterlife of a previous golden age, an eye witness of different
versions of the Egyptian state, and a service institution with a striking ability to function in a
regime that has a voracious appetite for “profit making and policy setting” (Sayigh 2019, 237).
This form of resistance poses the following the questions answered in the following chapter:Why
are the people of Radio Canal attached to that place? How do they identify themselves with
regard to it? And why are they delaying its total decay by choice when all the existing evidence
point out to its fragility and ephemerality?
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Fig (34): The local news bulletin following the national and Arabic news bulletin. They
are both handwritten because the printer needs repair. The broadcasters always have
difficulties reading them.
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Fig (35):The Studer Reel machine, a
closer look.
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Fig (36): the Studer Reel machine.
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Fig (37): Studer machines in the Drama studio.
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V- Back to the Drawing Board: Boundaries and Aspirations
“Waiting is the tension of subjects as they exist on a boundary between a present (or even a past) world
that they cannot leave and a future one that they cannot automatically or immediately enter.”
(Rundell 2009, 45)
“I noticed, one fine day, that in all theory time serves no purpose, it does nothing. Yet, I said to myself,
time is something. Therefore it acts. What can it do? Simple good sense responds: time is what prevents
that everything be given at once. It delays, or rather it is delay. It must therefore be a kind of elaboration.
Is it not then the vehicle of creation and choice? Does the existence of time not prove that there is
indeterminacy in things? Isn’t time itself
this indeterminacy?”
(Bergson 1991, 1333)

“Every time one thinks that one might die here, one gets upset” Ahmed Farouk once told
me while referring to himself as a third person, as if his feelings were external to him, as if it is
detrimental to his ego to admit that this place is a dead end. It was a moment that slid out of his
control, out of his calculated demeanor. Confessing that his ambitions go far beyond these beige
and brown halls, lit up with neon lights, Ahmed Farouk, the man with a sensational powerful
voice, was murmuring! Murmuring a statement that holds within its folds despair and fear, but
then he gained his consciousness and, naturally, his voice:
“A long time! I have been here for a long time! Because you are an outsider you can’t see
anything. But when you sit here for a while, you will get bored, for real, but I am still still …there
are things that can still make me feel like I am doing something …for instance this is a new
official that came to Ismailia [referring to a guest he had earlier], and it is the first time that he
meets anyone from the media, the first time! And so his first encounter with the media is with me,
I did this! Do you understand? This makes me happy. Someone like, for instance, the health guy,
does not reply to anyone in the city, no media professional, nothing, and when they called him to
appear on television, he did not want to come, yet he came to me! This gives me joy!
Mayar: but the idea of dying here is still very painful to you..
Ahmed Farouk: [took him awhile to reply] yes… no meaning ahhh … is your phone ringing?
Mayar: Yes, it is not important, please continue!
Ahmed Farouk: It is the idea of being static, will I stay my whole life a broadcaster a broascaster
a broadcaster, what is this crap!
Mayar: And what is the problem in that?
Ahmed Farouk: I do not know …
Mayar: Is it about the place or the job?
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Ahmed Farouk: No I love the job! I love the radio for real! I specifically love the radio! I do work
on TV but I do not like it. I love the radio!”

The conflict is clear, a man who is trying to curb his ambitions, by blaming the very place
he loves while occasionally ranting on a job he adores. He is defending his job while trying not
to look me in the eyes as much as possible, telling me that the problem is not in it, but rather it is
in the place itself. He feels that he has what it takes to become a successful broadcaster
elsewhere, an urge that is packed by his constant reminders throughout the conversation of his
superiority over his colleagues and the officials’ responsiveness to him. Hence, his frustration is
not just a by-product of his working conditions; it is also fueled by a desire for a different setting,
a different world, where his aspirations are recalled to life.
Living in an unstable present, an unknown future, and a celebrated past, Farouk is simply
worn out, consumed by the promise that Radio Canal has once given to him. It is true that Farouk
does have his own audience and is fairly well known, but his fame is only confined to the Canal
region. Even though he will be pensioned off in 2026, his dedication to his profession, along
with his unrealized ambitions, provides him with a sense of self that keeps him going. It follows
that his struggle is a symptom of what Lauren Berlant described as cruel optimism, a term that
signifies “an attachment to a significantly problematic object” (Berlant, 2011, p. 24) that is either
impossible to attain or “too possible and toxic” (Ibid). It is obvious that these feelings are
weighing Farouk down, making him worry about dying doing what he has been doing for the last
thirty three years (broadcasting news and presenting programs in Radio Canal). His temporal
agency and sense of self are on the line as the memories of his past experiences were assembled
only to erupt in the form of fear. In and through his cathartic comments, a window is opened to
delve more into the impasse that the people of Radio Canal are constantly dwelling in. They also
act as a prelude to some of the events that ruptured these people’s rhythms, orchestrated their
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past, and reconstructed it to fit the contemporary. Here, time is not thought of in external
sequential patterns. In other words, time’s linearity (past-present-future) is almost irrelevant in
the course of this chapter. Instead, you’ll be able to discern various temporalities, intertwining in
multiple layers of pasts, presents, and futures only to draw on what Henri Bergson has defined as
lived time or duration (Nielsen, 2014).
To catch a flow in a moment of liminality, a state of in-betweeness, is to try to hunt a
deer without a gun. For people fluctuate, without any sort of linearity, between feelings of
despair, hits of hope, and frequent attempts to change their reality. This sense of being “betwixt
and between”hopping between “fact and fiction” (Bigger 2009,4), disrupts one’s sense of self.
For instance, one moment Ahmed Farouk is pouring his heart out to me or on Facebook about his
numbness or “Zero state of mind” and the other he is doing a TikTok video or going live on
Facebook from Radio Canal. One moment he is talking to me about how terrible the working
conditions are and that he had lost all his ambitions, and the other he is addressing Nermine
about how to impose Radio Canal upon the world and how to influence the decision makers by
“changing the Radio from a tool they can control, to a tool that can benefit them.” One moment
Mohammad Saad is talking to me about how his show Mubashar mn Port Said –Live From Port
Said- had enabled him to “put his hands on the factors of success” by understanding the
comparative advantage and the developmental message that the radio has over the Television
(bringing guests and asking them to solve the problem of this or that citizen), the otherhe is
talking to me about his lifelong dream of having an advertisement and marketing agency in Port
Said and the list goes on and on.
My ambition here is to examine the determination to keep Radio Canal alive, the
nostalgic instances that constitute its present, and the ebb and flow of having desires and
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aspirations in this current state of ruination. This chapter sheds light on the state of permanent
liminality that the people of Radio Canal are actively part of, and though it is true that the word
liminal connotes the existence of another stage that the current one leads to, the case here is
simply different. The end here is unknown, which leads us to the following concern: the
processes of their everyday that constitute their subjectivities in that particular moment of
liminality. These processes are contingent upon the potentiality that is embedded within the
present, opening up possibilities, even if they were infinitesimal. I aim to shed light on how the
the people of Radio Canal are shaped intime, proving that “subjectivity is never our own, it is
time” (Deleuze, 1985, p.111). Therefore, I focused on the coping mechanisms that have
permeated the consciousness of the broadcasters in order to keep this place on the map and their
jobs alive/meaningful. In this era of paternal military neoliberalism, how is their sense of security
maintained and developed? From where are their feelings of certainty that this place will not
close down as long as they are in it emanates? Does their presence in Radio Canal indicate that
neoliberalism somehow passed over them? In chapter three, I discussed the paternal character of
the state and how it is one of the main reasons that Radio Canal is still on the map, in this
chapter, I examine the people of the place and why are they still holding onto its physical
presence and its original message.

On the Edge of Vagrancy: Navigating through Fear and Despair
Outrage burst into my Facebook timeline as I was aimlessly scrolling. It was on the 7th of
June 2021 when most of my interlocutors kept on writing and sharing posts to express their anger
and disbelief from what MP Shimaa Halawa had proposed in the House of Representatives.
Halawa suggested to Atef Nasser, the head of the Suggestions and Complaints Committee, to
remove audio and visual regional channels from the Nilesat, starting from Channel Three till
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Channel Seven. Her premise was that their transmission sucks huge bulks of money from the
state treasury without even reaching average viewership. Not only was there an initial approval
to Halawa’s proposition from the committee but also important members from the National
Media Authority supported it. Maysa Kamel, the head of the Broadcast Engineering sector,
asserted that the elimination of regional channels would save up to $1,400,000annually, an
amount of money that would be used to improve the current conditions of the National Media
Authority. She added that the transmission of land based television now has a very high quality,
so their absence from the Nilesat would have no impact on the viewership ratings what so ever.
Also, the head of the Television sector, Naela Farouk and a member of the Supreme Council for
Media Regulation called Nashaat El-Dehy, shared Kamel’s opinion, but they added that the
workers of regional media platforms will be able to carry out their work as if nothing has
changed and no harm will fall upon them (Sadqa 2021;Namet Allah 2021).
But the harm is not physical. It is purely psychological, aggravating the already existing
state of desperation that the people of Radio Canal inhabit. These statements are meant to keep
the paternal image of one of the state’s apparatuses in place; reassuring the workers in this sector
and their lives will remain untouched. Yet, the simple act of removing regional channels from
the Nilesat would lead to these stations immediate demise. For no one is now using land based
(terrestrial) television, with an antenna to catch up radio signals. These institutions, especially the
radio stations, would have no value if they were deprived of transmitting to the Nilesat. They
will definitely lose their capacity to facilitate interaction between people and state officials and to
disseminate the cultures of their respective regions. It is true that Radio Canal would still be
heard in cars, taxis, and outdated radio receivers, but for the rest of the people in the canal
region, reaching it would simply be impossible. Halawa’s suggestion highlights an objective in a
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bigger loose scheme, designed to slowly erode regional radio and TV stations’ significance along
with their outdated developmental role. Though they are still on the Nilesat to this day as the
decision was never fully enacted, the fact that those in charge are already thinking that these
places have no value, reveals the state’s overall intent to relinquish them gradually. Ahmed
Farouk’s analogy turns out to be useful in this regard:
“It is like you bought a new house and you want to sell the house you already have, but the old
house belongs to your family and so when you try to sell it, your family will blame you, telling
you ‘how could you sell Aselek (your origin)? With the people living in it and their connection to
it and their memories in it?’… because he [El-Sisi] can’t do that, he can’t get rid of it, and so he
would let it disintegrate on its own, and he won’t fix it, he won’t repair it, he is letting it die on its
own, because people would say, ‘so you sold your father’s house, you threw away your
grandfather’s and family’s heritage and history.’ Also, he has substitutes and he is so happy with
them! He does not know their consequences… this is an attempt to muzzle us, trying to limit our
freedom of expression, even if you think that there is no freedom of expression, I tell you that
there is!Because we act! We let the people talk! People call us every day in the morning, though
some of the problems are not solved, they still do complain, and so it is like that, so he [El-Sisi]
will not let you go, but he will give you meager wages that will not be enough for anything.”

The desire to throw this place into the abyss is invoked only at this particular neoliberal
moment, constituting an implicit form of structural violence. Whereas during the Mubarak era,
the circumstances were different, not only did the state care about these institutions and their
developmental role, but also it made sure that its cadres got proper training. Therefore, the past
acts of care are invoked for comparison with a seemingly frozen present. For example, my
interlocutors have often referred to the training they got from the Fredrich Naumann. It is a
German foundation owned by the liberal Free Democratic Party that is concerned with providing
“liberal political education in Germany and around the world.”Abiding by the tenets of
liberalism, this foundation took it upon itself to train the already existing journalists in the ERTU
since the 1980s (Meckel 1996). Their main focus was on media venues that have a limited range,
like radio stations in distant provinces. This foundation’s care for regional media in general and
Radio Canal in particular entrenched in the old cadres of Radio Canal a sense of media
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professionalism and gave them an advantage over those working in the headquarters, not to
mention that it provided them with pride to belong to Maspero and to be called welad Maspero –
the Children of Maspero-. The foundation’s sessions and conferences gave the broadcasters of
Radio Canal a sense of significance that still exists within them. Whenever a nostalgic instant is
brought up in a conversation between me and any of my interlocutors from the old cadres, or
whenever I ask them to simply tell me about themselves, they would almost always refer to the
Fredrich Naumann Foundation and the impact it had on their lives. “There are people who still
have conscience when it comes to their work, especially those who belong to the older
generations” said Nermine while trying to tell me the distinction between a public servant and a
media professional. “They [the old cadres] do not regard themselves as public servants, they
think to themselves that they are going to the radio and that they love what they do and that
they’ll enjoy it with the company of the listeners. It is all about this eagerness to know what
people want to say! And of course, there are people here who do not want to do anything really.”
This distinction between these two categories, the public servant and media professional, speaks
to a fallen out work ethic, a culture of work that was once related to being a public servant that is
now almost non-existent. It is a category that belonged to a previous ideological system that is
now being deliberately swept away, causing disruption in its apparent coherence and purpose.

On the Outskirts of Media Professionalism: “What part of the national are we in?”
While I was listening to Hadith El-Qana presented on that day by Mohamed Saad . A
devoted listener, called Hag Fouad, called the program and this dialogue took place:
“Hag Fouad: Mr Mohamed, we want to hear the voice of one of the officials one time in
the morning answering the questions that come to you, Allah Yekhlik -may god keep you
–please!
Mohamed Saad: pray that god makes them responsive to us!
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Hag Fouad: Yarab! I beg your pardon, Mr. Mohamed, may god protect you, please try,
for instance, for the sake of the topic of the mosque of last week, I will send you the
number of Dr. Ramadan of the Ministry of endowment …[Saad interrupts him]
Saad: Ya Hag Fouad, I hope if we are delinquent in anything please, do not talk about it
on air! I mean if we don’t do our job regarding something, advise me off air ya Hag
Fouad, call me and tell me!
Hag Fouad: No it is not like that sir; I mean that the officials are not responding to the
calls…
Mohamed Saad: what shall we do then?
Hag Fouad: I am telling you Sir I will send you the number of Dr. Ramadan in the
Ministry of endowment and talk to him about the whole mosque thing.
Mohamed Saad: Haaaderr y a fandem – will do sir-!”
It is well known that some broadcasters, including Saad, do not really help people out.
They only hear their complaints in Hadith El-Qana and rarely contact any official to solve any
problem. This nonchalance became one of the main attributes that the people of Radio Canal link
to being a public servant. From their perspective, a media professional should always try to
preserve the developmental legacy of the place and work as hard as he/she can. Indeed, one of
the sentences that have been reiterated many times by some of my interlocutors was that some
people working in Radio Canal regard themselves as public servants. To them, the moment they
start seeing themselves in that way, is the moment they start failing to fulfill their purpose as
media professionals. This perception goes back to their understanding of the category of the
public servant, regarding those who identify with it as careless people who leave their jobs at
exactly 2:00 pm and do not really care about the state of the place they work in. In other words,
they think that public servants lack creativity and passion and all they want to do, is to finish
their shift and just go home. However, Nermine thinks that she is “standing in between.” Her
sense of self is torn between that of a public servant and that of a media professional. For
instance, sometimes she feels restricted that she has to bring guests most of the time, and ask
them“whether this or that is acceptable in our societies or whether this is attractive to people or
not, I want to work kda [freely].”
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Lamiaa and Zeinab, however, had firmer points of view. Lamiaa thinks that they are
government employees par excellence and regardless of the nature of their shifts and working
hours, “if it pays governmental, speaks governmental, looks governmental, then it is
governmental.” And when I told her that a lot of people think of themselves as media
professionals here, her response was odd yet relevant: “My daughter, beautifying a donkey
makes it a beautiful donkey, not a horse at all!” Zeinab, however, kept stressing on a different
point. She told me that Radio Canal is part of “the official media of the state” meant to “convey a
message while the other private media venues, which are also largely owned by the state, are not
part of the official platform that the state depends on. They are just meant to send a message in a
manipulative way or implicitly, not directly. I am a government employee for sure, and my job
became something I have to do in order to get paid, that is all!” Yet out of all opinions, Farouk’s
was the clearest:
“When you think of it, if this was part of the private sector, you will find that the number
of people working here is more than enough. People would work for 5 days a week and
they would actually work, which is the main difference between media professionals and
public servants.”
Ahmed Farouk’s statements, along with Lamiaa and Zeinab’s solid convictions, are
telling of how they regard themselves as part of a decaying infrastructure and a fractured
category. As elaborated in the previous chapter, now is a time in which the state has, in fact,
endorsed neoliberal reforms while deliberately coloring them with a paternal developmental
discourse to reinforce its legitimacy. Therefore, it created a hybrid system that allows it to
sustain its neoliberal approach and maintain its centralized grip on the economy. Consequently,
the public servant category is almost completely deformed and its once reputable social and
political status is no longer in place. The resultant confusion that the broadcasters have with
regard to the public servant category and their belonging to it is a sign of their existence in a state
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of vertigo.Granted, this is a very different historical juncture from that of the 1950s and 1960s in
which the concept of the welfare state (providing people with free public education, free medical
care, subsidized goods, etc.) was almost fully adopted and being a public servant was a
privilege.It was an epoch in which the state had clear agenda that ensured a rise in the living
standards of the newly structured middle class. And here the question arises,what are the factors
that have led the workers of Radio Canal make these distinctions between a public servant and a
media professional? What are some laws that allowed the public servant category to establish
grounds during the past century? And how did they form some sort of security in this precarious
phase that the people of Radio Canal live in?
The Socialist Gaze: Nasser and Labor law

“The working people constitute the society that has equal opportunities for everyone, free
education for everyone depending on the effort that is being exerted and the extent in
which one is willing to serve his homeland. The people that are freed from all exploiters,
the working people constitute the society of masters, not the society of masters and
slaves, everyone becomes a master in his country, the worker does not feel that he is a
slave to the machine, or a slave to capitalism, the worker does not feel that he has small
benefits from his effort that he could barely live, he does not feel that the rest of his effort
goes to the capitalist or the monopolistso he would have the ability to collect millions,
invest them, and collect more and more millions.”
Gamal Abdel-Nasser’s speech on Labor Day 1966 in El-Mahalla El-Kubra30

The paternalistic tone that Nasser had used with regard to the workers was manifested
clearly not only throughout his speeches but also throughout the laws his socialist regime had
stipulated. The 1950s and 1960s marked the peak of the socialist era and formed the legacy of
the public sector and its employees as part and parcel of Nasser’s variant of socialism.It was a
time in which a lot of labor laws were successfully ratified, positioning the state as the safeguard
30

An industrial and agricultural city in Gharbia governorate known for its textile industry.
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of the new welfare system. Situated between the ruling elites and the people was a robust
bureaucratic apparatus whose existence was an intrinsic part of the creation of a new modern
Egyptian nation-state. In turn, the bureaucracy here was regarded as an efficient strategy upon
which the production of different socio-economic relations between the state and the population
came to be (O’neil 1986). For instance, there was a “guaranteed employment scheme” to those
who finished their post-secondary education (Barsoum, 2015), a point that Lamiaa addressed to
me at length:
“The 1960s were always glamorous to people…. You were an employee that had your
job once you graduate, there was something called the Ministry of Man Power, an entity
that sends you a letter telling you, that you have graduated from the faculty of so and so
in the bachelor of so and so specializing in so and so, you are going to work in this or that
place and so you did not carry the burden of anything, and they used to give people
houses with nominal rentals, and the clothes were available in the public sector as well …
you had the housing with almost nothing, the education, the clothing, the food, the job,
and the outings and so and so. All that came after were attempts to contain that, with
people who call themselves businessmen, you are talking about people who have
projects, visions, and blueprints for production so they can get profits, but those who
want to get profit without production are naheeba w laheeba -looters and thieves- .”
In the early 1960s, with the introduction of the socialist decrees, the government in an
effort to reduce unemployment and constitute a new loyal middle class, provided administrative
jobs to all the university graduates and manual jobs to all those who graduated from secondary
schools. It is true that the 1960s marked the pinnacle of the socialist era and the government’s
commitment to the workers, but the root of this agenda goes back to the 1956 constitution.
Mainly, it acted as a scripted vantage point in which the government’s allegiance to the workers
and their rights was authenticated (Posusney 1997). Take a look on the following articles:
•

Article 21, in which the government pledges to financially aid people suffering from “oldage, illness, or the inability to work.” The same article also holds the state accountable for
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providing social insurance services, social assistance, and the gradual expansion of public
health.
•

Article 52 which specifies that “all Egyptians have a right to work and the state intends to
provide that.”

•

Article 53 in which “the state guarantees a fair treatment of Egyptians depending on the
amount of work they do. It also limits the working hours, ensures fairness in wages,
guarantees insurances against dangers, and organizes the right to rest and take vacations.”
These articles were later included in the 1959 Unified Labour Code (Law 91), that

limited the working hours to eight per day, ensured an extended health insurance, covered all
industries, and gave workers more paid vacations and higher sickness and severance pay (Taha
2014, 179). Following this code were the famous socialist decrees of July 1961 which marked a
huge expansion in the public sector and the protections given to labor. Of course, these decrees
further reinforced the government’s dedication to the workers.On the other hand, they set the
stage for Nasser’s calls upon workers to exert more effort in their jobs to strengthen the national
economy. In general, throughout the 1960s there was a series of laws that were mainly concerned
with improving the workers’ living standards, such as law 133 of 1961 that limited the work
week in industrial institutions to 42 hours, six days a week, seven hours per day, law 111 of
1961that gave the public sector workers a share in companies’ profits, exactly three percent to be
distributed to workers in cash, etc. (Posusney 1997, 41). This general outlook of laws explains
Nermine’s puzzlement when I asked her what she would do if the government decided to shut
that place off and let her go:
“Nermine: what would they do? Come and kick me out? The best they could do, if we are
like ten people left, is to tell us to go to Cairo. This might happen if Maspero continues to
live to witness that day. They can’t just demolish the place and let us go… because then
the state would have to give you your rights, there are laws. Of course, we are hanging in
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between here. I imagine that one day they would tell me that I will be working in
Maspero not here in Ismailia as they would sell or privatize the place. Or they would put
me in a media office, if I didn’t want to go to Cairo, or may be send me to work in the
governorate building, the point is we will not be media broadcasters but public servants,
and that is it.”
Though the circumstances and ideological underpinnings that led to the public sector’s
expansion in the late 1950s and 1960s simply do not exist anymore, they are still what drive the
people of Radio Canal to think that the state will not completely abandon them. At the time, the
socialist decrees that protected the workers were the logical result of the July revolution that in
the pursuit of a more “just society.” Hence, the state was portrayed and perceived as the
instrument of the people with its strong tone of nationalism, paternalism, and a demand for
independence from imperial powers (Haykal in Tignor 1998; Abul-Magd 2017; Sobhy 2015).
With the continuing growth of the public sector, there was a growing sense of pride to work in it
and belong to it (Khalil and Dill 2018; Sobhy 2015). That sense of national pride related to
being a public servant is not there anymore, but still, the laws of that period act as a reassuring
factor, an infallible one. Although the socialist laws did not remain unchallenged(with the
Infitah- open door- policies of the 1970s to liberalize the economy and the neoliberal
adjustments of the 1990s, crony capitalism of the early 2000s, etc), their impact is still a main
source of security to the people of Radio Canal. The fact that they still refer to these laws as a
main source of security proves their durability in the minds of public servants. After all, to my
interlocutors, these laws are one of the main reasons keeping the government from taking any
immediate actions regarding their current situation.
There is no doubt that the relegation of the public servant category from its once
esteemed position to a term that indicates indifference and unproductivity is most evident in
Sisi’s era. This is a category that still defines all the workers of Radio Canal de jure, but in real
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life, it is met with aversion and disdain. This analysis is not meant to suggest that all those who
regard themselves as public servants are not committed to their jobs, but it is meant to explicate
the negative connotations that loom over this broken category. Whether a public servant or a
media professional, many people in that place experience some sporadic renewals of hope that
drives them to use what they have and produce unexpected results.

With Flying Colors: Self-worth Attuned to a Neoliberal Reality
It was the national day of Port Said and everybody was anxious. The rhythm of the place
was hectic and people were moving everywhere, crowding the technician’s room and the
hallways. Since she only comes once a week, Dr. Saher Salem, a senior broadcaster in the Arabic
department, has been working in the studio since 5:00 am and her shift ends at 3:00 pm. Patriotic
songs were played all day long and she was working non-stop, with passion and vigor till the end
of her shift. I was with her in the on air studio and we talked in the breaks about her and her
experiences in Radio Canal. It turns out that she has a PhD in psychological health and its
relationship to the media. She based her dissertation on a program about the new Suez Canal
called Ala el-Bar el-Tany – On the Other Side of the Shore-. The program historicized all the
events that took place during the creation of thenew Suez Canal “from the visits of the students,
the civil society, and the effort of the engineers, the workers, and the officials” then she linked all
of that with information about the old canal, in order to “connect the old with the new.” To Dr.
Saher, this program had deeper meanings other than documenting history. It embodied the
meanings of “belonging, social responsibility, and political participation” and aimed to
understand how the radio can bring these concepts to life. She built this program around a
psychotherapeutic approach called Logotherapy that belonged to the Jewish Holocaust survivor
Victor Frankl:
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“It is a theory of hope that suggests that work, vigor, and struggle are the reasons that keep people
alive. Hadn’t it been for his hope and confidence that he [Victor] will leave this place [the
concentration camps], he would have just died in there… another part of his theory is called ‘a
will to meaning’ which argues that when a human being has a goal that he is holding onto ,
despite of how cruel the circumstances around him are, when he renews it every day and never
gives up on it, he will have the capacity and the will to get out of any cesspool of corruption. Just
like the one we had been living in for such a long time with the Muslim Brotherhood and their
nonsense. The injustice, the rumors they have spread, the distorted image of the state and of the
Egyptians that they have disseminated, and the suffering of the army, the police, and the families
of the martyrs they were responsible for, etc. All of that resulted in giving us a beacon of hope,
new projects fatht kheir ala Masr – that auger well for the country-, an economy that is going to
be better. I connected all these things together and presented this program. I did about 300
episodes and then I had a control group and an experimental group and I made the second group
listen to the show for 3 months with all its patriotic content and songs. It motivated and
encouraged them to participate in the university, clean it, donate blood, etc. I think that the
program made a good impact about 82% or 83%.”

The experience of Dr. Saher is unique, but her feelings of patriotism and national pride
were shared among her colleagues as well. Though none of the people of Radio Canal took the
creation of the new Suez Canal to Academia, they all recall how other radio stations and other
private channels took news from them all year long. They all talked to me about how tiring but
rewarding that experience was and how, as Amr Meligy puts it, there was “an unprecedented
patriotic sentiment” that was developed during this “unforgettable year.” But at the inauguration
ceremony, only the general manager of Radio Canal was invited and other broadcasters from
Cairo were charged to cover the event.
In general, mega projects and breaking events evoke an existing potentiality, a patriotic
sentiment, and a short lived feeling of importance to the workers of Radio Canal, but even that
ephemeral sense of significance is slowly fading in the background. Leaping all the way from
2014 to 2021, when the Suez Canal gained massive global attention with the Ever Given
incident. Exactly on the 23rd of March 2021, a large container ship called the “Ever Given” has
been trapped in the canal, forcing some ship-owners to retour their ships and take Africa’s Cape
of Good Hope. With each day the container stood still in the canal, the more the situation was
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aggravated. Already causing a traffic jam of more than 200 ships in the Red Sea, this incident
was the content of so many memes and tweets on the internet. Whether it was about how odd it is
that a ship gets stuck in the Suez Canal or a viral picture of a small digger that is trying to work
its way around the humongous ship, the world’s attention has surely been grabbed. Mohamed
Nawar, the Head of the Egyptian Radio Service, ordered Gamal Masoud to make Ahmed Farouk
cover the event:
“They woke me up and said wear your clothes now because we are going to Suez. I was like Oh
god! Why should I go to Suez why? Why don’t you send any correspondent and that is it! Send
Amr or Abdallah or whoever. Gamal Masoud told me no, Nawar [the Head of the Egyptian Radio
service] told me to send Ahmed Farouk because he wants to transmit the conference on air, and so I
said why would we transmit it on air?! We are going to merge transmission with the TV and that is
it! But Gamal was like that these were the orders, and so I dressed up and I went to the buses
provided by the Suez Canal Authority and went to Suez, such a bad, a painstaking road… so we
went to Suez and attended the conference. We were just watching the ship while it was stranded,
standing still, and we were told if it moved for a centimeter or two, at the end they merged both the
TV and the Radio, just as I expected, and I did not even utter one word. There was no point of me
going there. Once the ship has set sail, the president came to visit here in Ismailia and we were
invited to go see the ships while they were passing by in the water stream. On that day, I told
everyone to go home; this was all for the private state media and no one should try to get a
statement."

As Farouk’s words show, he was not really keen on covering such a huge event, nor was
he excited that he was chosen by the head of the radio service. Yet he was expected to follow the
orders regardless of his reluctance. Because of its bureaucratic nature, the National Media
Authority expects its the public servants to follow the rules with no regard to the personal or the
emotional elements (Allen 2004). But it was in these moments that the sense of being a media
professional rather than a public servant was once evoked and confirmed. Yet, the establishment
of other media venues that are directly related to the state added insult to injury for the people of
Radio Canal. They no longer feel that they have to be at the heart of the event, nor are they
willing to, but there is a sense of duty mingled with orders from up-above that compels them to
simply be there. Though it might be unintentional, it is mainly the work of the incumbent
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administration that changed the people of Radio Canal from dedicated media professionals to
uninspired public servants. This is clear in the state’s dependence on other media platforms in the
hometown of Radio Canal and Channel Four, emphasizing the state’s retreat from these places in
accordance with the contemporary moment.In spite of this grim atmosphere, the people of Radio
Canal still show evidence of movement in this structured institutionalized environment and still
try to establish relevance and leave an impact whilst being in a state of suspension.

Snatching Relevance: Rebounding Time
“”ال تحسبن رقصي بينكم طربا فالطير يرقص مذبوحا من شدة اآللم
“Do not think that my dancing amongst you all is out of thrill or glee,
For the slaughtered bird dances out of sheer pain.”
This is the caption that Ahmed Farouk used in his first TikTok31 video from the on air
studio as he was reading the news bulletin. I saw him on the same day he posted it and we went
to the Radio station. The moment we entered, everyone started giving him compliments on his
new video, encouraging him to do even more. He then talked to me about how that idea came to
his head: “I was sitting with my friend; he is in his mid-40s, and he was like why do not you
create TikTok videos for people to see, I was like but isn’t TikTok mashboh- has a notorious
reputation- ? He was like it is all about the content that you put out there, and I was like ok, I do
have good content! And I downloaded it and it was fairly easy, but it needs consistency, and you
know me, I am lazy.” He then held his phone and showed me a comment that someone, he does
not know, posted on his video, praising his voice and performance, “even this, does not make me
happy anymore.” Then I looked away, talking to Nermine, but I could see that he was still
checking the comments one more time with a brief smirk was drawn on his face. Interrupting this
moment of pride, Nermine suggested that Farouk should upload excerpts from his show El31

A social media application that allows the users to make creative videos, with voice overs and music, and other
visual features.
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LeilMaw’dena–In the Night We Shall Meet- on TikTok, as “it will have a lot of views.”Farouk
liked her idea and later that night, he re-shared the video once again on Facebook and sent me a
link on WhatsApp on how to make money out of TikTok.
El Leil Maw’adena is a social show mingled with a religious Islamic aura, about love,
feelings, and moral standards that the society as a whole should have. It is a show that aims to
solve some of the social and emotional problems that people suffer from. Each week, at 11:00
pm, on Sunday, I get a notification on my Facebook account that Ahmed Farouk wrote on El-Leil
Maw’adena group, announcing that he is going live in a bit and people would start interacting
immediately. The group has about 3,000 members, “it used to have about 17,000 members”
Farouk told me, “but it was hacked or stolen and so this one is private. You only become a
member through an invitation.” Along with her live streams from the studio, Nermine also has a
Facebook page that has about 1,463 followers. She uses it to post her upcoming episodes and the
guests in them. Members of Nermine’s audience can contact her through her page to be on her
show, if they have any special talents. Other broadcasters and technicians use their profiles
directly to let people know their programs and their timings like Mohammad Saad and Khaled
Rashid. Sahar Salem and Ali Abdallah took the extra mile and made a teaser on YouTube for
their program Makan fe Zakerat al Zaman- A Place in Time’s Memory-, announcing that the
program will have daily competitions in Ramadan.
Henri Bergson, as seen through Maurizio Lazzarato lens, argues that the relationship
between the flows of durations, different rhythms, and images -that produce natural perceptionhave always been based on their “capacity to act.” This capacity corresponds to having a margin
of power that can be increased through “retaining and conserving time” (Lazzarato 2007, 94).
To do so, what Lazzarato called “the technologies of time” become crucial. In retrospect, the
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broadcasters’ access to the internet gave them the perception that they can retain time, through
machines that crystallized it. An electronic machine like the camera in their smartphones, for
instance, allowed them to create an operation of “contraction- syntheses of time” an action that
consists of material synthesis that contracts “ successive, independent, and actual instants or
elements” and a spiritual synthesis that “contracts levels of the past that are all coexisting,
virtual” (94,95).To say it in different terms, using the camera to create videos and images, that
captures both the surroundings of the place, its objects, its technologies, etc. (material synthesis),
and the different layers of the past that are represented by these surroundings, objects, and
technologies (spiritual synthesis), equips the people of Radio Canal with the capacity to act, to
relate to the present. The action of capturing moments and airing them on social media platforms
is in itself a stand against irrelevance and obsolescence. It is both an invitation to wander
between the more eventful planes of the past and an incomprehensible rugged present. In other
words, this process magnifies the present, the one that has within its segments the equipment and
the studios of the past. This friction between the past and the present tilts the people of Radio
Canal towards believing that there might be other possibilities that exist in those retained
moments. With the production of images that are made to stay on their social media profiles,
there is a force endowed to them that has the capacity to drag the future onto the
present,penetrating the interior of duration (114). And it is precisely that integration of the past,
the present, and the future in one minute videos or hours of Facebook live streaming, that allows
the people of Radio Canal “to retain what is no longer and to anticipate what is not yet” (96).
In this middle plane, that is Radio Canal, there are constant movements between logics,
objects, and different temporal junctures, meant to resist obsolescence and cope with change.Not
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only do the videos that the people of Radio Canal post conserve time but also it produces an
affective energy that reminds them of their long forgotten significance as media professionals.
Think about Farouk, a man in his late 50s, using TikTok, became familiar with it, and vows to
use it consistently just to remain relevant. It is that same urge that makes Khaled Rashid post a
video or go live on Facebook almost every single day, the same motive pushes Nermine to create
a Facebook page and announce the timings of her programs on it, etc. These are all actions that
give them the feeling that they have surpassed the now lethargic category of the public servant,
by fusing “the dead into the living” (Lazzarato 2007, 95). It is a way, among many, that enables
them to rebound time, cope with change, and assert their presence as the structures they have
known all their lives are gradually disintegrating. Their conscious efforts to use the station’s
tools, objects, and programs, to ensure their relevance, is nowhere clearer than in this
conversation between Nermine and Ahmed Farouk. Below, they are discussing ways to
transform Radio Canal into a visual radio:
“Nermine: we have tools and we have a studio
Ahmed Farouk: we have three studios not only one studio
Nermine: and mics and all of that, these things are an eye catcher, and they will get
people to watch you but the thing is how? I always try to make people understand that
radio canal is not something small and I went live on Facebook during the Eid break,
illustrating to people that this is our work and this is the way we talk and I was replying
to questions on my page. Of course, the equipment and tools that we are using, are
outdated and old and there is a lack of capabilities for sure, though the place is huge, but
we are trying.
Ahmed Farouk: no it is about that! The problem is not in the place and its capabilities.
It is about the weakness of the system, and the management… why don’t you make a
program about Shaabi- popular commercial- music? We can make something valuable
out of it w hatkasr El-Donia– it will be a hit-.”

Ardent Ambitions in a Stammering Reality: “Did neoliberalism pass us over?”
Rumor has it that Ahmed Soliman, one of the English broadcasters in Radio Canal, asked
one of the technicians’ multiple times to write him lyrics for Shaabi- popular- songs, as he wants
to produce them, sing them, and post them on YouTube. He will do so once the place closes
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down or when he is pensioned off. As peculiar as this rumor might seem, for Ahmed Soliman is
56 and has no experience as a performer/singer, it reveals how elusive, mobile, and precarious
this moment is and how his subjectivity is affected by the rules, intricacies, and layers of time.
Mohamed Saad, on the other hand, wants to make a different career shift and own an
advertisement and marketing agency in Port Said:
“I do not have another job. I wish to work in advertisements or marketing. I feel I have the talent
and the potential to do so. It is still a dream. Because I know the psychology of the society and I
can tell you what shall we do to get profit and make someone pay, when will the person pay
money, and what can you address in him to reach your goal, his mind, his heart, his instincts? It is
a language of communication that I now master. I want to use this skill to get more money! My
head is everywhere though; because I do have a lot of responsibilities and a lot of work always!”

By focusing on his entrepreneurial self and attempting to “get more money” Saad desires
to reconfigure himself and monetize his being into what Achille Mbembe has coined as a plastic
subject, “capable of absorbing any content” (Mbembe 2017,4). Both Saad and Soliman are
thinking of ways to reconfigure themselves to meet neoliberal demands, even if their desired
ends are not met, their suspension between two very different structural phases made them think
of novel ways to cope. On the other hand, Farouk remains loyal to his job as a broadcaster and he
keeps on applying in reputable news organizations like Sky News and the BBC. Nermine, as
well, wants to stay working in the media and her dream is to be able to “empower women
through talk shows, highlighting their hardships and success stories.” Others took the academic
road as a way out of Radio Canal, the general manager of the station, Gamal Masoud, was
encouraged by his son to take his Masters in the Institute of Afro-Asian studies in Ismailia.
Currently, he is doing it on El-Semsameya since he has tons of material in Radio Canal about it.
He is also a trainer and a lecturer in the Shorouk Academy and the center of media in the Suez
Canal University (SCU). Zeinab is also doing her Masters in Sustainable development at the
American University in Cairo (AUC), as she thinks that it is an interdisciplinary field that has the
capacity to open many doors in front of her.
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But what if all of these aspirations and ambitions, thoughts and endeavors, are just part of
the neoliberal production of people? What if all of their coping mechanisms will eventually
transform them into a “speck of capital” (Brown 2016, 3) concerned mainly with self –
investment? Can we say that in all of aforementioned adaptation attempts we are witnessing their
transformation into fluid entities that can mold into anything in accordance with capital’s
demands? After all, as amorphous as neoliberalism is, this might be interpreted as its effect in
constituting market driven subjectivities in the midst of what it rendered as an unproductive
category. The answers to these questions are yet to be known, but the focus here, in this chapter,
is on the mere existence of movement in a liminal plane colonized by the future. To abruptly
deduce that they are all changing into calculative subjects is to ignore the insanitation of the
everyday, the potentialities it upholds, and its capacity to fuse fiction with reality.

Conclusion: A Shabby Home
Claiming that the world is as orderly and classified as structuralists believe it to be is bold
yet erroneous. To believe that the future events are already predetermined by previous clear cut
historical causes is hardly applicable to our story here. In relating to a more significant past, this
is a story about the present and its longing to be reconfigured in the future. It is about the
movements that occur in the present which create potentialities, intricacies, and different
conceptions of categories and time. Meant to untangle how the people of Radio Canal adjust and
inhabit this temporal juncture, this chapter is also about what Lazzarato calls time technologies,
such as the video recorders and cameras in their smart phones, that gave them this possibility to
“snatch agency in the very midst of its lack” (Hage, 2009, 101) and equipped them with the drive
to refuse to succumb to being a cog in a bureaucratic machinery”(Weber as cited in Ritzer 1996,
320).
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For most of the people working there, it is home, a place that they have worked in since
their early twenties till they have reached their late fifties. I remember one day, Farouk entered
the break room and it was filthy to say the least. Full of dust and trash all over the floor, he got a
broom and a grove and dusted the place off, sliding the chairs and dusting right under them. On
the other hand, some people who have already retired come back and hang out there and
sometimes their services are still needed since there are no new recruitments. For instance,
Gamal Khalf Allah, a broadcaster in the Arabic section who was retired/pensioned off last year,
came back to record a program for Ramadan upon Gamal Masoud’s request. A cleaner called
Yahia was also pensioned off but he still comes almost on a daily basis and sits in the cafeteria
with the people he knew all his life. Here, we see a relation of attachment in which these people
can no longer let go of the station, as “the continuity of the form of it provides something of the
continuity of the subject’s sense of what it means to keep on living and to look forward to being
in the world ” (Berlant, 2006, 21). Riding “the wave of the system of attachment that they are
used to” (Berlant, 2006, 23) is what keeps the people of Radio Canal hanging onto something
they simply know. To them, the rhythm of the place is familiar, providing reassurance against a
threatening present with its façade of stability. Besides, there exists a bundle of unrealized
promises and desires that are part and parcel of what is keeping them magnetized to this crippled
institution. While some are still fighting against the place’s unknown fate and understand its
volatile present, others have already surrendered to their status as public servants who are so
eager to just finish their shifts.
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VI- Conclusion: Home: a Relentless Anticipation for Solace
“I stand amid the roar
Of a surf-tormented shore,
And I hold within my hand
Grains of the golden sand —
How few! Yet how they creep
Through my fingers to the deep,
While I weep — while I weep!
O God! Can I not grasp
Them with a tighter clasp?
O God! can I not save
One from the pitiless wave?
Is all that we see or seem
But a dream within a dream?”
(Edgar Allan Poe 1849)

Radio Canal and its fight for relevance is situated in Ismailia, the headquarters of "the
world's jugular vein" the Suez Canal. The waterway that hosted the Ever Given debacle and
made headlines towards the end of March 2021. In spite of the doubts looming around Egypt's
ability to fix this problem, the SCA managed, with its dredging equipment, (especially the
famous 1996 cutter suction dredger Mashhour) and tug boats, to dislodge the container ship after
six days of noticeable international panic and disruptions in global trade. Aside from the shared
sense of Egyptian pride outpouring on social media celebrating the event and the equipment and
the expertise of the SCA, Egypt has also demanded $550 million as compensation from the
stranded vessel (BBC News 2021). Afterwards, the Economic Court in Ismailia ordered the seizure
of the ship until the compensation was fully paid. But the ship was released in July after the SCA
filed a lawsuit to uphold the seizure (“Egypt’s Ismailia Economic Court Closes Case of Ever
given Ship” 2021).
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Going back into the nineteenth century when the canalfirst opened, tensions rose between
the Canal as a form of mobility and the Caravan routes between Cairo and Damascus. In a place
where camels were the only means of transportation, the Canal ruptured this exclusiveness and
rendered the former obsolete. Forms of desert mobility in general were considered backward and
traditional, while the canal represented modernity and interconnectedness. Though Caravans and
desert travel were deemed to be the residues of a bygone age, the camel corps were necessary to
govern the area surrounding the canal to prevent smugglers and regulate different mobilities.
Ironically, this outdated mode of transportation and protection was pivotal for the sustenance of
"this nodal point in a global web"(Huber 2013, 315). The tension between the two modes of
mobility was never solved, but the old (caravans) managed to adapt and align itself to the needs
of the new (the canal) and ensure its survival.
The point of the above mentioned historical events/cases, can be summarized using
Marei's words "no means cancels another means. The new might urge the old to mutate but it
will never be able to cancel it.” In the Ever Given incident, the SCA was able to refer back to its
retained expertise and equipment to deal with a maritime fiasco and prove to the world that it has
the capacity to save the day. It was through this incident, as well as the 2015 new Suez Canal
project, that we see how tensions and inherent contradictions survive unresolved. And clearly,
these events did remind the world of the significance of the Suez Canal and the dexterity of the
SCA's cadres. Similarly, the people of Radio Canal are still trying to fit past legacies and
equipment with the present vagueness and nonchalance.
The doors of Radio Canal, the echoes in the break room and the hallways, the reel to reel
machines and the technicians’ cabinets, the on air and recording studios, the worn out cafeteria,
along with the words of my interlocutors, all act as a fractured mirror, reflecting bits and pieces
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of neoliberal creeps on a past developmental welfare state. To deliberately let a once vital place
shatter on its own, to gradually forget about its existence while it is still thronged with hopes and
people, to turn a blind eye into what was once considered a product of a larger developmental
scheme, is a flickering feature of military neoliberalism. The word neoliberal has been used too
often till it was metamorphosed into a nebulous all-encompassing concept. Yet, as vague as its
definition(s) are, its modes are still discernable given the context upon which they thrive. In our
case, the legacy of the socialist era and its laws are well entrenched in the psyches of the public
servants of Radio Canal as the anchor that keeps them secure/grounded.
Even if its structure is in a process of reconfiguration and its features are subsumed to fit
the current neoliberal agenda, Bald El-Mawzfeen still has within it the remnants of the outdated
welfare state. While the government is not obliged to offer protection and security in return for
loyalty and obedience anymore (Lorrey 2015), the remnants of the welfare state are still
reinforced in Radio Canal and are manifested with intermittent currents/tides of care. It is the
exception that the Egyptian state formulated and, in turn, endorsed to thwart even the mere
possibility of any kind of social unrest while embarking on more and more neoliberal projects.
Looking into the figure of the public servant as its members navigate through a privileged
purposeful past and an alien unstable present in a city that has long been known as a safe haven
for that category, enabled us to see a liminal field with no clear definite end. Its beginning
resides in the memory and the archives of Radio Canal and predictions about its end are often
painted with poignant thoughts.
In trying to cope and endure, possibilities unfold in this middle terrain, where the people
of Radio Canal are working and living with contingency, in the ruination they call home. Since
2014, they are constantly trying to untangle and emerge from a suspended time in which the
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collapse of the structures they have always known became inevitable. Hence, their existence is
shaped by unattained ambitions reserved in the midst of gradual collapse. By looking outward to
the unknown, the people of Radio Canal are incessantly trying to break open the lines of
segmentary that defined them as slothful public servants. Their acts of defiance to these rigid
forms range from using social media and time technologies, applying to other jobs in the media
field, leaving this whole mess behind and search for a different meaning in academia, etc. In
doing so, they are struggling to push the parameters of their existence to reach different
outcomes that are distinct from their current dwelling in a state owned institution. Massumi's
idea of "walking as controlled falling" is relevant here. He argues that bodies are full of freedom
and constraints, and so moving in general does not necessarily entail breaking free from
constraints because they will always exist, but rather "it’s about being bodily attuned to
opportunities in the movement, going with the flow. It’s more like surfing the situation, or
tweaking it, than commanding or programming it" (Massumi 2015,14) As iconoclastic as this
may seem, Radio Canal is a site of resistance, in which people try to affirm that they are not in a
state of inertia. Even if they are showing this in the smallest gestures possible to instigate any
kind of change, the people of Radio Canal are still trying to convey a developmental cultural
message in a neoliberal violent world with the least amount of capabilities available. With a
worn out voice and an expressive language, Lamiaa Ebrahim summarizes the state of Radio
Canal as follows:
“It is like a car that you drove for such long distances. I mean you used this car not only to
go to say Port Said or Cairo, no, you went to Marsa Matrouh and Siwa with it, yet it was
never equipped to do so. There are cars that you can adjust to do that, you can add things to
them, they do not have to be desert cars, but there are some cars that you can add up things
to, like adjusting the motor and the tires, so it could deliver what you want it to do. But if
you did not do all of these things and the car is not even equipped to do all of that in the
first place, and you do not have the capacity to adjust it but still you are insisting on
loading it and making it drive more than it should, it may get you to your destination but it
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will be drained, making all sorts of funny noises with its chairs torn apart, its horns not
making a sound, its windows broken. I mean it will drive you to your destination but with
damage, with distortions, and sometimes with this kind of performance I want to know,
how am I still working?… There should have been violent scraping of my brain cells but
there are few cells that are struggling and working on their own so I can do so and so and
so… I have duties and an internal commitment that compels me to keep running
everywhere to get things done.”
The neglect that Welad Maspero suffer from has been aggravated in Sisi's era to the
extent that some of them no longer identify themselves as public servants. My interlocutors’
abandonment of that category is part and parcel of their attempt to align with the state’s needs at
that particular moment. And though it is true that they are part of an entangled over-structured
web, it is still "over-open in the sense that there are always different ways out" (Massumi
2015,121). Given that social reality is fundamentally based on the centrality of contradictions,
the absolute triumph of a new modality of being over the other, eradicating it completely, is
almost impossible, for the old will almost always 'mutate', adapt, or merely move in a liminal
plane.
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